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CHAPTER I
'l'liE l?ROBU:fll, THE PURPOSES, AND THE STATEMENT OF BACKGROUND

! .

!--

THE PROBLEM

What are the behaviors and actions of selected disci1~_ _ ____,1)1 inEL:Rr_o_blJ!lJns_amo:ng_the-oo lo!'e.d-Ohild!'en-of-the-interme diate - - -

grades in the elementary school, and what methods and techniques are used by the staff of the elementary school in
meeting and attempting to solve these problems?
!I .

1.

PURPOSES

To make a study of discipline cases over a stated
period of time.

z.

To describe the development of counseling methods
as related to the behavior patterns of the pupils

i---

studied.

J,

To attempt to discover what are both the immediate
and underlying causes of the behavior problems of
the pupils studied.

4.

To show in what ways the various school and community agencies are employed to give assistance
with problem oases.

,5.

To record the various school-pupil, pupil-pupil,

I
i-'

pupil-home and intra-school relationships that
occur in the handling of the pupils studied,

2
~o

6.

present suggested methods in the collecting

and recording of data concerned with the pupils
who were studied.

7. To provide a Qasis for further guidance and
counseling planning by the teachers and administrators of the Roosevelt School, Stockton,
California.

III.
~his

STATEMENT OF BACKGROUND

study arose out of the expressed desires of the

intermediate grade

teacher~

of the Roosevelt Elementary

School in Stockton, California• for a detailed study of
problem cases among the colored students who were in their
classes,

The teachers and administrators of the school had

felt a need to gain a better understanding of these children
and to discover which methods and techniques in dealing with
them might best be employed,

At no time did the teachers or

administrators imply or suggest that oolored children should
be considered in a discriminatory fashion or treated in any
manner different from that used t.he other pupils.

T.hey did,

however, feel that the teacber•pupi.l variance in eoonomio,
geographic, and social as well as racial areas served as a
detriment to the constructive and helpful guidance a teacher
might provide these pupils.

Any furthering of the under•

standing of these discipline oases would be of great benefit
to both pupil and teacher.

The study, therefore, was

undertaken with the complete knowledge and cooperation of
thEI intermediate teachers of the Roosevelt School.

,

__

- - - - --------

CHAPTER II
'
A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF GUIDANCE IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

' ----------

Guidance in the elementary school is a field that
offers wide opportunity and endlese challenge.

There has

been, however, a noticeable laok of a clearly defined program for the elementary schools similar to that found for
the secondary schools.

School guidance has been considered.

primarily a function of the junior and senior high echools.
on the elementary level it has been considered to be chiefly
the responsibility of the classroom teacher.

Even. here there

has existed only a nebulous program of guidance for the elementary pupil.

In contrast to the elementary schools of

America, the secondary schools are provided offices and,
,_

quite often, staff in the larger schools.

Teachers and

pupils in these schools are secure in the knowledge that
certain persons are charged with the responsibilities of
guidance, and both teacher and. pupil can seek out this office
fer assistance in guidance matters.
Guidance in the elementary schools was also considered to be in the nature of a disciplinary measure.

The

administrator of the school was the disciplinarian who took
over when the classroom teacher's measures failed.

His

chief responsibility was to cure by some method of punishment.

His opportunity to establish a program of prevention,

involving his staff in a comprehensive and integrated attack

--------

.5
at the basie problems confronting elementary school pupils 1
was seriously handicapped by the ever-present shortage of
administrative assistance, coupled with the ever-increasing
load of administrative duties.
With the increased realization of both educators and
the public that the elementary child ls more than an immature
t------,nrim-;~nliftl'fe-isnuman,

and, therefore, that one must be

human in dealing with him, interest is a defined. program of
guidance for elementary schools has come to be regarded as
more of a necessity.

Since that time there nas been an ever

growing development of the elementary school guidance programs.

However, these school systems find very little pre-

oed.ent or practice on which to base their own programs.·
Those charged with developing such a program must proceed.
---------------

wl. th caution in order to determine, step at a time, which is
the more effective practice.

Such problems as responsibility,

ma:x:imum utilization of personnel, maximum utilization of
tests and record, prevention program, and effective use of
school and cooperating agencies are a few difficulties which
confront school. districts that are attempting to create an
effective guidance and counseling program for their el.ementary
schools.
Guidance :is needed in all parts of the school system,.
but 1n some respects it is 1nost necessary in the elementary
school.

The transition from home life to school life fre-

quently causes maladjustments, undesirable &ttitudes toward

-

6
school and life, and emotional disturbances. that profoundly
atfeet the entire future of the individual.

Many of these,

if recognized early and given effective guidance, are

pre~

vented, and the later adjus.tment of the child to the school
and to life in general becomes easier.

WhE!>n a child· enters

sohool either in the kindergarten or the first grade, the
physical condl tions of the school where light and heat are
regulated, sanitary conditions are maintained, courtesy is
emphasized and care of property is demanded 1 may be in

con~

trast with those conditions that exists in the child's home.
Serious problems arise t'rom early childhood diseases or
physieal handicaps that impair tl'le ability of the child to
learn.

Failure to be promoted or failure to achieve what is

expected of him loeoomes more important as he progresses from
grade to grade,

The development of the real:ization of lne!---

quali ties

bet~IEl<>:n

\'limself and other pupils, whether he be

inferior or superior, lorings demands of adjustments that
increase in magnitude and. number, particularly in the ele•
mentary school grades.

These and other problems often

result in undesirable habits and attitude$,

All of which

makes guidanoe in the elementary school increasingly important.

The logical beginning for organized guidance, therej _ _ _ _ __

fore, is the point at which the child enters school•

For

many children it will be the first opportunity to secure the
help they need for proper adjustment to life.

7

;r. TYPES

OF

GUIDANCE PROBLE;rqs

The elementary school faces certain· types of guidance
Pt'Oblems.

If the teacher 1 ~ main concern is that the child

develop rather than that order be kept in the classroom, he
will regard the "problem child« as a ''child w1 th a problem,"
He will seek out the reason first ,___th_e,n_hiLWill_attempt__t;Q _ _
find an effective answer to the child's need,

Davis states

that teachers will discover that children in the ·elementary
sehool display certain classes of emotional behavior, which

1.

Aggression • This may take the form of a show-off
in class and on the school grounds.

He seeks the

attention and approval of others, and he does so
aggressively.

It may also manifest itself in a

physical attack on another child, quarreling with
the teacher, or a flat refusal to conform which
~---

is coupled with a defiant or sullen attitude.
2.

Withdrawing - Here the child attempts to solve his
problems by escaping from the reality of them,

He

retreats from his problems into a world of fan•
tasy,

Teachers often describe the child with

words such as "daydreaming," "slly, 11 or "sensitive."
Constant withdrawal from the realm of reality can
become a most serious psychological problem,

J.

Fearful behavior .. This child is almost constantly
in a state of apprehension.

He will fail to

8
complete assignments or carry out simple tasks
beoause he is preoccupied with some real or fano.ied.
threat.

These threats to his seouTity may arise

out of unstable nome situations or a lack of,ability in given areas.

Fear is common to all chil-

dren. but occasionally some child is
4,

fear~ridds~n~··~·------

Illness .. Some children seek escape from th$
realities of the school experience by becoming
~nl.u

It is no longsr termed "feigning illness,"

because many of the pains and discomforts are as
real as if they had had a phy.siologioal basis.

5. Nervousness .. lf everything else fails, the child
may seek refuge in some nervous mannerism, such as
l
a body tic, .Q.ail biting, and picking the nose.

--- --- - ------ --

The important thing about aU of the,emotional pat ..
terns is that they are the symptoms of a serious, unsolved
problemj they are the child's attempt to make an adjustl!lent.
A simple acceptance, and nothing else that "all behavior is
caused," is not enough for the proper adjustment of the ele•
menta:ry school child.
willt in some

dE:~gree,

It must be realized that all children
resort to an emotional pattern of

adjustment that must be recogniaed by, the school and handled
through an organized program of guidance &nd counseling.
1

Hobert A. Davis, Eduoational l(syeh0log1{ (New YGrk:
McGraw-Hill Book Company;. Inc., 1948), pp. 149-1.50.

i________ _

9

ll.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COUNSE:LOB

The counselor, or administrative assistant, is

directly responsili>le to the principal.

The Long 13each/

California, City Schools have listed the legitimate services

of an elementary school counselor to be:

A.

.

General Services:
1.

Testing program • ordering, administering,
scoring and. interpreting.

2.

Pupil data - gathering, organizing, adminis ..
trating.

)•

Registering and tran.sferring pupils •

4.

Aiding Pl:'incipal in selection of pupils who
need individual attention,

B,

Se.:t'vices with Children:

1.

-

..

Assisting teachers in the understanding of
problem chlldren.

2.

Coordinating the services of school personnel
workers who contribute to the

1~lfare

of the

ohild,

J,

C.ooperating with local agencies when they are
concerned with the individual child who has a
problem.

4.

Assisting the principal in parent. conferences,
pz-oviding data and other services.

!).

Dir!i'lctly oounsel:lng with the child when
requested or whenever it appears advisable.

1--1 ___

----------

--
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C.

Services with Teachers:

1.

Organizing a program of assisting teachers to
develop better guidance techniques,

2.

Assisting teachers in the carrying out of
guidance techniques,

J,

Showing genuine concern for the mental health
- - - -

of'

III.

teacher, giving her all necessary support, 2

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE GUIDANCE PROO!iAI1

For the ind.ividuals who are concerned directly with the
guidance program certain skills and l<nowledge are basio equip·
ment.

In the school where the full burden of guidance falls

directly on the teachers, or in the schools where adminia ..
trative assistance is provided for the guidance program,
-- - - - - - - - - - - -

these skills make 1 t much easier to study a child system•
atically, and with greater positive results.

The New York

State Counselors Associate lists these skills as 1
l.

The ability to keep an accurate account of the
child's behavior• free of subjective comment.

2.

The ab111 ty to interpret test results in their
proper perspective.

J,

The ability to organize information gained
through the use of skills into a coherent
statement.

2

Harold Bernard, Evan James, and. J:l'ranltlin Zeran, Gqid!EW!. Servi~es in EleAAnta;rf ,Schools (New York: Chartwell
Mouse 1 Ine •• 195'4) • pp. 30 -J02.

l1

4,

The ability to relate information gathered con•
oeming the child to some pla\l.S ible plan of:
assistance for the child and his emotional
problems)

In addition to these skills, l!atch suggests the following guides as essential. to the individual concerned with
pupil, guidance 1
1.

Establish a friendly relationship.

It is a matter

of convincing the ehild., and one$elf, that he is
sincerely liked., and in turn can find trust and
confidence.
2.

Obtain the child's :reason for his behavior.

This

is possible only if the relationship is entirely

free from threat or ridicule.

J,

Look at the problem in terms of the child.

Use

his words and. his language in discussing the problem
with him.

4.

Begin with the assumption that the child is doing
his best he knows how to do with the situation as
he sees :it,

,5.

Build on the child's strength.

Further attacks on

his weak points ean only lead to further defensive
behavior.

Discover ths child's abilities and

pref~

erences and exten4 his activities into those areas.
JNew .'York State Counse.lors Assoc1ation, Practical ~
Cgunse+ors (Chicago! Soiemce Research Associates, ·

~for

~). p.

llJ.

.
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6.

!Bstabli.sh limits of. behavior.

1~r1e:ndlinflss

does

. not. imply the relaxation of established :rules
that govema the

?.

entirE~

Allow t1me for behavior.

-----

group.
Chal'l.ging basic patterns

ot bl!lhavlor is not a qu.1ck p1•ocess, .Jl:xpeot
. serious .setbacks • but do :not allow e1 ther tile
,onll,d .o:r '1/l'lfi cm.me.elo:r to .g1ve-up,

.B.

Pra1~>~ ~11

genuine progress, but i':l.o not p:raue

.lav1s~ly •.

9.

Qet al.l

h~lp a,v~J,Uable.

Use e,very source of

&.S1'listanee posUble from the home; school,
4
OO!lll'lltn:lity,

- ---

-------

.----

CBAP'l'Ell III
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING AT ROOSEVELT ELENENTARY SCHOOL

Administratively, the guidance and counseling program
at Roosevelt School is shared by the. principal
principal.

~md

the vice"'

Ge:nerally speaking, the vice-principc'l iEJ the

administrator to whom the gree.t majority 9f pupils are first
referred..

The vice-prinoip:O.l 's basic duty i!O' t.o construct

and determine a, plausible guidance basis for each referral,.
The vice-principal counsels with the referred pupil in an·
effort

to

adjust the student to aoceptable school bel:w;vlor,·

For more serious referrals and for pupils who require more
serious disciplinrlry action the principal is involved,
Tel provide

a basis of referral for the teacher, and to
-- --

provide an underlying philosophy of the administration of the
schcol .for these referrals, the follOl'l"ing referral policy of
Roosevelt School has been arrived at cooperatively and with
clear understanding as to its purpose:

1.

The basic purposes for referring a stud,ent to the
office are:

a.

1'o help the teacher to,.rards mo:t!e' et:fi'ecti ve
teaching.

b.

To help .the student in becoming a better
school citizen,

c.

To improve pupil.,;.teacher, pupil-sohool, and
pupil-pupil relationships.

a.,

To utilize all available facilities in the
assistance of the teacher towards the achieve~
ment of the above objectives,

---------

14

· a.

Causes for referral would include;
a.

Discipline • violating established room•
school rules
(l) Boom

(2) Yard

(J) !tall

b,

Attendance and tardiness

- - - - - - - - - - • e.•-Welta!'e-aY..d-heal-th•-------~--------d.

Attitude

a.

Violation of oommun:t ty laws

====

(l) Stealing
Vandalism
C3) Others

(2)

).

The fact that the teacher finds it necessary to
refer a pupil does not imply failure on the part
of the teacher.

4.

The Principal or

Vioe~Principal

are brought in when

the teacher feels that the seriousness of the situa•
tio:lil requires assistance and counseling.

5.

Frequent referral to the Principal or Vioe-Prinoipal
diminishes their effectiveness in the handling ot
a discipline case.

6.

The Principal and the Vice-Principal will give
full support to the teaoher in the handling of
discipline cases.

1.

Xf either the Principal or the Vice-Principal feel
that the. teacher has been in error i:n the handling
of:

a refe:t-:ral case, he shall eonsult privately with

the teacher i:n regard to it.

- ---- ---- ---- -------
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e.

!f the teacher fe!llls .that. the l?rincipal or the
V1oe~Principal has

been in error in the handling

of a referral case, she should consult privately
with him in regard to it.

9.

The Principal or Vioe ..Prinoipal should have full
knowledge of the nature of the offense that
caused the pupil to be referred,

10.

The teacher will have employed a number o:f' tech•
niques 1o1ith the pupil, and only after they have
not proven successful should the pupil be referred
to the off ioe.

11.

The teacher,

~r1noipal

and

VioEI~!i"rinclpal

should

'"'"I of the referred pupil.
ooopEirate in the discipling
12.

The Principal and Vice-Principal should be avail•
able at all times for r.:onsultation regarding
problems of specific or general oases.

1.).

Teachers should share techniques for the handling
of referral oases.
! .

TYPES OF REFERRALS

A complete liet of all the possibilities for referral
to the office is not possible.

The following list 1s inte:nd.ed.

to clarify in the minds of the teachers the areas that most
,--

often require further assistance.

This does not mean that any

time a pupil falls into a. category for referral ne is. automatically sent to the office.

The most effeC.i\tive counseling

--- -------
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is. aohievll!d. in the classroom. and the more problema that can
bt

resolved in the elassro0 m, the stronger the .teacher's
:---;-

position is.
A list ot the types ot reterrala at Roosevelt School

is as follows;
l.

Discipline

~-----------------.a•.~cl~a~a~a~r~o~o~m-----------------------------------------

(1).

Willful and continual d.lsobed1enoe. , . . .

. (2) Insolence or disrespect in word or action,
{J)

Obscem words or actions.
(4) Willful destruction defacing of school
property.
(5) Throwing of any object.
(6) serioui;J and continual violation of
classroom rules.
(?) Fighting,

b.

:tard.
(1) Throwing of rooks, sand or any

~.rmful

objeots,
(2) Continual and willful violation or·
playground. rules•
(:r) Violations listed under Classroom.

c.

Halls
(1) Continual running, pushing, shoving, or

loud and disturbing noise making.

(2) Violations listed under Classroom and.
Yard,

z.

Attendanee
a,

Absence - at any time the teaQ.her feels th~t
referral is necessary either in
terms of length of absenoe by the
pupil or in the valid~ty of excuses
given by a pupil for an absence.

b.

'l'ard.imss ... when the teacher feels tl:lat tardi•
ness is caused by e1 ther pupil · 1ndif..
ference or by a home situation.
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Health and Welfare
a.
b~

o.
d~

Clothes
FOOd

Grooming • e,g. haircut
Physical defects
(1~ Eyes

(Z

(.3

Ears
Others

~------------------~•~·L_~Apparent

!.

g.

li.

illness or infection~~-------------------
Health habits - e.g. lack of sleep
Cleanliness

ASSISTING AGENCIES AT ROOSEVELT SCHOOL

In the effective guidance program of an elementary
school, full utilization of all assisting ageneiesi whether
school or community,. is imperative.
:l!he .!:l.2!!lt•

The most desirable solution of any referral

problem necessitates the inclusion of the home regardless of
i __ -

the area of referral.

The home should be the first agency

called in for conference and euilsistanoe.

The parent should

! -

othe~

The parents should also be urged to seek the aid of
assisting agencies.

A number of problems arise in the

Roosevelt area in terms of utilization of the home.

They are!

l.

The inability to get either parent in :for a conference. '!'his may be the result of both parents
working. parental indifference. or rl!9tioe:~;toe or
suspicion or discomfort towards facing school
staff.

2.

A certain number of Mexican parents are uXJlil ble till
speak English. This eliminates any effective conference. even though another person mignt bE:I
brought in to interpret.

---

-..

~------

be urged to suggest solutions to the problems under discus•
sion.

-

.
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A.ttendanog an6_ lJelfa;re Office.

The Attendance and

Welfare Office of the Stockton Un.ified School District oan
be of definite assistance in many problem oas.es.

Care

should be taken not to make too frequent use of this agency,

i

I

or its effeeti'lteness can be measurably diminisl:l.ed.

When

using the Welfare Officer many of the procedures set forth
!~.---------i~n~t~h-e-.~R~e~f~e-r~r-a~l~~~o~l~i~c-y--s~h-o-u~l~d~.~be---e~m-p~l-o_y_e~d~i-n__
o_r~d-er--~t-o--o~b~ta-i~n-.--------======
~

maximum benefit of the Officer's time.

In particular. there

should be a complete file of infOl:'lllllltion available•

In addi•

tion, any other person th&-t might be called into the problem
should be on hand to coincide with the visit of the Attendance and Welfare Officer.
San Joaquin Healt!;l, Distriet.

Complete utilization of

the Public Health Nurse who has been assigned to the
Roosevelt School
achieved.

ox:~

a full time basis has far from been

This has been largely aue to the misunderstanding

on the part of the teaching staff as to the role of the
Public Health Nurse.

She would be a most logical assistant

in referrals for attendance, health, and welfare.

To

br~ng

a more effective use of the Public Health Nurse, the following program has been put into effect;
1.

A weekly confl(!renoe period between the VicePrincipal and the Public Health Nurse. This
conferenc!iJ serves both. as a discussion of possible·problem areas and as a follow-up for refer•
rals already acted upon, Teachers are instructed.
to send applicable referrals into the office for
use at these conferences.
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Z,

A clari.fication of the nurse 'a referral form to
the. teachers. Proper instruction is given as to
method and. use of the referral form. This also
se:rves to clarify the role of the nurse in rela•
tion to the school. comrnil.nity.

J,

A report returned to the teacher giving the
action· taken by the nurse containing results
obta:tned,

4,

Use of the nurse a!!; a consultant on the school

l-----~-----'iaccr:-'e'Ca~h;-:e:--a-c;l':'t':"h'-:;::P:t'_Obl§_!IlL_li:ffe5J.tiYJLU1lHLof_the_nur-s\9 _ _ __

is made by the Guidance Council and school com..
mittees that deal with health and welfare problems
Of the pupils.

Stockton B.eQreation Dgpartment.

The Stockton Metro•

pclitan Recreation Department employs a full time d:treotar
at Roosevelt

School~

Whereas tne director of the playground

is not directly involved w1 th the handling of referral cases,
yet after-school playground activities can be effectively
employed in the handling of problem pupils.

In the past.,'

the direotors have been very cooper-ative with school officials,
type

A problem pupil with athletic aptitudes would be the

ot child for which the school, in cooperation with the

recreation department, might be able to work out an effective
guidance program.•
aooseveJ.j; :rarent•'J.leachers Association.
and its

~relfare

The P. T,. A,

committees are ui'leful in solving certain

referral problems..

The clothes closet is very helpful in

the type of economic area that Roosevelt School represents .•
The 11'. T. A. also bas a large and effective school lunch
program as well as a number of other

~rejects

that are of

particular help to the school in handling welfare referrals.
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$).ther agencies.
1,

Roosevelt Student Body
Whereas the student body would not be directly
concerned with problem pupils, still the VioePrinc;l,pal can effectively use the Student
Council in the solution of general student
behavior problems, e.g,, yard deportment,
respect of school property, cafeteria and
assembly deportment.

2.

County Juvenile Authorities
These Officers would defil.l with speeifio eases
concerning violations of the law and are given
·complete cooperation by the school aQ.mini.stration,

3.

The Custodial Staff
Complete cooperation from this group is of
great assistance in the handling of certain
problems. Mr, .H., the school custodian, is also
a proficient barber, and he has given haircuts
when necessary,

III.

4,

The San Joaquin County Welfare Department

5.

The Catholic Welfare Agency

6,

The College of the Paoifio - Clinics, and.
Testing Programs

7.

Churches of the Roosevelt School Area

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING TECHNIQUES OF THE VICE~PRINCIPAL

counseli:ng.

This is the first and most commonly used

technique of approaching a referred student.

Therefore,

&~od

counseling practices, as those outlined in Chapter II 1 are
employed.

The physical

set~up

of the administrative suite or

Roosevelt School is conducive to good counseling practices.
The

~rinclpal

and V1ce-1>rinoipal 1 s offices adjo1n 1 which

21
:f'aoili tate:;; close coope1•ation between the two regarding tile

counseling of a pupil.

The Vice-Principal's office is

situated to provide a minim1:.m1 of interferel1ee or Wthrough
traffic."
Punishment.

It would not be realistic to ignore the

fact that there must be

som~_me_a_SJ:U"_e_of_.p_unishment_f'or-those,

oases referred for distiipltnary reasons.
flI

r
r:

__~_

:Punishment is made

commensurate with the cause of referral as nearly as possible,

A close understanding between the Principal and Vice-

I

I'

I

I
I

Principal has been established as one of the first relation..
ships between the two admlnistrato:;.•s,
take into account seve1•al factors:

Both administrators

(1) baokgroum emotion

]!

and personality of pupil, (2) frequency of violation of rules

l

and. number of referrals, tl) pupil's a,t;t1 tude towards the

f

variol;ts 'methods of punishment, and. (4) pupil's attitude
towards what he has done.
Corporlll.l punishment is not an acceptable method of
punishment at Roosevelt School, notwithstanding the fact
that it also violates Stockton Unified School District
polio~.

Therefore, the following are some of the methods of'

punishment that are employed:

1.

Withdrawal of privileges or, duties.

2.

Withdrawal of right to participate in sehool
activities.

),

Exclusion from class, completing ass1g1:1ments in
the sohcol office.

:

___

-----
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4.

Detention

5.

Special work assig:runents

6,

Suspension

f~om

school

It must be pointed out that some of these might not
be applicable in O'i'rta1n

oases,

Indeed, some of them may be

actually what the pupil seeks.

The guidance Council.

A method of guidance and

counseling that is coming more and. more into use is the

Guidance Council,

The Guidance Council for Roosevelt Sohoc1

was establ.ished at the beginning of the 1954-.5) school year,

1.

2.

Purposes
a,

To provide a concentrated focus on the more
ser1 ous refe.rral oases.

b,

To utilize the various assisting agencies 1n
a.n efficient and praotieal menner.

o.

To provide a oornrnon approach for tea.ehers,
administrators andasslsti:ng agencies in thEI
handling of and the developing of a. philosophy
for problem oases.

d.

To share methods and approaches for the
handling of problem pupils.

Composition

a.

Permanent
(1) Vice-Principal
(2) Three teachers
(J) Princ:l.t,m11 a.s ex-officio

b.

Temporary - when applicable
(l) Mel!lbers of ass.isti:ng

ageneles

(2) Teacher of re. ferred. pupil
(J) Parents of pupil

:;.

J?:roeedure
a.

A particular :referral case is recommended te
the council by the Principal, Viae-Principal,
a teaoner. or one of the assisting agencies,

b,

The council meets, considers problem, then
makes specific :recommendations for action to
be taken.

c,

'l'he recommendation f'o:r action is assigned to

J----~----~-__jthe_'llJ_ce-:t>:r-1nc1pal 1 _1!1ho_f_ollow~Lthr_ough_w1 t h - - - - -

proper steps to put recommendations into
effect,

d.

•c====

The council may meet again to review the case
and to helii\r report of action taken on the
recommendations anct tl1e:tr results. Further>
recommendations oan be made at this time.
'l'his process may oe :repeated as often as
members of the council think it profitable.

Conferenol'.h

Other than the Guidanee Council and. the

counseling teehnique on the part of the Vice-Principal, there
can be held a number of conferences with those persons
,----------------

involved,
mal.

These conferences can be either formal o:r info:r•

A formal conference with the parent can be very effeo•

tive when the pavent is cooperatwe and. anxio·_.s to assist the
school in as:Hsting the pupiL

In many cases a parent con..

terence is as far as a case might need to go,

From the stand•

point of public :relations a parent .. school conference is
highly desirable.

A'ft far as it is p:ractioal the parent

should always 'be a part of the counseling

program~

Infor...

mal conterenoes oan be held with teaohe.rs 1 members. of assist•

ing agencies,. and even with classmates of tne

A cpunseling !11!•

~eferred.

pupil.

Judicious use of a file of 1nfor•

mation oa:n prove very helpful in the couns.eling program.

lt
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can provide immediately ava.ilable information that is needed

so many times on the spur of the momemt.
reveal o!3,uses for a pupil's behavior,

f.fany times it oan

It can give a clearer

picture of the problem otm:f'ro:nting the school.

However,

unless carefully restricted the file can be an ogre in that
it could require all the time of' the Vioe ..J?rinoipal to maintun.

The file

or

information is kept in a visual eard. file

index for immediate and handy referral.

--

- -

-- ----

CHAPTER IV
RECORDING THE !USTORIES OF SELECTED PUPILS
I •

SELEC'i!I ON OF PUPILS

'l'he children chosen for the histories

th~t

will folba_d~---

low were selected from the group of colored pup:lls who

had a history of discipline referrals previous to, a:nd early
in, the 1954-55 school year.

The cases were c>hosen in con-

sultation with the l?r:tncipal of the school.

Thoae pupils

selected were considered by the Prinolpal.and the Vice-'
Principal to be capable of bene:fiting from extensive counseling, guidance and study by the Vice-Principal.

No ether

definite criteria were employed in the selecHon of the
cases studied.

!I.

PERIOD OF STUDY

The histories presented cover, approximately, the
period between September 13t 1954 and March 1, 1955.

It is

not the intention of these histories, in any way • to take this

sb: ..months period of the pupil 1 s r•eferral histories and form
from them any conclusions as to the final effectiveness of
the techniques employed, nor to predi.ot future behavior of
the pupils, nor to generalize upon the behavior of colored
pupiles in the intermediate grades.

III.

METHODS OF RECORDING DATA

The data pre$al}tad in the histories were recorded on
forms used in the Ro0sevelt School :f'or referral, guidance and
f'<illlow-up for all children counseled by the Vice-Principal.

1
1:

The f<ilrms used were:
1.

I:nforma tion File cards

,------'-----------------------------------~--c--These cards included such information as:
general background of family and school, health
and test ,data, referral dates, reasons, d~sposi•
tion and recommendations,

2,

Guidance Council Forms
These were two in number:

j,

a.

1!. referral form that provided bacl{ground
gained from the Information File Cards but in
greater detail• and which was sent to each
member of the Council several days before
the discussion of the case was held,

b,

An Action Taken and Recommendation Form for
each case discussed by the Council, a oopy of
which was given to "the teacher of the pupil
being studied.,

Observation Form
A form used by the

Vice~Pr.inc 1pal to record
observations made on pupil OOl1oerning his
activities both in the school and on the yard.

4.

Interview Form
form u.sed by the V:tce-Prinoipal to record infor ..
mati01:l in detail gathered from interviews with the
referred pup:l.l.

A

IV,

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations are used for teachers' names and for the
Principal (P), and the

Vice~Prinoipal

(V-P).

The actual

~-----

2'1
names of the pupils studied a:re not used; and, therefore,
- - -

the abbreviated names of the parents of these pupils are
also fictitious.

--

--

!

'

-

-

CHAPTER V
THE CASE HISTORIES
I•

1

HISTORY OF LEON GATES

Leon Gates was the third, and youngest, ch11d of

November 22, 194).

At the beginning of the 19,54-5.5 school

year Leon entered the sixth grade at Roosevelt School.
this time Leon 1 s age was ten years and ten months.

At

Leon had

entered Roosevelt School in l1is kindergarMn year, and. he had
always attended Roosevelt School except for eight months of
the fourth grade, during which time he attended Fair Oaks
School.

At the beginning of the

1954~55

school year Leon

was 4 feet, 4 inches tall and his weight was 73 pounds.
Leon was smaller than nearly all of the sixth grade boys at
that time.

Leon was a fairly

well~dressed

boy, and would

arrive at school usually neat and clean.
A

~etropol1tan

Achievement Test administered to Leon

at the beginning of the school year showed Reading J._O,
Arithmetic 4.2, Spelling 2,7, and English 2.9.

A California

Test of Mental Matur1ty 1 Form Elementary SM50, given
September, 1950, showed Leon with an IQ of 106,

Leon's

general physical condition had always been reported as good;
the only disability was noted in February, 1954, when the San
Joaquin County Loeal Health District dental hygienist reported
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Leon having poor teeth.

As ot the beginning of the 1954-55

school year no follow ..'Up concerning the matter had. been ma.d.e.
As early as 1952 there was record.ed in Leon's permanent record folder accounts of disciplinary action.

1952, Leon was "suspended for one week."

In May,

Since neither the

teacher or the administrators that were at the school.in
~-------r95Z

were at the school in the 1954•55 school year, it was

not possible to ascertain thEl cause of this expulsion.
again was suspended. in November, 1952.

Leon

'l'his time he was

transferred to Fair Oaks School, the neighboring school to
Roosevelt, "because of personality maladJustments.

Teacher

given legal authority, if necessary, to spank child--use
corporal

according to the folder,

punishment,~

At the close of the fourth grade at Fair Oaks School,
Leon's teacher recorded, "I am pleased with the improvement
in Leon's behavior.

He still has his 'difficult days •. ' but

he has shown an erratic improvement that shows he is capable

ot 'normal' behavior,•
For the fifth grade, or the 1953·54 school year, Leon
was transferred baok to Roos!IIVelt School, at which time he
was assigned to the V·l?'s room,

During this year the V-P

found it necessary to bring Leon to the offioe on several
ooaasions because of obst1nenoe in refusing to do what he
was told..

In each instance Leon would sit down on the floor,

and consequently he would have to be dragged to the ot:t'1cHII 1
protesting, though not vociferously, all the way.

He

appeared to respond to firm. treatment, even though at tb:e
time he would show bitter resentment at being eompelle.d to
conform.

During th 1s year in the v..p 1 s class 1 Leon also

fought with the girls in his room,

He was especially sens1-

tive to their teasing 1 and it was very. easy for the girls to
make Leon angry.
t~---~w"'i.'unni-sfists,

When he became angry he would strike out
The V•P felt that Leon was a disturbed

child 1 and that he resented girls and women teaohers.

His

greatest diffieulty during the year was when he was under
the supervision of women t0achers.

Therefore, at the close

of the 1953-.54 sohool yea:r;o it was recommended that Leon be
plaeed with a man teacher for the coming school year.
A superficial check made by the

v~P

while he had Leon

in his classroom showed that Leon's father had d1ed in 1949.
Sl.noe that time Mrs. Gates had been on Welfare aid.

She also

had a number of sisters that assisted her in taking care of
her oh1ldren.

Leon had several cousins in Roosevelt •. Onllt

of them, Vera, was in the same grade as Leon.

Leon lived in .

a small four-roomed house about a b.lock from the school.

'rhe

house was not in good repair, and it had. .a large section of
the outside that was not even painted.

The frcnt yard was

usually cluttered' up wl th oar parts and other

1

junk, 1

There

was no gutter or curb in t:i!'ont of the house, but, instead,
there was a larg!l! ditch that ran along next to the street,
and this ditch was usually filled with refuse.

There was a

telev1s1on set, but other than. that thl!lre was no other good

furniture in the house.

The house was kept fairly neat, and

o:n both visits to the home by the v.-p it appeared that Mrs.
Gates was doing her best to maintain a olean home for the
children.
Leon also displayed excellent athletic. ability· during
the 1953·.54- year.

During the noon hOur, and seve:t'al times

}------oer·ore and--after school, the V-P would play football, sooeer
and softball with Leon.

During these times Leon was.excep..

tio:t'!&lly cooperative and haPPII•
Fo:t' the school year of 19.54-55 Leon !<'las placed in Mr;

w. 1 s

class.

As a result of ·the school's policy of placing

students in commensurate ability groupe, Mr.
emerged wi tl1 a preponderance of girls,

w. 1 e

class

All together there

were 22 girlill and nine boys at tl1e beginning of 't;he year.
!'lr, W. was teaching. ele111entary school for the first time, and
was teaching in Stookton schools for the firstyear, and was
teaching colored

p~pils

for the first time.

He had trans ...

-

ferx•ed into the Stockton system from Los Alamos, New Mexico,
school system.

Mr.

w.

hadl an M. A. in Education, and et the

present time was Norking on his doctorate.

He had had an

excellent oookground. in science, and, therefore, was assigned
to teach the sixth grade platoon period of Science.
had gone over briefly with Mr.
history,

Mr.

w.

w.

Leon's

previo~s

The

v..p

disoiplinal'Y

also had a good background in testing and

measurements, and for this reason had been asked to serve on
Boosevel t School's Guidance C.ounci 1, which waa being formed

fol' the first time during the 19S4...S5.sohool year.

\
}.2

Leon 1 s . fipst referral fw d1sg1:p11ne.
2;3 Leon was sent to the office,
stated "Insolence,"

The

V~P

Qn

I

Septeml;ler

i

t:

-------------

The re:f'erra:t. s:)..ip merely

checked with Mr. W., w'ho told

him that from the very first day of school Leon had. refused.
to conform, and on several occasions he had been· openly
defiant.

l'lr.

w,

had attempted to counsel t"'ith Leon, but had.

found little, if any, response.
The V•P talked to Leon about the responsibilities Of
being a sixth grader.

The v-P-pointed to Leon that Leon

was to set an example of how to act rather than how not ;to
aet,

Leon talked freely to the V-P, and he agreed that he

would try to do better.

The v .. p used the previous year 'a

association witl1 Leon as a basis for a 'friend to friend'
relationship that might exist.

The V-P pointed out to Leon

that Leon wasn't fooling the V•F, that the V-P lmsw him well,
and that the V-P was hoping that the two ot tttem could. get
along just as well this year as they did the previous one•
During the next few weeks the V•l? called for Leon
when there were extra duties.

Leon had always bl!len anxious

to be the one chosen to do these tasks the previous years.
The V-F assigned Leon to WOl'k in the ball room, where he
handed out and took in schoolground balls and equipment.

The

V•J? also assigned Leon as the monitor to take down the punoh-

ing bags at the end of the school
Mr.

w.

g.ay. Unfortunately, both

and the V-P felt at times Leon displayed too muoh zeal

for his job, extending his authority beyond the prescribed

limits,

This not only oaused trouble with some of the ott1er

s·tudents. but it kept Leon out of classroom beyond reasonable
time limits,

Therefore, after several unsuooessful warnings,

Leon had to be restricted to talt:i:r,g down the punching bags

1

after school.

i

Reoort

I

few weeks, Mr. W. reported that Leon was often in diffioultt
with the girls in his room, hitting them and chasing them
around the room and on the school yard..
the

came to Mr.

V~P

w.•s

Several times t.rhen

room, he would find Leon standing

or sitting outside the door as punishment for misbehaving
in the class,

Mr.

w,

did not send Leon to the office on ·

these occasions, preferring to handle the problem himself 1t
possible, and

reser~ing

ous actions.

During this period. of time ·the V-P observed

that !1r.

w.

referral to the office for more seri-

also was having certain problema in adjusting to

the teaching environment, and Mr,

w.

stated on several Ollca.-

aions that he was dealing with a vastly different type ot
ohild than those with whom he ever had. ha.d e.xperienee.
On Oetobtr 23,. Mr.
told the

v..p

w.

oame to the

V~P•s

office and

that Leon was in the hall outs ide the room and

would. not be moved.

The V-P returnad >'11th r.!r.

w.

and found

Le<:>n in a very belligerent mood, crouched 1n'.a corner of the
hall,

The '11'-P did not come very clost to Leon, but merely

beckoned with his hand and said in a matter-of-fact voice to

indicate toLeon that'he would naturally respondi "0. K.,
Leon, come with me •" and turned and went dow:h the s.tairs ~
Leon got to his feet and fcllowed the

v..p

slowly, shuffling

dow the stairs and along the corridor to the V-Pls off'ioe.
There t-fas no ove.rt sign of defi)anoe or refusal to obey ;c other
than tho fact that he took his time,
~----~-;-------;;'~-~---:--~-·::::-;;;--;:

"--

to hurry Leon along as the V-·P felt
to

antagonize the boy.

fux•~t;her

The V-P made no e.ttempt

tm t

it would serve only

Once Leon had reached the

office the V-P sat him down in a chair and left him there

by himself.

This was done wJ.th the express purpose of' giving

Leon a cooling off period.
After goirJg in and out of the office for about half an
hour, the v-P on o:oo of these oecasions while in the office
askilld• "Are you ready to talk aoout it now, Leoni"'
Leon answered in a husky ,,oice, ''Yeah."
The

v~P

felt that Leon had actually ealmed down enough

to be rational about the inoiden·c, so he lmd Leon come over
and stand by him, and then the V•P asked quietly, "Leon, do
you know what was the worst thing you did?''
"l'eah,'t again with the husky, half voice.

" t'lha t was 1t , Leon?"
"Not coming to the office when .Mr.
"That 1 s right, Leon.
year, doesn't it.
something

w:r>or~g 1

w.

told me to."

.Sou..."lds a little bit like last

But I'm glad you know when you've dane
.Leon.

Why didn 1 t you come when he told you?"

"I don't k:uow," Leon replied.

11

\•Jhat had you done, Leon.?" the V•P asl{ed.

Leon told the V-P that he and one of the colored girls
in the r•oom had started fighting in the room, and that Mr.

w.

had blamed him and was going to send him' to the off1¢th
The V-P said;

I

~Hils

fault,

"And~·

of course, it wasn't one bit your ·

it, Leon?"

"lvell, it was her faUlt, too.

Why didn't he send her

to the o:t'fioe'l 1'
The V..-P thEm :related the background to the incident
that !1l', \1{, had given the V•? on the way up to the room to get

Leon.

According to Mr.

w.,

there had been friction between

Leon and ti1e girl all day, and fi.mlly Leon had been provoked enough that he went over and struck the girl,

Mr, vl,

tll'i:ed to repl•imand Leon, bu"l: Leon had answered. hack and. had

become sullen, and 1•efused to do any work.

When Hr. \'/.

attempted to get some work from Leon, :Leon became defiant.
When Mr.

w.

took Leon out;side the ,room to t:alk to him• Leon

became insolent., Therefore, Mr.

w.

had attempted. to take

Leon to the office, but .Leon jerked away and sat down in the

corner,
Then the

v~P

,asked, "Is that aoout the right story,

Leon?•

"Yean," admitted Leon.

Then, "But Thelma didn't get

sent to the o:f'fioe. 11
The V-P ;raised. his yo:toe. and stated. t'i:rmly, ''Leon,
you weren't sent to the office for your trouble with Thelma,
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an~

you know it.

F:aoe thili! faG)ts., 'Qoy.

You were sent ,d0wn

here beoause of th<& way, you· ,acted with, Mr.

w.

Mr. W. had not

,one int,ention of sending you to the office until you jerked
away from him ap.d sat on the floo:r.,

Don't hand m'! that stut'f

about being treateli unfairly., Mr., w.• gave you every 'Ohanoe
j
'

in, !lhe world."
The, V•P talke,d to Leon further concerning the basis
for Jl'!r.

w. 1 s

actions in the room.

out to Leon tnat, Mr.

w,

The

v~P

attempted to point

was trying to keep Leon out of the

office rather than put him in it.

Even though, Leon said hs

understood; the V•P still felt that Leon considered himself

to have been treated u.n:f'airly,

The V•l? l{ept r.eon. ln the

office the rest of the day. and had some tli'ork s<'mt in to him.
In the afternoon the V-P had Leon wa.lk around the building
with him while he was performing some errands for the
teaehers.

Leon stayed after. school tor a short time, .and

then he was told to come back into the off ice the next morn,..

ir1g,

About 9::30 the next day Leon asked if he could return

to his class.

The

v ..p hesitated a moment, then gave Leon

permission to re ..enter the.olass.
In spite of Leon's difficulty in the classroom during
this time 1 he was no trouble. of any kind. on the playground.
This was a decided improvement of the 1953-54 school year

when he had. been brought in off the school yard on numerous
oG;~casions

.for f'ighting.

He e:xQelled in. all of the :noon-tif!le
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and. physical education sports and, ga.mes.

During the noon

football league i;he V .,p observed Leon 1 s good sports mans hip
on the field.

Even when close decisions went against him,

Leon did not lose his temper,

Leon displayed the same fine

sportsmanship even when his team was beaten, pointing out to
the V-P, or J>, or some other teacher, how his team might have
L __ _ _ _ _ _ _

won-tr-tne~had-used

certain tactics on offense or

d~fense~

Leon was not taken off of his duties in the ball room as he
did. them conscientiously once he .had been restricted to the
afternoon duty pePi.od.

On occasion he would have. to be

reminded not to spend so much time out of the room,
;

Leon's attitude and behavior in class, however, dld
not improve, although he was not referred to the office,
\-1, would mention to the V-l? and the P that Leon

having difficulties in the room.
the office
office.

Mr~

w,

W<'l.S

Mr.

still

When told to refer him to

replied, uyes, but he enjoys going to the

Thatls no punishment for him.

punishment enough.'*

At least it isn't

'l?he V-P and the P searched for occa-

sions on which they could encourage better behavioP in Leon.
Both administrators went to lengths to be friendly with Leon
on the yard, and to try to have Leon carry over his fine
behavior on the sohoolyard into the classroom.
Leon Is thirQ referral
again to the offio!ll.

a

the oftlqj.

Leon was referred

This time it was on December 6.

brought Leon to the offioe and explained

to

~lr.

W.

the V-P that Leon

)8

had lost his temper and had struck anotl'J,er girl.
also become defiant and insolent to Mr.

w,

Leon had

The V-P talk<IH!!.

with Leon, who was quite willing to talk without any

cooling~

off period.

The V-P said, '1You like aoming to the off'iae, don't

'

~

~

~~~_______Y_o_u_?"--~~~~~~~~--------------------~--------"No," Leon answered,

i

"~lell

1 you sure try hard enough to get sent down here,

~

I know the whole story.

f

again.

I

It's the same thing over and over

You lose your temper, then one thing leads to another.

Y:ou're put out of the room, but that isn't enough., so yeu
eventually get yourself

bro~ht

to the of fiee."

The V·P continued, "You say and do things you would
never d.o if you weren't ma.d;.; . .But that doesn't excuse you one
single bit, Leon.

Y:ou cannot decide one minute to be a good

guy, a good school citizen, a:rtd then the next minute turn
around and do just as you please because things don't go
way you would like them.

th~

I 1m afraid you 1 ve made just one too

many visits to the office, Leon.

This little visit is going

to coat you your job 1n the ball room.

If you can keep out

of trouble until Christmas vacation, you oan.have the job
back when you come back to school 1n January,.
The V-:P felt th9.t Leon's ease should not be sent to
the Guid.anoe Council :t'or several reasons.
the

v-P

It appeared to

that there might be a real emotional oon:t'l1ot between

not only the large number of girls in Leon's room and. Leon,

but between .Leon and Mr. W. as well •
was on the Guidance Council,

Furthermore • Mr. W•

As the council had. discussed

other oases simUar to Leon in varioul;l aspects, Mr.
alluded to Leon, showing that Mr,

w.

w.

had·

was using thl..S very

rasoi.U'oe to help him in meeting Leon's disoipl!n$ problems,
Therefore, th& V-J? turned the matter over to the P.

The P

was appraised of the oookground of the problem, and he con•
ourred with the V•l? in his conclusions up to that;l>Oint.
Within a day or so, Jilr. W. , himself, came to the · P
concerning Leon's apparent incapability to adjust to the
classroom,

w.

!n the discussion that follow.ed with the l? 1 Mr.

eventually made the suggestion that i t would be better

for,both Leon and himself if Leon could be transferred to
another room.

The 1? agreed..with Mr.

w.

on t;l'!ia oonclua:l.on.

The P then decided that Leon's mother, Mrs. Gates, be
brought in on the discuss ion of Leon 1 s change of rooms.
~

ln the

~

classroom.

After carefully consider-

ing Leon's background and needs as well as the social makeup of the other sixth grad.e classes, the P decided to place
Leon in Mr. A.'s room.
the sixth grade.

Mr. Ji. was the other man teacher ili

Before transferring Leon, the P talked

with him about the change.

The P noted Leon's history and

was particularly aware of the fact that almost every timet
that Leon had become too difficult to handle Leon had been
switched to another room or another school.

The P, there-

fore, pointed out to Leon that this was going to be Leon 1 Ill
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last move in sohool.

The next one would be out of school,..

The P told Leon that Mr. A. was aware of this, Leon's mother
was aware of it, the V•P was aware of it, and the welfare ·
and attendance office was aware of it.

The'P impressed on

Leon that whether he was going to avoid serious trouble with
the juvenile authorities was strictly up to Leon,
Actually, Leon was not transferred until after the
Christmlils vaoatlon,

The day that Leon changed to Mr. A.

room lilr, A. discussed the matter with the V-P.

1 1/l

Several

courses of action were discussed anddecided upon,

·First~

since Leon was intensely interested in sports, as was l'lr. A.,
Mr. A, was to make a point to participate in games with Leon.
Second, the entrance of Leon into the room should not change
the daily routine one bit.

Leon would naturally be expected

to fit into the olassroom routine.

It was.felt that Leon

might actually be "left alone" the first time he appeared
mentally or emotionally distlmbed..

Third, any ineolenoe or

defiance from Leon would be immed.iately bl:"ought to the attention of the l? or the

v...p;

that Leon, therefore; would. know

that there would be definite and
of Which he could not stray.

adhered~to

limits out.side

Fourth, Mr, A, would ask; that

Leon be restored. to duty in the ball room as an aot of good
faith on the part of Mr. A.

Since there was a majori·cy

ot

boys in the room, it was also felt that Leon be seated in
the midst of them.
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Mr, A. reported frequently on Leon 1 s adjustment :tn.
the room.

As was suggesteQ., Mr, A. played football; basket ..

ball and soccer. with Leon and .the other S,ixth grade boys
during the physies.l eduoati on period l;'!.nd occasionally at noon.
Mr. A, reported that Leon seemed to be happy in the room1 and
when Leon.appeared to be under emot:to:na.l tension, Mr. A,
left him completely alone.
On January

~o.

just before school was out in the . '

afterno<,m; ,Mr;. A, appeared at the V-J?'s office with Leon.
Mr. A, had Leon listen as. Mr. A, reminded the V-P·. that

th~?re

had been an agreement to the effect thEtt the first time :!;.eon
defied Mr. A•• or refused outright to do what he was told; or

~

beoa.me . sullen or defiant, Leon t'lou1d be sent immediately to

1

the of:Oce.

I
'

During the

~y,

Mr. A. stated that Leon had.

deliberately wasted. his time during the spelli:ng lesson.

Mr.

A. warned Leon at that time that if the lesson were not complete Leon would stay after school and finish it.

Just before

the school day was over, Mr. A. had asked to see Leon 1 s
spelling lesson.

Leon said he dJ.dn 1 t have it.

Mr, A. then.

told. Leon he would. have to remain after school to finish it.
Leon announeed loudly that he would not stay after school.
Thel'lllUpon, Mr. A, brought Leon to the V•P's office.

The V-P told Leon that he would. have to sit down and
finish tht> l"'Siiion, and the sooner he finished it the sooner
he could go.

The

V~P

further told Leon that if he still

didn't wish to d.o his lesson, Leon could remain for a full
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hour and then return the following night after school ana.
stay.

Leon was told that this would keep up unt.il he finished

the spelling les;son and any other lesson .that wasn't
plated as a result of wasted. time.

eom~

'l'he V-P placed Leon at a

table in the V-P's office, and then the V-P left.

About

fifteen minutes late.r Leon came to the V-P in the/ outer
office and told him that

he_had_t'inish_e~_his_work,_Af-t:er'--------====

eheoldng the workt tne V:-P sent Leon back to g:tve his wol:'k
t.o Mr. A., who was still in hiS room,
Before Leon left the office, however, the V··P said to
him 1 "Leon, it 1 s important to do your lessons in class.

But

what 1 s far mo:t"S impo:r>tant to all of us here at B.oosev@l t is
that you learn to do whay you are asked to do without refusal
or defiance,

Just remember, you can do your worlt in here

after school if you choose to spend your regular school hours
goofing off •

Rear?"

Leon nodded his assent.
Mr. A, reported

~hat

the following day an identical

situation appeared to be developing during the arithmetie
period,

Immedie.tely Mr. A. went over ·to Leon,

Mr. A, told

Leon that there was conly one thing for h1m to do, and he told
Leon to go finish his work in tM office. _ Leon slowly started
towards the door, then came back to Mr. A.
Leon said J "I don 1 t want to go to the orf ice."
Mr •. A. replied• "All right, then, Leon, let's do the
wo.rk that's on the board."

,_:__ __ _

4)
Mr. A. reported that Leon then sat, down and nearlY
IF~-=---'--'--------=--

completed the rather long assignment giV"enhim.
Leon's

~ re:f'err<~q,

Jle.. ·l!l!. office.

Mr. A. reported

that Leon's attitude in the class improved, and that during

tile weeks. that followed Leon continued to show progress in
his work and in his att:l.tude,

Mr. A.

n~_t_i_oe_d_also_that_I,eon _ _ __

had h:l.s "'bad d.a;ra," but that they did not take on
rebell:l.on or defiance.
1' fight "
1

a~peets

of

During these days Leon would be

but not openly belligerent, and the day usually

passed without serious incident.
Leon was not brought to the office again until the
morning of Monday, February 24.

Mr. A. said that Leon had

come to school with a chip on his shoulder that morning, and.
that he was already starting to cause serious difficulty in
the room.

Mr. A. f1;1:lt that something should be done before

an. incident aetually occurred.
sullen,

Leon appeared. angry and

The V-P them took Leon into the supply room where

the V•P had been working.

After having Leon help him for

about five minutes• the V•P stop-ped to talk to Leon,

Th$

V•J? told Leon that he could make up his mind either to do hilS

work in class like all the other pupils, or he could move into
the office and do his work there for a week or so, completely
isolated from his classmates during the entire day,

Leon

said he would prefer to go back to the room.
•tAll right, Leon 1 11 the y-..p said "that's f'ine with roe,
but don't go baclc up there with a chip on your shoulder,
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vfuat 1 s wrong with you?

Been out on an all night party or

some thing, and didn. 1 t get enough sleep?''

"No,.'' answered !,eon, laughing.
"Well 1 don • t come around here on Monday morning ready
to take everybody apart, or we're just apt to do a little
tearing apart ourselves.•
!----------"-u'o-..-K-.-,~tt_Li3on-a-nswered--.-s:nri-l-i'ng-,-iie------tnen turned and. .

headed back towards rlls room.

The V•l? went to the supply room door, and after Leon
had gone a sho.rt way, the V•P called after him, "Don 1 t for-

get, Leon,. I'm serious about your either going up there and
behaving yourself or coming right back down and working
after school. •

"I know," answered Leon.
S.inoe. it had been well over a month from the time of
Leon's last referral, the V-l? felt that extensive counseling
and referral to the P was not warranted.

Mr, A. r!!ported that Leon caused no more trouble du:t>1ng that day.

A week later, Mr. A. and the Vwl? di soussed Leon's
general behavior, and what changes or ad.justments had taken
plaoe during the time Leon had been 1n Mr. A. 1 s room,

As of

that date it was agreed that:
l.

J;,eon had made some definite improvement in his
classroom behavior, but by no means were the "bad
days" behind him.

4,5

2.

Leon no longer bad any great degree of trouble
with the girls.

This was due, most likely, to

·the fact th<it the three colored girls in Mr. A. •s
room were good students and not of aggressive
nature.

The only incident involving

~

gi:rl oame

about as a result of a love note that a girl in
M:r. \11. •s

1~oom

had written to Leon.

Since

no

issue of it was made by the.·girls or boys in Mr.
A. 1 .s room 1 the incident passed without serious

repercul:lsions.

J.

Leon 11as still not ready for any fu:t>ther duties
outside of the classroom other than his present
assignment ix1 the ball room.

Leon still round

!lUI!lerous reasons to spend time out of the room
even on this asslgnment, and that further duty as .

a mo:ni tor

4.

~he

•~ould

only increase this tendency.

relationship between Mr. A. and Leon was

generally very good.

Leon did not show the resent-

ment towards 11r. A. as he ood. towards Mr, W. when
being disciplined.

;s.

Leon's work in class still left much to be desired,
However, Leon displayed less frequently a refusal
to do assignments,

Almost always Leon had made

an ef'fo.rt to C)omplete his work,
improvement oYer both !1r.

1953•.54 work.

w. 1 s

.This was an

room and Leon's
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6.

Both Mr. A. and the office could expect tm:•the:r

work with Leont but theN~ was genel'al feeling ·chat
e:fforts with Leon were now bringing positive
.

results•

7. · If Leon 1 s problems were to be solved• the causes

''

II

.

of these "bad days" Should be sought out and
ext>mined.

'I'wo steps were decided upon.

F'irst,

a parent-teacher conf'erence with ll'lr. A. and ll'lrs•

I
~

[

Gates that would. deal only with possible causes
of Leon 1 s

n bacl

days. n

Second.• the V-P would make

a closer study of Leon's activities in his hours
outside of school to discover any pass ible reasons
for his "bad days,"

4'7
II.

HISTORY OF JASPER MARTIN

Jasper Martin was born in Salt Lake City, Utah 1 on
March 10, 194).

As of the beginning of the 19.54•.5.5 school

year, Jasper was the second of seven children.

~

~!-.·

During the

previous school year Jasper had attended the Fair Oaks
.

so..,h,...o""o"-'1.._,1 eve11 thougl'l_he_s_till-l'es:tded-in-the-RooseveJ.t-School.-------c===

_ _ _ _....

area.

As a result of the

over~orowded

conditions at

Roosl!)velt School during the 19.53•.54 school year, it was
necessary to transport one full fifth grade class to the
Fair Oaks School.

This olass was picked up at Roosevelt

by bus every morning at 811.5 a.m., and was returned to the
school each evening around 3:30 p.m.

Jasper did not always

take the morning bus • out usually took the return bus after
school in order to play on the Roosevelt School yard and to
participate in the Stockton Metropolitan Recreation Depart•
ment activities.

Sinoe· hs was not at Roosevelt School during

the 19.53 .... 54 school year, the school adtninistration had little
knowledge of Jasper's background.

The only actual contact

that the V•J? had had with Jasper the

pre:~rlous

year came

about as a result of a fight between Jasper and another bOy
on the Roosevelt School yard one evening after school,
During this incident Jasper was extremely defiant, stating
that he did not have to obey Roosevelt School authorities
since he didn't attend there.

He had to be led into the

building forcibly by the V-P, and only after talking over
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the phone to l"'r.

r.

t

the prineipal of the Fair Oaks School,

did Jasper relax his belligerent attitude,

Once that had

been done, Jasper was receptive, and by the time he was dis ...
missed by the V-P, he was agreeable to accepting the rules
and authority of Roosevelt School while participating in
activities on its grounds.
Jasper was assigned on the besis of both social and
academic judgment to Mrs. N. 1 s sixth grade class.

Fa.ir Oaks

School reported that Jazpar • a academic record was quite
satisfactory even though, beoause of his refusal to take the
teat, there was no achiev$ment test scores available until
June, 1954, when a Metropolitan Achievement Teat, Form Ele•
mentary

s,

was given.

On.this test Jasper recorded a Reading

score of 4,1, and an Arithmetic score of ,?.J.

This reflected

the tact thlil.t Jasper was working satisfactol:'ilY in terms of
ability level, for the Calirornia Mental 'l'est of Mental
l"'a t.uri ty ,. administered in September, 1952, gave him an :t Q. of
98.

At the beginning of tM 19.54•55 sohoo.l, year Jasper was

eleven years and six months old. · He was four feet, seven
inches tall, and weighed 79 pounds.

He was not dressed wel1 1

and often oame to school dirty and unkempt,
During the 1953-54 school year Jasper 1 s brother 1
Willie 1 and sister 1. Dorothy 1 attended Roosevelt School,
Actually, the 19.53-54 year was the only one that Jasper did
not attend .Roosevelt School.· From the permanent record it
·~as

learned that Willie had be'*n s ser1ous discipline problem
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during the l952w53 year, and had to be transferred to another
:room in the middle of the school yea:!:'.

Seve:l:'al days afte:r

the beginni:ng of the semester, Mrs. llf, discussed Jasper with
the P and V-P.

This conference was the result of a con•

versatlon that Mrs. N. had with Jasper's Fair Oaks teacher,
who had told Mrs. N. that Jasper had been a serious dis•

the Fair Oaks principal.
It was, therefor·e> 1 decided that Jasper be given some
position of responsibility, w·ithout any great arnount of
at.lthority, in the room.

ln this way Jasper would ha.ve the

responsibility of good. citizenship placed upon him right
away.

Consequently, Mrs. N. decided to make Jasper her

"right hand man."

Praise for Jasper's achievement whenever

possible was also suggested,
From time to tl.me, Mrs. N, reported on Jasper's

pro~

gress, and further steps ware discussed tQ meat amergi:ng
problems oonoerni:ng Jasper.

The most emergent problem 1 Mrs.

N. felt, was Jasper's moodiness on a nwnber• of mornings, and
especially Monday.

Mrs. N. reported that "even cajoling crr

kidding" could not break these moods at times, and. that sne
fel,t on these days the best thing to do was to "leave him
alone •"

During the first weeks of sohool Jasper was a moni•

tor in the room, and h.e was given. tasks to do on the sohoo1
yard and in the school building.

He was amiable and friendly

with the administration and. sohool office statt, and responded
quickly and warmly to their friendship.
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!teporJt 9f.J!asper 1 s fj.rst serious difficult:<;.

On

October 13 Mrs. N. injured her leg quite severely, and on th6!
14th had to have a substitute .repla.oe her.

.On October 1.5 the

v..p •. When

substitute teacher. sent another s.tudent to get the

the V-P went to the. room, the substHute was standing in tl'l;e

--------d~o~o~r~w~a·y~w~i~t~h~J-a~sp~.e~r'-"•. ~s~h~e~·~t~o~l~d~t~he=-v=~~P~t~ha~·-t~J~a=s~p~er~h~a=d~d_i_s_·__________======

JL!

J
'

obeyed her and would not go to the office.

Furthermore,

Jasper had defied her, talked back to her, and ''threatened
to strike me,"

After t1.Ssur>lng the substitute that the. mat ..

ter would be straightened 0ut, the V•P beckoned Jasper to
follow him down the M.ll a ways.

Jasper followed slowly;

and obviously against his will.

A short way down the hall

the V•P stopped and attel\lpted to talk to Jasper, but he
refused to even answer, and instead looked down at the floor.

The V-P then told Jasper that he'd better go to the office,
and to follow the V-P there.

Jasper slowly complied1 going

downstairs to the office with mu<Jh deliberation.

The V-P

placed him on a otta1r in the outer office, and then let him
sit the:re until he had had a chance to quiet down.
twenty minutes late!'

·t;he

v..p talked to

.:r~aspe!'

About

again.

"What happened, Jasper, lose your temper?tt
A mumbled, "Yeah."

"Why didn't you want to come to the office'f
you like us down here anymore?"
Jaspe!' smiled,

11 Sure,.

I like you."

Dcm 1 t
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"Well, I hope

so',~

the V-P rejoined.

"We'd-hate not

aeetng your smiling face around here every day."
school

seoret~ry,

Mrs.

v.

Then to the

"Isn't that right, Mrs. V? 11

agreed, "Oh, absolutely,

Jasper is one of o\U:'

best. friends,"
The V-P then.saHl, "Come in here, Jasper," and took
him: into the inner offioe,

The V-P then explained to Jaspe:r

how a substitute teacher had a much harder time because boys
and girl.s so. often tried to take advantage of her, and,
·therefore 1 she had to be especially strict,

The substttu<!Je

had seen Jasper do something wrong that perhaps Mrs. N. would.
not have soold.ed him for, but the substitute could not take
that chanoe.

The V~p fW;"ther explained. that Mrs. N, wouU

not be at all happy to hear that her "right hand man" had .
eaused the svbstitute troul:ll.e.
Since it was only five minutes befo.re physical eduoa•
tion, the V-P asked Jasper if he would

U~

to go:ba.ck to his

room before the class went out to physical education, By
this time Jasper -vJas receptive to adviee and appare.ntly tv ill..,.

ing to .make. amends for his actions.

The V-P suggested that

the two of .them go up .and. t:.alk to the substitute and see i f
things oGuldn't be straightened out.

The substitute teacher

said she was glad to see Jasper back al'ld the.t she .knew tl1.J,ngs
WOJlld be all right.

Jasper made. an eff'o:t't to apologhe, so

the V•P had him stay .at the room.

Jasper was not sent to tht

office for trouble during the J:'€1maining

three~

days that Mrs.
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N. was out of school.

The substitute reported that although

Jasper did not make any more serious trouble in the room, he

appeared resentful and sullen, and the amount of work he
accomplished was praotlcally negligible,
Mrs. N. reported a definite deterioration 1n Jasper's

-~--'i:Cac;ctt=-i=ct=-ud.-:::-:e::---cdc-u:-::r~i=-ng-=---~t=-h-e;;-:ne-::---x;;-t~a;;-;e;-v_e~r-:a_l~w-e_ek~s;-._::-;s::-:h::-:e:-:;-s-:-a--:i::-:d;-_it::::-w::-:a::-s_~----===
becoming increasingly difficult to get school work from

jf_,

l
•

Jasper, and that he was showing more and more belligerence
on the school grounds,

At the beginning of the semester

both Jasper and his brother Willie had been working in the
oafet$r1a to earn their lunches, as investigation by the
Attendance and Welfare Office disclosed the need for the
boys to ha.ve lunches provided tor them.

During the weeks

after the substitute teacher had gone Jasper became steadily
more lax in his work in the oa:f'etei'ta even to the point of
his eating lunch and then not doing his assigned duty.
After several warnings and probations, Jasp$r had to be
taken off ot cafeteria work.
From the beginning of the school year Jasper'e con...
stant companion had been Chester Hall.

Chester was a

colored boy who came from a similar economic background as
Jasper's.

Chester also worked in the oatteria, and togethe;t"

with Jasper also became increasingly lax a.nd. undependable in
his work.

It was discovered that when one left work earlf,

the other soon followed, and when one did not work at all,
the other soon left work.

S1nee at that time Chesteris need

5}
appeared greater than that of Jasper's, he was allowed to
remain on cafeteria duty.

However, shortly after Jasper had

been taken off of duty, Chester became so irresponsible that
he,· too, had to be removed.

}------"b~oth_J_as_p_e:r_$.t'ld._IJhesjjer-'Are-Pe-sen-t-to-the-o1!-f-1ce-f!or-anta-go~.--

- - - - ·====

nizing and starting a fight with two girls in their room.
However, they had. apparently received. the worst of the
fight, having chosen two very aggressiVe colored girJ,s to
fight with.
office.

On .November 29 Mrs. N. brought Jasper to the

She said that Jasper had been in oontinual trouble

all during the d.ay,

Jasper had arrived late, had chased the

'girls into the girls' lavatory, ahd. stayed out at reoess to
play punching bag, and had come into the classroom and disturbed it all d.uring the day with his antics.

The V-J? felt

that the nature and the increasing frequency of Jasper's
misbehavior required the referral of Jasper to the P for
action this time.
The P had kept informed on Jasper 1 s record, and was
brought up to date on the latest trouble.

During the dis•

oussions earlier that yea:r with Mr. P., principal

or

Fair

0aks, Mr. :P. had related that OX!. the occasion he had to call
Jasper's mother in about Jasper's behavior the next morning
Jasper appl\lared at school with visual evidence of having been
beaten severely.

On investigation he had discovered that it

had been administered a.t home as the. result of the
~he
~

prev~ous

p felt that . a similar
experience
should
.
'
'

avoided if at all possible.

He, thel"lllfOre,

~alled

Jasper's

un'!lle 1 ¥ho earlier in the ;year had evidenced concern over
Jasper's behavior and welfare, and discussed the possi't)1lity
J:

of the unole 'a approaching Ja.sper about improving M,s schoo_l_ _ __

l----,.,,t~t~itudea and aotions.
~

The uncle promised to do this.

The

P then counselled with Jasper a short time; detained him in

the off'ice until after soh<!ol was out, and then released him
to go home.
Jasper 1 s ncond refer:z:a,;J, .t2, the prine 1P§!:l..

On December

:; Jasper again was, brought to the office; this time for strik ..
ing two. other girls in this :room-•the leas belligerent type-»around the breas)'s and body. 11

the P 1 s offioe.

The V-P brought Jasper into

The P went over with Jasper the pas'\: behaV•

ior Jasper had displayed, and asked him if he could give the
P any reason for aoting r1o,

Just this

int~ident

The P told Jasper that it wasn't

that was being discussed, but the whole

series of misbehaviors, that the sehool was
Jasper had nothing to say to this.
The P asked if Jasper had a phone,

He did.
was his mother home?

He didn 1 t know.

e~enoerned

about,

======

.5.5
After securing the phone numoer trom Jasper. wno gave
it very reluc.tantly, the P then. asked Jasper if he wanted
the P to phone for his mother to come in and discuss the
problem,
Jasper obviously did not,

'
~"
II

The P explained to Jasper that it seemed that the
only way left that the P could see wa:s to bring Jasper's
mother to school and explain to her Jasper's past behavior,
The :P tried several t:tmes to get the mother on the phone, l:::ll.t
he was unsuccessful.

The principal then warned Jasper that

if he was sent in again for disoiplinery reasons that he
would have to be sent home until his mother came to school

I

with him,

The P told Jasper that it had become apparent the

1

P would be unable to reach her at this time.

I

record of Jasper's behavior be kept. by Mrs.

I

After this episode the P suggested that an anecdotal
V-P develop a complete background

hiato~y

N•,

of

and

that the

Jaspe~

for pos•

sible referral to the Guidance Council and to the Attendanoe
and

Welf~re

Officer, whose assistance might be requested in

working with Jasper,
In checking the family background of Jasper, the V•P
found that Jasper's real father was a Mr. D•. B., who was also
the father of Willie and an older brother named Oliver.

Mr.

P. B, was a prominent colored minister in the oolilmunity whose
church services had attracted wide publicity,

He was also a

highly influential figure in the negro ooll)lllunity.

Even after
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the divorce from him, Mrs, Martin had remained. an extremely
devout church woman 1 attending chapel services almost·
nightly.

Mr. Martin,. the second husband, had fathered four

mora children, but M.'d deserted the family shortly after the
birth of the last ch.ild in

195~.

Mr. D. B.'s parents had

continued to be interested in the throe children-..oliver,
Jasper and Willie•..even after Mrs. Martin had divorced Mr.
D. B.

So when Mr •.Martin had deserted the children, the

grandparents became actively interested in the· family,

It

was difficult, however, to gain Yery much. specific informa•
tion concerning the entire home situation as anyone con"'
oerned was reluctant to discuss it.
It was possible for the V-P to tulk to two of Jasper's
former teachers who were still at Roosevelt. School.

Both

teachers affirmed similar diseiplinary patterns of being a
fairly apt pupil, but often a disturbance in the class and···
on the school grounds, and having to be oJ.soiplined. at
regular intervals by the pr1no1pal.

One stated, •:eut then

what oan you expect. of the poor boy with the hom$ situation
being what it is.

l'm surprised he does as well as he does.•

His second grade teacher felt that Jasper was actually th!!t
"rejeoted member of the family,

The other children come to

school quite niO.ely dressed and clean. but poor Jasper. seems
to always be wearing the cast-offs."

Then she added, nAnd

w1 th one baby in the family after another, tM older ones .
can 1 t expect much attention once they reaoh a certain !i\ge."
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Jasper's :refe.rral

~

§j!olen money.

lt was during

the week following Jasper's last referral to the P•s··offtae
that Mrs. N. reported. that Jasper had suddenly appeared with
"an unusually .large assortment of money; 11 and had

11

lllany

times frequented the White Sh.aek lunch stand," aovoss the

1

street f'rom the school, and ha.d eaten his lunch there.

Mrs.

----~had privately checked with the waitress. who .. affirmed the

lc-•

!
II

fact that Jasper had a "surpris1ngu amount of money.

~

waitress also told Mrs. N. that pl'evious to the appeal:'anee

1

of the money,. Jasper had often "mooohed11 food from othl!lr

<

customers and pupils.

The

A closer check revealed that this

"mooching" had begun "probably a short time after he had
been taken off of cafeteria duty," accordi.ng to Mrs. N.
Then, on Deoember 8 Mvs. N. veported her desk had
been bvoken into and that two lunch tickets had been taken
during the morning recess.

In add.1tion to the tickets, 70

oents had also disappeared from the purse of a girl who sat
next to Jasper,

During the noon hour one of the pupils

reported that Jasper was spending money at the nearby
ety store, as was also his friend Chester.

var1~

The V-P imme-

diately went to the variety store and found Jasper and
Chester there.
bars,

Each. had 1.5 cents in rnone y and two candy

The li' also learned tm t Jasper had bought his lunch

at the White Shack.
The V-P asked Jasper where he had gotten the money,
and Jasper said he had founo. it.

Jasper "admitted" that he
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should have turned. the money he had round 1n to the oft'ic.e;
but absolutely denied any knowledge of the missing ·fO. cents
or the two lunch tickets.
to the school.

The V-P brought the two boys back

Then the v..p called Mrs. l'la:run and asked if

she. had given Jasper any money that morning Nhioh she had not.
When informed of the situation, including past events .at the,
~------~l~oh~unter.

Mrs. Martin agreed

bring a lunch or go home for it.

tr~t

Jasper would either

Furthermore, if Jasper

brought any sums of money to school, Mr!"J, Martin would infor.m
the school by phone.

Mrs. Martin promised further to speak

to Jasper about the matter.

The V-P talked for quite some

time with Mrs. Martin, who appeared cooperative and willing
to assist the school.

The V-P felt that Mrs. Martin didn't

display any amount of sympathy or deep concern. for Jasper
during the phone conversation.
During the week preced.lng ChriStmas vaoat1on, and in
the days that followed, Mrs. N. reported the first notice•
able improvement in Jasper's behavior and attitude.

He had

almost; ceased to be a souree of trouble in the room, although
he was still lax about punctuality and actions on the school
g:rounds.
Mrs.

Jasper's work continued to imPl'ove as well, although

N. reported that this part of his school life suffered

the least during periods of serious disciplinary behavior.
According to Mrs. N. 1

11

it is a matter of laziness when it

comes to doing !).is assignments, and he aan usually be prodded
into doing them."
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Jasper's next serie§ of diffigulties.

The first·

trouble came on .January 21 when hE! became 1nva'lved. in some
diffi,mlty- v1ith several. girls in his class,

'!'hey had.

"bothered me when I was playing my ball.game,• and Jasper
had started chasing them, and. at .the same time he hurle.d a
dal:'t 1 which he had "found," at .the girls,

one of the girls.

The dart had an

The P had been on the yard and. had seen

the last part of what had happened; . The P brought Jasper
into the office;

'!'he girls, wnen questioned about the

incident, admitted having .interfered with Jasper's ·game •.
The P told Jasp,;r .that the girls had .admitted starting the
trouble, but that did not excuse suuh a dangerous action,
The P pointed out to Jasper the danger that had arisen
because he couldn 1 t hold his temper.

There was no further

disciplinary action taken, and Jasper wa.s sent back to his
room.
Nevertheless. there .. began to t,ppear a d.et!lirioraticlln
of attitude reported by hi.s teacher.

It began to follow the

same pattern as occurred following the trouble with the substitute teacher in the tall.
arriving late to class,

Both he .l;llnd Chester began

On January 26 Jasper was reported

three se.parate times for tardiness.

When he reported late

the fourth time aftel' physical education, having remained on
the yard to play punching bag, the P sent him home at 3100
to bring his mother back .with hlllm.

.At'te:!' he had left, Mrs.
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Martin was phoned. and informed of the situation, alld that she
would wait and come "right back with him."
Abour forty minutes later Mrs. Martin arr+ved at school
saying that Jasper had not arrived at home, and that she had
come to see wl:l.at had happened.

The P called the V-P and Mrs.

N, <.u1d another one of Jasper • s teachers come to the office

t-----s,o-trrey-o-ouj,li---Q:jca-cnxs-s-J.:rsp-er-wl:th-Mr-s-;-i'le:rt-:r:n-.-Mrs--;-Mar:rt-in1-----;====
actmitted she was at a lost as to
11

•~hat

to do • that she had

tvh1pped him, pleaded with him, loved him," but it didn't

seem to do any good,
and to get help.
possible helps.

She appeared willing to take suggestions

Several points were then decided upon as
First, it was suggested that she keep in

close contact with Jasper's teacher as
might arise.
in school.

She in turn

~rould

to~

problem that

be informed as to any trouble

Second, it was suggested that she,

ner~lf,

talk

to Jasper frequently about school, >fhat pl:'oblems he might be
facing, and give him moral support to do his work.

Third,

the P suggested that Mrs. Martin contact Mr. B., the school
district •s psychologist for further suggestions &.na_ help.
After several other suggestions, f'!rs. Martin thanked the
group and left,

The next morning Mrs. Martin phoned that

Jasper had arrived home by the time she had returned from
school.

She also said that she had talked a long time with

him, and she thought that he would "do better from now on."
Jasper• s chlllet protagonist among the girls in hie
room was Minnie Mayes, with whom he had had several run-ina.
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!n tile days that fQllowe.d Mrs. M.artin•s· visit Jasper had not
become involved in any trouble, although Mrs; N. tel t that
there had been very little improvement in his_ attitude.

Then

on February l .both M.tnnie and Jasper were 13ent to the office
for fighting durini,S thei!' science platoon class •
J

They both

ins;l.sted that they were just "playing" around, and were

-~,_ _____J!~~1-t-Y--no:t~m3d--a-t-~aoh-"other-.-conserqp-entLy-,-:tne-p--ha.d-,both
1
!

of them come to an agreement in which they :recognized. .that
"the horseplay and :f'oolil'lg around with eaoh other can't' go
on," and, therefore, t'rom now on, "the first one bothered
would report to Mrs. N. or to me (the P) at once,"

The

agreement was put down in writ il'lg and sent to Nrs, N.
Martin was informed of' the
J~eported

Mrs. _N.
behavior was,

11

ent~re

Mrs,

episode and its sol uti on.

that during the next few days, Jasper 1 s

ic:teal, the best 1 t bali! been all year,"

There•

fore, when an opening as a regular on the Safaty _Patrol came
up on February 7, Mrs. N. told Jasper he could have the spot
. if .h,Eil

,1~anted

it.

Jasper wanted it very much,

Mrs. N. pointed

out to Jasper that it had only been a sho:l't ti.rne before that
he hiad been in trouble. illlut filhe was willing to give him a
ohanee.

Jasper's squad had 12:00 noon duty, and, ·cherefore,

the squad left the room to eat lunch in the cafeteria ab
about 11;:30,

1111 the squad would sit around the table and

eat their lunch, and usually have an enjoyable time together,
Jasper was supposed to go home for lunch du:ring this time,
and then Nturn in time for duty.

On February 8 three ltUWh

-=------

tickets were miSsing, all of them belonging to a girl who
'

sat two seats trom Jasper.

They were not discovered missing

Jasper finally admitted he had taken "just one," and
after much more questioning, finally admitted. having stolen

all thrse..

When asked why hf.lclhad taken them,. he replied,ul

wanted to eat in the cafeteria with the other guys....

Mrs.

6)
Martin was notified, and. she said she would replace the
money for the tickets.

It was agreed that Jasper be given

his luncn so that he could. eat with hls squad• and whenever

1
ii

~

possible Jasper be given money for a ticket to buy a tray
lunch,

~~
!I

~I

,.

~

According to both Mrs. N, and Mr. L., the teacher in
charge of the Safety Patrol, Jasper's conduct and work as a
Safety Patrol

w~s

outstanding from the day he went on duty,

He was prompt• consoientious and even neat in appearanee.

\i

r
I

Even though Mrs. N. felt tmt at times his beh.avior.warr.anted

I

his removal from the squad, she was reluctant to have it done
sinoe the one bright side to Jasper's behavior picture was

I

I

I

his actions as a member of the Safety Patrol.

On February 17, however, Jasper became involved in
another incident with Minnie Hayes.

Jasper. struck Minnie,

who this time did not strike back, but reported the affair to
Mrs. N.

When brought to the V-P,

J~sper

admitted he had lOst

his temper unnecessarily and had struck Minnie.

Minnie, too,

admitted that . she had poked ftm at Jasper in a ball game.
Jasper was reminded of his agreement which he had signed,
For b;rea.king this agreement, Jasper was given an afttllrnoon's
detention, which he aeoepted as being deserved,
Analysis 2!.. Jaspj!r 1 s problem.

In s;pi te of' apparent

understanding and. agreement between Jasper and Mrs. N., and
Jasper and the P and. V-P, only sporadic improvement
noticed in Jasper's behavior.

w<Ui!

During the next several days

Jasper would display th,e complete range of moods

ne

possessed.

Mrs. N. felt that she was fighting a losing battle against
factors over whi.oh the sohool had no control. . Concurring .
with her .in this opini.on were both the l' and

v..p.

The three

felt that perhaps a conference with the school district's
psychologist, fl!lr. B., together with members of the Guidanoe

ll!leven people met to disouss Jasper Martin.

As a result of

this conference several points were pointed up by Mr. B.
1.

Jasper experiences a great insecurity because of
the home situation.

This situation is, first,

that of divorce, then of a separation and deser•
tion.

The mother vasc1lates in her handling of

Jasper, therefore, Jasper, himself, has no clear
de:t'initi on of the limits to Which he must conform.
2,

When the lack of material things beeom<:ls one o:f'
social importance, Jasper will revert to stealing
the. necessary things-money at Christmas or tickets
11

to eat with the boys• in the cafeteria.

3. The mother appears reoeptive 1 and she definitely
needs assistance in the guidance of Jasper,

She

did not respond to an earlier suggestion that she
seek help from Mr. B.

The school administration

cannot accept her "helplessness" indefinitely.
She must be confronted with the alternative of
oorrsoting Jasper or being willing to accept
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outside assistance.

!t was pointed out that dur•

1ng the previous year she had accepted help in the

guidance of W11D.e, who in turn

h~d

improved

immeasurably.
4.

The only treatment Jasper will consistently respond
to by .thE! teacher and the school is one of firm

Ji----------·nandiing.
of' conduct.

Jasper will not resent "stated lines"
Me must not feel, however, as was .

pointee. out by the P, that he is "getting it from
both sides--the home and the school."
,5.

Mrs. N. pointed out that during Jasper's "bad ,days,"
he favors his right leg almost to the point of a
real .limp.

This favoring appears unconscious, but

during the "good days," it is not apparent at all.
As a result of these points, the following recommendations were arrived at;

1.

The P would approach Mrs. Martin with the alternative of seeking help or attempting to solve the
problem herself.

It was atrOrJgly recommended that

the former alternative be urged, and that it be
pointed out to Mrs. Wartin the value all concerned
would receive from outside help.

Mr. B. stated

that he would be very willing to work 11ith Mrs.
Martin on the problem.
2.

The public health nurse be asked to consult with
Mrs. Martin about the proper dietary program for
all of the children.
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J,

Mrs. N• and tl:'le school continue in their attempt
to maintain a

11

firm but just 11 policy with Jasper.

The importance of consistency in dealing with
Jasper waa.further stressed by Mr.

:e.
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III.

H!STOSY OF SAMMY JACKSON

During the school year
attend Roosevelt School,

1953~54

Sammy Jackson did not

Consequently, there had been no

personal contact between him and the school administration
at the f/tart of the 1954.. 55 year.

Therefore, there was no

~~._________r_e_a_l_i_z_a_t_i_o_n__o_r__s_e_v_e_r_a_l__i_m~p_o_r_t_a_n_t__r_a_c_t_s__th_.a__t_w_e_rs~~p~e_r_t_i_n_e_n_t___________

,
l

to the understanding and guidance of Sa.mmy.

First 1 Sammy had

attended Roosevelt School during the first, second and part
of

the thir<t grades.

Secondly 1 Sammy had had a his tory of

dif:f'ioul ty with teachers as early as the third. grade when he
struck his teacher and had to be suspended :f':rom sehool,
Third, Sammy had a very difficult home situation to which
he had to adJust continuously.
Sammy entered Roosevelt School on the third day of
the 19,54-.55 school year, and was assigned to Mrs, T. 1 s fitth
gl"ade class.

The basis of assignment during

me

first week

of school of those who entered that week was determined b;or
the enrollment numbers of the various teachers on the partioular grade level.

Assignment for pupils who had been in

Roosevelt Senool the previous spring term was based

011

several f'actoJ;>s, 1nolud.1ng suitability to the pupil's social
as well as aoadem1Q.

need~>.

Samm;r's age at the time of hie

entrance .into Roosevelt School was nine years and seven
months• having been born o.n F'ebruary :3 1 1945.
dressed and very pleasant in apf)earanoe.

F!e was neatly

As he was o:riginall:V
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enrolled in ne:l.ghbori!Jg Fair Oaks School,. 1.rh:l.ch he hs.d
attended the previous two years and the first three days of
the 1954-.55 year, it took a nv.mber of days before Sammy's
permanent record folder arrived at Roosevelt.
"

1

By this time

he was situated in a classroom with no apparent clif fioul ty
in sight.

At this time Sammy weighed 74 pounds, and he was

~·'- :----~· f'aet-::::1;;::::-:::::ion on which Sammy was brought to the
~.',.

attention of the V-l? was shortly after the arrival of the .

t

permanent t•eooPd fol•ler.,

Mrs. T. 1 in checking previous

~est

scol!'es immediately noticed a wide discrepancy in Sammy's two
previous intelligence tests scores.

I

l

The first score, given

in Ap1.·1l, 1951, with the CaHfornia ':Ces't of Mental Maturity,
Form .P:t'imary s-50, disclosed an IQ. of' 118 1 while a second
sco:t'e fJ?om a California Test of Mental !1atu!'i ty, Form Elementary

s-so.

given September • 19531 l'evealed an I.Q of 69.

The average achievement gain in all subjects was. less than
one year during the same period o:f' time.
basis enough for requesting a

1•e~test

This was considered

for Sammy,

i:ntellige:nee test was administered. by the

v...p

A third.

o:n October 5 1

1954 1 with the California Test of Mental Maturity, Form
mentary

s ...fh

Ele~

od th the resultant I.Q. of 99.

On.e of the reasons thqt Sammy's teacher requested a
re•test of intelligence was that Sammy's behavior in the olass•
room indicated that either he oould. not or would not do the
work assigned to him• and. thv.t h<i!l Nas beoorning increasingly
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Mrs. '1'. also felt that i f the 69 ~Q,

belligerent a.nd sullen,

was correct Sammy should definitely be referred for placement
in a Special Edtloation class,

If the work was act;ually too

flif:f'icult for Sam,•y, it would be an inrportan·t cause for his
attitude and actions,·
~'----------3-F;,.:;i;,;r.,:;§l;..ll.t

referral to

intelligence tests were

of:~fioe •
avail~lble

Before the rel:lultl!l_o_f_the,_____
from the central office of:

tl:)e school distriGt• Sammy was brought to the office by Mrs.
T .• for disciplinary l"easons.
October 11,

It occurred after school on

Jl.otua:j.1y, Sam,ny stayed outside the office door

refusing to go any further.

Mrs, T. explained that Sammy had

o.arved on his desk with a mirror 1 and th0n he had threatened

that he would "beat upn any person who told her.

One of the

boys did tell Mrs. T. 1 and Sammy had. started a fight with

him 1mmediat<1lly e.fter the clas.s had left ·t;he school

b~ildJ.:ng.

One of the other pupil$ had come back an,d had told Mrs. T.
what was

happening~

and she had go11e out and stopped the

figrrt snd. had brought :Sammy in.to the building.

Even on the

way into the bu1ld.l.ng Sammy h£td acted in such a way that Mrs.

'I'. stated she "was afraid. he was going ·co hit me."
Tl:le

v..p

had Sammy come in a.nG. listen to what Mrs. T.

related ,as to w11at had h&.ppened,

He apparently had calmed.

down Lo some extent, for he did as he was asked when told to

come into the o:i'fic.e.
said was correct,
answer.

The V•P asked Sammy if what had been·

sammy turried his head. and refused to

The V-P assured Mrs. T. in sammy's presence that

c====
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the school would. not und.er any oircumsto.nces tolerate an;r

one of the severa.l things

th~tt

Sammy had done, and that he

was to be sent to the office immediately if any one of the
inoid.ents coeur-red ags.in.

Mrs. T. left,. ana. Sammy was ·t;old.

to stay.
After Mrs. T. had gone, the V-P said• "Just

~;ho

do you

t~------~t~h~i~n~k~y~o~u~a~r~e-,~s~a~mm~,=y~?"~--------~------------------------~-----------======
1.:.•

i

There was no answer,
Again, the V-P, "Do you think rules around here are for
you to

break~

and a.nybody who tells on you getl!3 in trouble

from you over it?»
A msrcter of' fact a.nd sullen, "No. 11

"You're darned right, they're not;,

'I'hat boy was abso•

1 utel;r right in going to Mrs. T • , especially after you
threatened the whole class,

In fact, it was his duty to

protect the whole class when he saw you marking your desk,
The only reason you got so tough with him, though, was that
you thought you could. handle him 1 probably.

It it had been

Andy or George or Raymond I bet you \1oUld have ·thought twice

about getting tough.

By the way, did you get away Ni th this

sort of thing over at Fair Oaks?u
"-No .• u

"No• and don't expect to get away with it over here,
either.

vle don't t&ke that kind of temper and. meanness over

here any more tt.uan they did over there..

Tell me, Sal!lilly • what

made you mark up the desk :l.n the first place?"
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"l don•t

know,~

Sammy rePlied, still sullen and

evasive.
It was necessary at this point for the

1

the room to answer the phone.

!
~

befo:t'e the V•P was able to return,

v-P

to leave

It was almost fifteen minutes
By this til!Jl!) Sammy appeared

in a more receptive mood, and was willing to talk much more

1~,--------e~a~.s~1~l~y~a~b~o~uLt~w~ha~t~h~a~d~h~a~p~p~e~n~e'd-.--B~y--n~ow~.~h~e~w~a~s-w~i~l~l~i~ng~~t~o~--------- ======
t

admit that he was wrong in all the things he had done..

v-P

The

pointedly asked >ilhat Sammy thought was the worst thing

that he had d.ont.
towards Mrs. T.

Sammy i'elt it was the way he had acted
The V•P emphasized the point 1n addition to

Sammy•s own statement.

The if-.p tQld. Sammy that he might

overlook the trouble in the room since it was the first time
he had been sent to the office, but because of' his actions and
attitude towards his teacher he would have to lose some of his
pr1v1leges.
for thE!

v...p

He was told. he would have to make up detention

rE~mai:nder

of the week.

The V•P told. 56\mmy that the

thought Sammy should. .apologize to Mrs. T., but that was

going to be up to him.

The V-11' said that an apology had to

come from a person Who was sorry, not from a person who had
been made to say he was sorry.
v~P

didn't want him to say

t~~t

It Sammy wasn 1 t sorry, the
he was.

During the next several days the V-P visited Mrs.
T. •s room and made obvious :note of Sammy is behavior, obset>ved
his work; and even asked Salli!lly how things were coming •

Mrs.

T. informed. the V-J? that sammy had aome and apologized the
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next day.

sammy also came to the · of:t:io ~ of hie own accord

each evening after school and stayed for his presori bed
detention.
ismort of {i§amrnt'!ll s§gond referr!!l.

On the following

Monde.y, Oetober 18, Mrs. T. mentioned. that Sam had appeared
to come to school with a ohip on his ahouldet'.

She was told_____ ====

that at the first al.gn of any trouble sne was to send. for
eitner the P or V•P.

That afternoon the V-P was called to

oome to Mrs. T.'s room,

She was outside the room with sammy,

talking to him, but he was obviously very angry.

Mrs. T.

said Sammy had lost his .temper in the room, and had threatened

Mrs. T. to "hit you like I hit the other teacher I hit at
(Roosevelt)

school.~

The V•P took Sammy to his office, shut the door, and
then said; "All right, if you 1 re so anxious to hit someone,

start hitting."
ni didn't say I'd hit her.

11 0h?

I was talking about someone

Well 1 then, who was this other teacher you said

you hit?"
S<ll.l.\Ulcy' denied he had said he hit another teacher.

The V-P said emphatically• "Sam, e:l.'ther Mrs. T. or you
is telling me a lie.

Now I'll call Mrs. T, in here and sev•

eral of the boys and girls around where you sit, and we'll

find out the hard way who's telling the tru.th. 11

The v:..p wa.ited. a moment, then drew Sammy closer to
him and said quietly 1 "Sammy, did you say those things?"

"X'es."
The V-P asked., "Who was this other teaeher that you
h1t 1 Sammy?"
Sammy then v,ery sketctlhilY related th\:1 t he had become
a:ng:vy and struck his third grade ti!UM.Iher one day, :f'or which

he had been suspended. :t':rom s;ohool.
The 1f..p then asked, "And. you were getting ready to
do the same to Mrs. T. ?"

n.No t Honest ! waliiln't• Mr. B, 10
"You got mad.,t: , Sammy, didn 1 t you?

So mad that, you

said something you liidn 1 t really mean, is that right?"
"Yes, 11 replied Sammy very quietly.
'l'he V•P oontinull!d• "And if you hadn't been stopped, you

probably would. have gotten so mad you would have tried to hit
Mrs.

T.-

"No,~

The

sammy still insisted..

v...p then stated, 11 l'eu like Mrs.

'l'. 1 don't you? 11

«Ies, 11 replied Samm;y.
"l:elil 1 " said the

tr~P,

n:r

rll!ally think you dot because

I've seen the way you help her out in the class.

'l'hat is,

when you 1 re not mad."
The V·P went on to talk about tempers liind how they

h'IU"t other people, how things were said that were not meant.
~

He <~continued· to question Sammy to discover what was the

actual cause !'or Sammy to have los,t his temper,. but no one
incident could be found.
Sinoi:!i there appeared no event at $Ohool which had
placed Sammy in this .state of mind, the V-:P felt it might,
have "been the result of something which had happened at home.

Tberefore, he filled out a Guidance Information oa.rd, which

ll--------,.,..,a•.1ne<ll'o:t> :i:'outine data eoneernl.:ng his home.
When asked about his father Sammy quickly replied,
~My

daddy lives in Texas.~

The

V~J?

:f'ollQWed this up quiokly with 1 "When was the

last time ypu FJaw yoU:!:' daddy?"
~Last

summer :I:

spe:n~;

two weeks with him."

"Did yow mother go with you?''.
ql!:es, but she d.id.n •t go see him. u

"Who lives at your house
"My brother and mother

now?~

and another man,"

"ThiS man is your daddy now?"
"No ! lilY daddy lives in

Te~as

!'

sammy emphatically

replied.,
sammy was not unwilling to talk about hi:s home lite, ·

but he did appear confused as to what relation "the rruan"

who was living at home at the time we.s to him.
with Mr.

B..,

(In a talk

Saau:ny's teacher at Fair Oaks Sohool, and Mr. P.,

the principal of Fair Oaks, it was discovered that Samm;y 1 s
mother had ma:t"ried three times sinoe divorcing, or leaving•
Mr. Jackson. Samrny 1 s "daddy •"

The fil"St rrual"riage, it there
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actually !'lad been a marz>iage, was to a man named Jam!Hlon,.
and., attar this marria,ge . they ,had. come to Stockton from Texas.
At this time Mrs. Jameson gave birth to Sammy's brother Amos.
The next "marriageu was to a Mr, H&milton; a:n.d with tnat

I

marriage she had. .moved into the Fair Oaks School district.

She then left ttr, Hamilton al:ld moved. .back into the Roosevelt

h·'--~~~~,d;tstrYcrt,

an~.

1

Casper).

at--cne-ume was living with "the man," .(a Mr.

Sammy never referred to any of the step-fathers

as his own father, and :'insisted several times during the,
interview and in la:ter interviews that, "my daddy lives in
Texas I"
PlU'thel' i.ntet•vj_ewing at the til!IE! of this referral to
the office revealed that Sll4't!lJ'I1 had been bOrn in Louisiana,
but could not remember anything about that state since he had

moved. to Texas very early in life.

Sa.mmy answered all or the

questions alertly a:n.d with excellent memory.

interview

w•.~-s

.By the time the

finished Sallll!ly was sincerely penitent. anx:'l.ous

to return t;, class and tr;r again 1 and, willine; to l:ipdiog1ze
to h:ts teacher.
bPO£t . ~ k

)ih4:£!l t:efe;r::raJ.. At thi.s time in

s.chool a Guidance Counoil was beirlg formed.

the

The V•P felt

that Sammy's ease might be one for the council to discuss,
but because he was new in the school,. and therefore adequatl!l

background was :::till lac.king, his case was put oft' at first
and another case was the subject of first J$e,et:i.:t'lg of the

Council.

In the meantime • Smmmy had been placed as a sub..

stitute for the SafetY' Patrol in ordsrto give Sammy some
opportunity at a· definite responsft,bili·hy and a certain amount
of authority and self-assurance.
Two weeks later, November 1, sammy again appeared at
school on l1ond.ay morning in a belligerent

mood~

That night

Sammy had to be kept after school for not finishing his
work.

He cried and said he would gEilt a whipping f'o1• gettil:lg

home late.

vihen r4rs. T. still would not let him go, he threw

his papers on the floor and would not work.
let him go she sent a note with

Si!MrJll!y

When Mrs, T. did

telling his mother why

he was kept after school and asking her to comE< to the school
and. talk about his behavior,

Mrs. T. told Sammy that she·

wanted the note retUJ?ned the next day signed b;r his mother,
'!'he next morning Sammy oame without the note, admitting
he did.n' t give it to his mother and defiantly :retus ing to do
arJ.1tll1ng he. waa tQld,

J\llrs.

•r. oame to the

V•l' and. explained.

the backgrou:nd. of the i:n.oid.ent and stated that she felt that
Samm,r was in a · 11 striking out at somebOd.y'l atMtude.

She asked

the V-J? to come to the room and get him,
'l'he
outside,

v..p

went to the d0or of' the room and called Samm1

Sammy came without any show of reluetanoe, although

he appeared. to be in a defensive mood,

His passing glance

at Mrs, 'l'. indicated to the V•P that she was perhaps the
indirect object of his

bel.lige~nt

state of mind.

·=-------
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It was very, much the same at,ory as in previous reter•
rals.

After a short period.

ot time. Sammy oaJ.med down and

was both receptive and apparently genuinely sorry for what
he had done.

However, the behavior pattern and the repeated

rete:rrals
eaused the
.

v... p

to eonfer ' with the P, whq had been

previously briefed on Sammy's behavior and aot:l;o:ns, as to

T,he p and V-P decided that the parent should be
brought in, and that sammy not be allowed to return, to class
until there had been a consultation with the parent. , The V•P
took sammy hE>!ile, but his li!Other was not there,
two-roomed cabin on the back part of a lot.
not in good repair.

11

Home'1 Wl!l.s a

The cabin was

The neighbors informed the

v...p

that

Mrs. Hamil ton, Sammy 1 s mother, had. gone out on a job and
wouldn't be ba.ok for three.or f'our hours,

One of the neigh..

bo:rs went into the cabin and came ba.ok to say that, "Mr.
Casper will be right out. 11
About five minut'es later, Mr. Gasper appeared,
been asleep when the V•P arrived.

He had

i-

The V·P attempted to bring

Mr. Casper up to date on Sammy's behavior, bUt there wae little interest shown by Mr. Ca.spe!' in Sammy or his actions at
school.

He kept saying,

gets home."

•well, I'll tell his mother when she

Sammy looked away during the entire conversation,

attempting to ignore Mr •. Casper,
to the car when he left.

Sammy walked the V•P back

The V""'P told Sammy he would. have to

bring his mother to sohool the next day.

Sammy replied, "O. K."

!-
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Mros. Hamil ton came ·che next morning with Sammy. · He
waited tn the outer office while the P and ifo.p talked with
1'1rs. Ham;!.lton.

There was little response on the part of

!'Irs. Hamilton.

She wanted the boy to be "good, and do what

he •s told to do."

She said the school should "just beat him

good," when he didn 1 t behave.

Her speech was lifeless • and

she appeared tired and list;less.

After a few minutes Sammy

was call.ed in, and then the l? explained to Sammy that the.
school ana. his mother were going te work together to see
that he behaved in cless, and that any time he stepped out
0f line his mother would be informed.

Mrs. Hamil ton then told Sammy tllat she had given the
school permission to "beat you good," when he didn't behave.
The P told Sammy that he felt 'that this wouldn't be neoef;lsary since he knew that Sa!lltlly wanted. to do what was best, and
that everyone was going to be on Sammy's side in helping him.
Sal!JJl!Y said. he understood, and appeared cooperative and willing.
He was sent back to class after !'Irs. Hamil ton had left.
Sal!\!l'W 's refetraj,. .:!lsi. the Guidance CoyncH.

The P sugw

gested that Sammy be referred to the Guidance council for
its next meeting.

The Guid.aooe ,Council met and discussed

Sammy Jackson on November lOt 195.5.
the recommendations, and

aft~u·

As a result of one ot

consultation with Mrs. T., the

p decided that 1f there was any further disturbance in the
olass 1 Sallill!y should 'be transferred to

a

room where there was
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a man teacher.

The ba.si.s. for thiS suggestion came t"rom til$'

Guid.smce Counc11 1 whioh :f'elt that Sammy "disapproved" of hia
mother..

Therefore, he was striking out at women teachers as

a manife<)tation of this resentment.

!t was related. that there

had. never been any such threats the previous year when Sammy

had had a man teacher.
1---------The-fol:ll:lli\rl.:ng Monday mornil1g auring the pllysioal educa-

tion period 1 Sammy lost his temper at Mrs. T., and again had
to be brought to the office.

The VMP did not question Sammy.

at all concerning the 1.no1dent.

Instead., he waited u.ntl.l

Sammy had calmed down and then told Sammy that he no longer
deserved to be in. Mrs. T, 1 s class.

The V-P told Sammy that

Mrs, T. had given him evex-y opportunity to be a. good. citizen,
'

and he had not been willing to be. either fair or cooperative.
Sammy was told that he would not be allowed to return

class.

·~;o

th'!\ t

At this • Sammy atax-ted. ·to ox-y 1 saying .that he dJ.dn't

want to leave his class, that he :Uked. Nrs. T, 1. and that. he.
didn't mean to aot the

~:ay

he did.

The next afternoon, however, Sammy was transferred to
Jlllx-. D. 1 s olaas,
said to him.

6

Outisd.e the door the

v..p

stopped. Sammy and·

Mr• D. :l,s a good teacher a.:nd. easy to get alo.r:Ig
/

w1th• but if I were you I'd. just forget that temper erllutt in
here.

JuF>t try it once on Mr. D., and. I have a hunch it will

be the last time you try it on anyone.

On the other hand• go

ahead. and try it ..-brother, it 111 stop :raste:r> than it starteU 11

s.cammy l.n.

~

:qsw cl§l!!!l!'OOm.

the following weeks on Sammy's

Mr. D, reported d.l.U'ing

'behlilvio~

in class. , According

to Jiir. D. , Sammy was not a d.i$c1pUne problenn 1 . but he was

aocompHshing very little school work.

During the week

bef'.ore Christmas vacation a vaoancy appeared on the room's
squad of' the Ss.tety Patrol,

Mr. D. asked. Sammy if he would

so. and so became a regular member of the pat;rol.

l'lcth M:r.

D. and Mr. L,, the teacher in Qharge o:f' the safety l"at:rol, .
repol:'ted that Sammy pertormed his duties very well..

Mr. D,

t'elt also that Sammy's quantity of wo.rk in class had dl!lfi•
nitely increased, which was one o:f' the stipulations of' sammy's
appointment to the pa.trol.
The V-1? had received permission to form a YMCA Gray..y
Club among the fifth grade boys at Roosevelt School.

The

activ.ities of the elub would include a gym .and. swimming at

am

f-he YMCA on Saturdays, club meetings during the week•
occasional 'b:l"1ps to nearby poi.nts. of interest.

The Vf.,p felt

that Sallll!IY could dillorive a great deal from this type of activ•
i

ty, !Since it w·ould make him part of' a d.ef'1n1 te group and at

the same time give outlet fw· activity.

When approached by

the V-P about the club 1 Sarnmy appaared very enthusiastic and.
said he would ask his mother for permission to join.

The

V-P told Sammy that he would sPf\\al.J: to his mother if sammy

wanted him to.

Sammy reported back the next day that his

mother had given him

p~~trm:l.ssion

to become a member.

The f'irst

meeting of' the club was scheduled for January 8, 19,5,5.

...-...-.--·-···- ..

lr""~-~···-·
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On January J, the

Referral for stealing moneu.

day after ChristrJ!as vacation, Mr. D, callll!l to the
that

:v-P

Mon~

rmd said.

55 cents had disappeared from the desk of one of the
!l'lr. D. rad nottoed th<l.t Samrn.y's desk 11as

girls in. the :rootth

the adjotning desk. and, 'therefore • hao. searched Sammy 1 s desk
and had found the money,
the money

Sammy had absolutely denied taking

and so M:r. D. had called for the V-P_"'---'l'.h{LY•P,_ _ _ _ __

went to Mr. D. 1 s room,
around, watching.

All of the pupils

>~Tare

ge:t;nel:'ed

The V-P called Sammy over to Mr. D. and

himself and ash:!<l if he J1..ad taken the money,

Sammy d1$nied

it. . The V-P then took sammy aoros.s the nall into an empty
room,

After a short questiontng sammy admitted that he toolt

15 cents of the money 1 and after further urging and. prodding
by t;lle v ..p, finally admitted taking

all of it.

The V-P said! "i1hy did you admit just taking. some of
it at fi!'s,t, Sammy?"

"! was afraid you'd expel me•''
'':tlo you think we'd expel you for taking
not expel you for taking 15 oen.ts;
Sammy 1 in how muon you took?

What's the

55 cents; artd
difference,,~

The thing is t)1at you took the

money in the first placel"
The v ...p c.ontinued on, trying to find out
·

>>~hy

Sarnrny

took the money, but Sammy did not give any justif:l.ca:bion for
it.

During the original questioni:ng the V-P had said that

this had been the first time sammy had been in trouble af
th1e kind.

The~fore, because of this, and if Sammy would
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tell the whole truth, the
be any serious trouble.

v-~

assured Sammy there would not

As this promhe was instrumental in

getting Sammy to admit taking the money 1 the V-? told .Sammy
he would keep his word about n.ot getting him into any trouble.
"But sammy," the V-i said., "what 1 s going to happen the
next time you see money lying in the next desk, or near. you,
'----------:new-tha-t-yo;;cgot-off-sn-Eraeyt;nnrtl.me ?-You know as well as
I do that the chance to take money is going to happen again
·a.nd. again.

Just what are you going to do 1 Sammy?"

''Nothing• n insisted Sammy.
"I

wondJ~r,

Sammy.

I just wonder.

I'm afrald you mAght

say t.o yourself, •Boy, .I sure got way wlth H last time, so I
guess I'll try it again.'"
"No, ! won 1 t.

Honest I won•t," Sammy said.

ui hope not, sammy," replied the v ..p.

The next three days Sammy was absent from school.
Up0n inquiry .from the school, it was reported that sammy was
not feeling well, that he nhad a oold. 11
On January 1.5, Sammy age-in was apprehended with a
stolen 15 oen.ts.

This time he was sent immediately to the

office • where he readlly admitted to the y.,.p that he had
taktln the money.

During the li!!Uestioni:ng that followed, .the

V-? again asked Why Sammy had taken the money.

This time

Sammy said he was going to buy his lunch at the luneh stand
ao:ross the street from the school.

~Then

askeo, 4\bout lun()h

he s,aid tba t his mother had not gi ve.n h1m e1 the r money or

&

bag .lunoh, and thst she was not home to fix any food.

B;r

thi$ time it was felt by beth the P and V-P that Mr. B., .the
Welfare and Attendance psychologist, from the Stockton. UnU'ied
School District, should be brought into the case.

Both admin•

istra.tors felt ·cnat both the home life atnd. the boy himself
]

should be studied further by Mr. B.

Meanwhile, !'llr. ft., also

f-~_ _ _ ___.f'.-.L.'VJ0.m-t-he-school-d-i-s-t-r-io-t-•-s-A-t-te:r:1d.a:n.ee-alld.-Wer1fa-t•e-orr1-ce-wars·----

'

requested to investigate the possibility of free lunches, if
such. were warranted by the result of the latest stealil)g
episode.
samro.y :remained in the office the entire day and for a
detention period s,ftex- school.
Samro.y was absent from sohool.

Again, the next two days,
When he returned, it was

reported that the absence was for the same reason as before.
In the meantime, Mr.
that home conditions at that
. H. reported
'.

'time def.initely warranted tree lunones tor the boy and. hiS
younger brother at this time,

The free luoones would be

given for a three•week period at wh.ich Umli! another check
would bEl made.

(At tne end of this period, free lunches

were again given to the boys for an additional month.)
Fw•tller

i:ng~dtmts

.gonoeru:f..pg Saplrnll'.$1 pehavior,

Sammy

had never appeared for the "Y" Club* although the V-l' lw.d

mentioned :lt to tarn several times.
came up to the
"Y" Club.

V~P

On January Jl, Sammy

and asked whether he could still join the

The V•P told Samrny that he had gotten soro111one

-- i

.else to take Sammy's place in the club, but, if he really

wanted to join, to eome the following Satu1•day with .the
gro1.1,p to the
be

done.

11

Y" , e.nd then it would ,be determined

sarnmy,

could

however, did not appear that Saturday either,

fc ;oc lcl-o;c;wc-'i~l;:-1g~Mc- o-n_d_ac-y~,~F-e_b_r-=u~ar:- :y-·-7-:·-·_t_h_e-;-V-·-;P_s_t_o_p-;p-::e_d_S_a_rn.~•n:-y-;-an-d
_ _ _ __
replied
i;l.i s

·c-. him why he hadn 1t come.
c------T"'hc-e::c.
asked

1·
:

1

;~hat

>;;arnmy

that

f1lOth!ilr

1

thought that 1t was too cold to be swimming outdoot>s this
time of year.
The V-P s·aj.d, "But the »yn pool is indoors• sammy, and

it 1 a heated so you

;~on 1 t

The V•P felt sure, how•

get cold,"

ever, that Sammy knew this • tor Sammy had talked to sever<:ll
of th<l! boys who were in the "Y" Club,
Sammy repU.3d,

11

0h, I'll tell my motl:ler,"

"By the 111ay, Sammy,." the V-J? said• nwould you like me

to .get a bathl!'..g suit :for you i:n ca,se the one you used last
summer is too worn out?"

Later on in the week Sammy oame
11

ttp

to the V·•P and !llaid,

You won't have to get me a bathing sul.t, Mr. B., my father

got me

one. "
The V-P did not quest j_on Sammy a boot

l<~hioh

was, but that satul'd.ay :3amrny did go to the "Y" •
Monday he again !!lsked if he 0012ld go to the "Y'1 ,

"father- lt
The :next
The

V~P

said.

he couldJ and told him that U he tqanted to joj.n the alub as

well that would be possible aJ.so.

Sammy wa!ll very pleased with

this,· and attended the next meeting of the club.

8,5

On

Tuesd,ay, F'ebrv.ary 15 1 sammy 1 s moth.er came to·.

school about 4;15 p.m. looking for Mr. H,, the Attel'ld(!lnoe
O:f'fteer.

The

said it was,

v...p

asked. her if it were l.mportant • Rnd. she.

'l'h.e V•P .then attempted. to reach fl!r, H. by

phone, but his seqretary said. that he would not be in until

"

T

The v-P then asked Sammy's mot~:ter i:f' she

at least 4;JO,

1~~~~----,.,t~a'"n"'·ted

to leave a mel!'sage.

She said 1, "Yes, tell hlm that

il
li

1-irs • Qa,sper ealled,

t

Ha.mHton came to inquire about the extension of free lunches

t

for the boys.

t

(The V-P learned later that Mrs.

In :t'esponse to the

v..p

questions I Mr. H'

stated that to his knowledge there aetus.lly had not been a
marl"iage

o~remo:n:vt

but that she was now officially ealU:ng

herself Mrs. Casper •. ~
JI!I'. D. repqrted that sammy •s behaviw and attit\1®

in class had been at its best dur:tng .the month of February.·
!Hs work had improved, and the amount of work accomplished

had

incre~\sed.

Sammt had 1 furthermore, played for the room's

basketball team as a substitute •. The

v..p

alao obsl!lrved that

during the month of Februe.ry thl'!re had been .no referrals to
the office. tor Sammy, and during the same period he and
Sammy had become

mu~h

l?atrol assern.bly, Sammy

better acquainted.
<t;as

During the Sarety

given recogn.ition as one of the

new officers, and Mr. L., teacher in charge, reported that
Sammy's work as an ot':tieer was good.
Twice during the month M;r:-, D. eame to tne.V-P and
reported, howeve;r:- 1 that there were signs that sammy was

1::::

--------------
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beginning to sUp ag&in,.
Sammy's

1~0rk

Each. time M1•, D. reported that

was starting to dec-,rease, that he was spending

more time idling at his desk, and he apj)ea.red l<'lss interesl:ed
in classroom aotiv1ties.

Asked. if his behavior and attitude

were 111so deteriorating, Mr. D. 1 felt that it had not yet begun
to do so,

r.r11e

V~P

suggested that strict limits be placed on

in terms of doing his work.
On February 28, Mr. D. found it neoessary'to keep
It was not

several pupils, .1nclud:!.ng samnJy • after class.

until 4;1.'5, nearly an hol.Jr after school was regu1a.J:>ly dis•
missed., that Sammy.and another boy

IP~ere

'

released to·go home.

The V·? saw both of the boys come running down the school
steps and across the sol:'Joolyard.
As they approached the v ...p, Sammy yelled out, "Hi,
Mr. B. '1
The V•P replied, "Hey, what did you guys decide to do-stay fo:r> the night?"
Sammy laughed and said, «No, we just got out of
room.

\ve were bad. 11

The
about it.

v~P

th~

·

feigned. severity,

11

1\iell; you sure sound sor:ry

Maybe you 1 d better come back

.~:1 th

me and stay a

little 1ol:lger. 11
"No!

No!

We're sorry.

Honest we are.

Clarence?" Sammy said. 1 half giggling.

Are:n•t we,
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"0. K.

Go on home, but try and stay out of trouble

at le&,st that far."
11

0. K., Mr. B.," Sammy l:'eplied, and ran on with h1s

friend Cla1•En1oe,

The V-P talked to Mr, D•. a little later that day.

Mr.

D. said. i!ha t Sammy and Clarence had rece11tly st;ruok up a

student, and one who very carefully attempted to obey the
rules of the school.

Bot!") Mr. D. and the V-P felt that

Sammy 1 s frHrmdship should be encouraged.

Therefore, during

the following days the ·two boys Nere given duty assigrnnents

·t;ogether-, and other such techniques were employed to provide
oppo:rtun~t ty

:eo.;'stre:ngthen the friendship between the tw·o

It was felt by both Mr. D. and the V-P,thll!t, as long
.
.

as the present home s.:l.tuation existed for Sammy, he would

continually be in trouble, not only with school S.11thori ties,
but with the local police as he grew older,

The school could

in some degree c.ombat the unstable home situation with a
firm and defined. classroom situation,

Boi:h Mr. D. and the

V-P also believed that Sammy was actually fl.ttempt ing to be a
good school eit:tzen to the best. of his knowledge; th.at he

needed guld.ano(1i as to proper and acceptable beha,vior.

fore, the type of companions Sammy had

~lould

There.;.

become inereasi:ngly

important, since Sammy 1 s standards were usually those with whom
he associated.

Although the school would be unable to choose

----

-------

-

-
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sammy's frie:tld.s for I'J.im, it could, nevel:'theless, place him
into social situations and. classroom environments that would
demand a high standard o:f' behavior.
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IV.

HIS~OB.Y

OF £<lABEL SUE JONES

,,

Mabel Sue Jones was the only child of l'lr. and Mrs,
Nathaniel Jor!Eils.
Arkansas.

i

Mabel Sue was born June 28, 1944 in Rison,

At the beginning of the 1954-55 school. year Mabel.

Sue was assigned to the fourth-grade class of Miss I.
Sue had

Mabel

a.ttendad_Ro_o_s~.nl-el-t.-Sehool-f-rom-the-k-1-:r..derga-r-tan-yeal-;'~,----

!

although Mrs, G,, Mabel Sue's

third~grade

teacher, was t)!).e

only one of Me bel Sue •s previous teachers still at Roosevelt
School <luring the 1954-55 school year.
Shortly after Mabel sue 1 s birth, 1\'lr, and Mrs. Jones
separated and were divorced.

For reasons unknown to the

school ail.minlstration, Mabel Sue went to live with an aunt, , ,
Mrs, Stella Bobson, and hiad stayed with her sinoe that time.
It was Mrs. Babson who had registered Mabel Sue when she
first enrolled ir. kind-argarten.

At that time Mrs, Bobson

stated that the whereabouts of both parents was unknown,
although she did present an affidavit signed by the parents
concerning Mabel Sue's birth date.
At the begiml1ng of the 1954-55 school year Mabel Sue
'

was four feet, four inches tall and weighed

73 pounds, This

made her the tallest pupil in her clallls, and. one of the tallest
children in the fourth grade.

Mabel Sue's permanent record

folder :revealed no physical disabilities, although on two
successive vision tests her left eye tested 20/JO,

A Cali-

fornia Test of Mental Maturity, Form Primary 50•13, administered
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in October, 1952, disclosed an IQ of 106.

Anothex• California

Test of Mental !1atu.rity, Form J?rlmary 5:3-3 1 given September,

1954, reve;;:led an IQ. of: 94·,

A Metropolitan Achievement Test,

Form Elementary-S, given September, 1954, showed. Mabel Sue

with a score in Reading of 2,6, Arlthmet1c 2.9, English 2,2,
"'· ·

and Spelling 2.5,
1-eveJ.s

:tv,-n:

During the school

and part of 12.

yEHill'

Mabel Sue !'ead in

Level 12 brought Nab':ll Sue

into third grade reading.
Even during the third grade Mabel Sue tJad been a
discipline problem.

D1rs. G,, her third grade teacher,

reported_ that Mabel sue was often a be\1avior problem.

Mrs,

G, stated ttvat Mabel S1.1e 1 s greatest difficulty was that she
l'{l!lS

"spoiled and. undisciplined ril. t home."

Macel. Su.e tl:JJ:'o:Hf

several ·temper tant1•ums during the year and had to be
brought to the off ice on several occasions.

l1r•s ~ G, further

reported that Mabel Sue had to have her owu way or• would be
completely unoooperati ve.

!4abel .Sue ;.;-as also the largest

girl in her class during this year, and she 111as often guilty

of intimidat:tng the other children who would not follow her
lead.
First Ja:_ouble ,Qt the school

Sue came to the attention of th®

~·

v~P

The first time Mabel

for misbehaving was on

the Tuesday of' the second wee )I: of school,

The yard d.uty

teacher assigned to the covered court area sent a pupil to
the

v..p

with the message that several girls were screaming
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"at the top of their lungs, n in the girls la?atory.

When

the yard duty teacher had gone into the lavatory to 1nveet1gate1 the girls ran out the other side of the entrance, and
refused to come baok when she had blown her whistle.

As

soon as the yard teacher had diSappeared the girls bad

J

returned and had started. the yelling again, only this time

1

lf-------had-ta-ken-tne paper towels out of the dispenser and had

~

thrown them on the lavatory floor.The

V-~

oame to the covered courts and approached the

girls' lavatory.

Just at that time the girls, led bY Mabel

Sufi, came screaming and running out
Mabel Sue saw the

v..p

or

the lavatory,

When

she veered to run the opposite way,

The V•P shouted 1 "Mabel Sue!"
Mabel sue and the other girls stopped.
beckoned them to oome to him.
to the V•P.

~he

The v-P

;t'he five girls walked over

V-P inquired what they were doing.

Mabel Sue replied, »we were just playing, Mr. B."
The

v-P, "You call that playing--screaming and acting

11.ke animals • 11
Mabel Sue shrugged her shoulders, but said nothing.
The v-.p questioned the other girls, all of whom admit ..
ted that they had been doing something that they shouldn't.
Mabel Sue, however, could. not see any fault in what she had
done,
towels.

She stoutly denied that she had scattered the paper
When the other girls said that Mabel Sue had done

it, Mabel Sue said they had lied Just to get her in trouble.
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Nevertheless, the V•P had. Mabel Sue and the other four girls
completely olean up the girls' lavatory and also the ·area
around the drinking fountains in the girls'· oourts,
first Mabel Sue protested 1 then acquiesced.

At.

By the .time the

task was finished, she was joking with the other girls and

i~.__________sh_o_w_e_d__l_i_t_t_l_e__s_1_g_n__o_r_·_r_e_g~r_e_t__o_v_e_r__t_n_.e__1_n~o_1_d_e_n_t_.~------------------- ~=====
Mabel Sue 1 s first referrals .!2, D

ofO,ce.

No other

trouble was encountered from Mabel Sue for over a month •. ·
Miss

:r.

made her the room monitor and messenger to the ot'fioe,

and from all reports from Miss 1. Mabel Sue was cooperative
and industrious.
On October 14 Miss I. brought Mabel Sue to the offioe.

Miss 1. stated that Mabel Sue had been troublesome all day
long, and had struok one of the boys iri the room hard enough
to make him cry,

Mabel Sue appeared sullen and angry,

The

V-P took her into his office and had her sit on a chair.

The V-P left Mabel

St~e

there for nearly half an hour.

When

the V-P came into his office on one occasion, Mabel Sue said 1
n Can

I go back to my room now, M:r. :S? 11
"Do you think you can behave yourself' now, Mabel Sue?''

the V-P inquired.
Mabel Sue replied., "Yes, Mr. B., I won't cause any
more trooble:,

Honest I won 1 t. 11

Mabel Sue appeared to have

lost her anger and. was friendly and cooperative.

The

let l'!abel Sue go back to her room about twenty minutes
before sohool was out.

v-P
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On the following Monday Miss I •. again brought Mabel
Sue to. the \lffioe.

eyes.

This time Mabel Sue had tears in her

Miss I. reported that Mabel Stta had been dlt't'1cult

all day.

She had· bothered other pupils, had refused t(!) do

any work of her own, and had just finished rurm.ing around
the room screaming.

The V-P had Mabel Sue sit .down.

Mabel Sue sobbed,

When

1 haven't done anything, Mr. B,

11

Honest I didn't."
The V-P replied, "That 1 s not what this yellow slip
says, Mabel Sue."

The

v..r;

of misbehaviors that Miss

proceeded to read off the list

I. had listed.

Mabel sue said disbelieVirJgly, "When did I do that? 0
She started sobbing again, then said, "She 1 s just picking
on me."·
"Oh, Mabel Sue, whom are you trying to kid?" replied
the V•P•
too much.

"The trouble is that sne 1 s let you have your way
Now she starts insisting that you behave yourself,

and you just don't want to."
Mabel Sue did not reply, but started crying harder
than ever.

'l'he V•P left her sitting in the outside officE!

so that she might calm.down.
About fifteen,minutes later the V-P came back into the
outside office.

Mabel Sue immediately inquired, "Can I go

back to my room newt Mr. B?"
"Of eourse you can't," replied the V-ll'.

"Oh, please, Mr. B.," begged Ml;;lbe;L Sue, -starting to
cry again,

c_···_ _ _
._

"I'll be good,·honest.I will, Mr, B."

"That's what you said last t1me 1 Mabel Sue,tt and tnat
was just last week,: No, I think you'd. better stay here a
little longer,"

1

"I'm going pack to my room,'' waned. Mabel Sue, and

J -----:~he---s-tooa-up-~ld-,--starte-dwalil:ing
1

c_i

out of-;r;he offio;e.

The V-P

reao;hed out and seized. her ax<m.

''Ow, ow, ;you hurt me!
shouted and wailed,

Iou hurt my arm!" Mabel Sue

St\e ·started to throw herself· on the .

floo:r, but the V-P caugnt both of her. arms and held hEir up,
"OOoh," Mabel Sue screamed, "I want to go.
me go.

Please, please!"

Please let

Then Mabel Sue started to scream·;

When he had succeeded in getting her. into his office; the
V•P attempted to put her on a chair, but Mabel Sue threw

herself on the :t'loor 1 screaming, kicking and yelling.
~'label

sue intermittently sct>eamed, cried, mQaned and

threatened for wsll ove:r an hour.

When she was told. she could

not leavs the office, she would begin all over aga1n,

Both

the V•P and, shortly afterwards, the P attempted to talk to
her, but ahe would only say, "Let me go.

Let me go."

After the hour had passed, the P attempted to get· in
touch with Mrs. I:lobson, but she worked during the day and was
unavailable,

During the rest of the afternoon Mabel Sue

refused to quiet down, 1?-nd. it was not until twenty minutes
after school was out befo1•e. she became suddenly quiet.
P walked into the

v~P 1 s

offioe.

The

-~---~

~-

~---
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The .l? said, . "Are you going to be quiet now?"
Me:oel Sue replied as if nothing had ever ~happened,
"Yes, 11
The P .then

$aid~

"I want your aunt to come with you

tomorrow morning to school."
Mabel Sue answered, "She works

right~

The P stated. "All

tomorrot>~,

Mr. li!., but

but you'll have to sit in

the of'fioe.tomorrow and work down here.

I want to talk to

your aunt before you go back to class,"
"All right 1 u replied Mabel Sue quietly.

&:.!!..... B2]?son 1 s visit to the scpool.

About ten minutes

past nine on Wednesday 1 October 19; Mrs. Bobson and Mabel Sue
came walking into the office arm in arm and laughing and
joking with each other,

The V-P was there and he had them

both sit down while the V•P aalled the P,

When the P had

Mrs. Bobson come into the office, she left Mabel Sue with a
wink and entered the room.
At first Mrs. Bobson was irreoonoilable to the fact
that Mabel Sue had done anything wrong,

Her first statement

was, "Now, of course, ! don't believe what ! 1 m going to tall
you, but you ought to know what 1 s baing said around hare
about this sohool. 11
The P expressed the desire to hear these statements.
Mrs. Bobson replied 1 nwell, I 1 ve heart lots of the
people around here say that when one of the colored children
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gats into trotibla, they gets a lot worse treatment than when
other children gats into trouble,

They •ve stood over there

and watched you punish the colored children and let the
white ones go."
The P asked quietly- "Who stood over there and saw
these things, l'l.rs •. Bobson?

We'd certainly like to.knol'f about

Mrs. Bobson replied, "Well, I really can't say right
now 1 but it's going around everywhere."
The P carefully tried to exPlain the policy of the
school in its attempt to be fair to all children.

He pointed

out to Mrs.. Bobson the fact that there were three colored
teachers on the staf'f at the school, and that there was no
restriction of any kind on any child in terms of participa•
tion in school activities, seating in the room or cafeteria
or al.ldi toriu.m, o.r in the handling of the ohild by the school
authorities.
After the P·liad. fbtished talking Mrs, Bobson said,
"Well, I didn't say l believe it.

l just said. I heard it. 11

The 1" repl!.Gd., "! know you don't believe it, Mrs •
.Bobson,

And we would oertainly appreciate it here at sohool

if you'd let us know if you hear any more things like thiS.
We want Roosevelt Sohool to be the kind of school everyone in
this neighbol:'hood. l)an be proud of.

And if there is any truth

in what is reported about these inoidents, yo\.l oan rest
assured we 1 11 not tol\tlra ta it. 11
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The V-P had to leave the conference at that time.
When he returned, !'label Sue was leaving the office in the
grip of lirs. Bobs on.

Mrs. Bobs on was·. saying,

11

I'm going 't;o

bsat you, girl, l.f I hear anything else like this , 11

She

then gave her a hard shake • and Mabel Sue cried softly.
Nrs, Bobson took Mabel Sue back to the room.

Miss I.

r>eported.15hat;X1rso Bobson stayed for about twenty minutes,
then left.

Miss !. stated that Mrs. Bobson had :Promised to

cooperate in any way she could,
The ·P told the V-P that, after the V-P had left, the
J? ealled Miss

r.

into the office..

Miss !. related the

number of things that Mabel sue had done over the past week.
f'liss I. had complimented Mabel Sue on the things that she
could, then went back to her room,

The P stated that within

a very few minutes of calm discussion Mrs. Bobson dropped
her antagonism, and completely reversed her attitude,

Mrs,

Bobs on had turned on Mabel Sue, and had been as severe on
het' as she hail. previously been on the school,
Ma}X!l Sugp•@ next ;r:efetpf.!!ls.

Again, a month passed

with no reported diff:l.oul ty from Mabel Sue.

Miss I.

reported that she had not been a discipline problem, but
that she was doing poorly in her work.

Miss I. said that

she had sent work home with Mabel Sue, but that it seldom
came baok completed even though Mias I. had Mrs. Bobson sign
the work that was returned.

During this period Mabel Sue

again had been caught screaming and. running through the
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girls 1 lavatory.

The· teacher on yard duty had hlilndled the

situation. and it had. been :t>eported to the v..p only later on
du:r1ng the day.
On ):>!Ovember 1.5 Mabel Sue; became involved in a :f'lght
with ?·!ax Baker, a colored hoy in Miss I.'s room, . Aci;~Uy 1

1
it was Max Bakel" who was .referred to
i:------soon~impr:tcateu-E>~VBr·al girl-s-in his

the .office, but .Max
room.

Tf.e lead.er.,;-o;t··

the girls 111as ·Habel Sue 1 who immediately volunteered to list
all the misdeeds of' Max,

The V•P secured a verbal agreement

between 'the gi;tols and Max whereas one would immscUately
report any aggressive action by the other.
For a period of time this agreement appeared. to have.
put a stop to the conflict bei:iween Max and Mabel Sue,

How..

ever, on the return from Thanksgiving vacation, Miss I.
reported that tension vras developing again between the two.
Then on December 6 a fight between the two broke out in the
room, with Mabel Sue being assisted by two other girls.
Miss I. brought Mabel Sue and Max to the cfnce.

The P

imme!liately tried to contact Mr.s • Bobson, but was unable to
until the :next mol:"'ning.

Instead of asking her to come in and

miss part of a day's work, the P discussed the incident over
the phone with Mrs. Bobson.

Mrs. Bobson stated that she would

discipline Mabel Sue when Mabel Sue returned home, and that
Mrs. Bobs on would try to see 'that Mabel Sue wouldn 1 t do such
a thing again.
Mabel Sue was no further trouble the remainder of th$
days before Chris·tmas vacation.

Miss ;I. 1.1sed Mabel Sue in
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the chorus that· sang for the schoo1 1 s Christnllils program; and.
e,lso for

$.

group that recorded for a local radio station.

Mabel Sue had a good singing voice; and !Uss I. gave her a
number of opportunities during the Christmas season at school
to sing and perform.
M~:>.bel

Sue returned from the Christmas vacation in a

'---------,coop-erarnvet!'ame of

mind-th&.~J.asted

for about two weeks.

During 'the week of January 16 Miss I. reported that Mabel

Sue was becoming increasingly difficult in the room.

During

the week of January 23, Mabel Sue was sent to the office for
disturbing the classroom.

seled with Mabel Sue,

The ftrst occasion the V-P coun..

This time she displayed little cocki•

ness • and accepted the detention anQ.
offioe assigned by the v ...p.
counseled with Mabel Sue,.

~ffor!~

period in i;;he

The second occasion the v.,.p
He told Mabel Sue th9.t he didn't

wan·t to call Mrs. Bobson again, but i f r1abel Sue •s behavior
d:td not improve, such would happen.

On February 1 Mabel Sue again ws.s sent t9 the office•

this time for sc:t'eaming and throwing a book.

The P was not

office.

in the school,

At

the end of the day Mabel Sue was sent home with a note
telli.ng Mrs. Bobs on to come to the school the next day.

Mabel Sue was told to bring her aunt.

She could not; return

to class until Mrs, Bobson oame to school.
'.rhe next morning Mrs. Bobson came to school,
Mrs. Bobs on began to attack the school.

Again

Again the P waited
!__ _
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until she had had .her «say," an.d then the P countered wlth.
the· long lj,st of referrals of Mabel Sue.
·in and. discus.sed the problem.

Again }'!iss

:r.,

came

And again Mrs, Bobson finallY

tu:rned on Nabel Sue.· However. i t was lioted by the P e.nd. th$
V'-P that he.r actions he,d at no time been as extreme in either

!

dit'ection as they h~ttd been on the nrst vi.sU.

J

-----~~--'Mhis-]:-.rep-orte-d~tnat~i"ia;De'l-sue-nad aga:lc;oncc-.'"r"'e-"tu'"r.oc.n"'e"'d to

lt-,

her ooope1•at1ve fre.me of m1n4 after tbe visit of the aunt,

and the promirJe of more dire punishment if Mabel Sue did not
l!'eform.

Miss. I. reported also that t1abel Sue was still

doing very mediocre t'llork in the

~lohool

subjects.

She was

still working tar below her ability level, and. T•roul<l become

easily discouraged when she was unable to do her

t~ork,

During the. month of February Mabel .Sue was not refel:'red
to the o.f:tioe.

However, russ I. said that r1abel Sue was

.ferent to school work and activities,

ind1f~

Mabel Sue would not do

things serious enough to oause her to be sent to the office,
but she

~10uld

still persist in a nU.mber of annoying actions

that would disturb the class and !Us s I.

In an attempt to assist Miss I. in meeting the prob...
lams of Mabel Sue, the V-P referred Mabel Sue 1 s oaae to the
Guidance cou:noil..
were held.

As e. result 1 two meetings of the c.ounoil

The first was on February 25,; the second followed

a week later beoause of the request by members of the ¢ounoil

to observe
abo~t

~abel

the matter.

Sue and to have a further oha:nea to think
As a

res~lt

of these two oonferenoes, the

following points were generall;y agreed upon by the gl!'oup:

1.

Mr.s, Bobs on is . interestect to the extent that
Mabel Sue beh<tves herself in elass·and·()n the·
ya1•d.

Beyond that

Mrs~

Bobso.n apparently makes

no further d.emands on Mabel Stte concerning her
school life •
2.

J'llabel Sue has leadership .abiHty 1 and when she is

~---------c-----u~oope:t'a-t:tve-,-i·ia:bel-sn<l-ns-rH.ss I~'sbest-helper.

The problem, which the 1? and the V-P felt

·

~<ad3

becoming evident, was that Mabel Sue no .longer
respected the authority of Miss

:r. ~

and. tnererore,

it we.s becoming ineres,singly impossible to get

Mabel Sue to ma,,ntain ·any consistent form of good.
behavior for a perlod of t.ime,
suggested that !1:tss

:r,

The l? and the y ..p

take measures to insure tnat

Mabel Sue nave some defined limH::s of behavior,
beyond which she could not be permitted to deviate,
3.

Mabel Sue should be .required to aeoomplish a oeroo
ta:tn amount of work daily.

If th:l.s was not oom...

pleted, then Mabel Sue s.houla. remain aft;er school
until it was,

The school aQ!ninistration would

support Miss I. fully in this program.

4-.

Mabel Sue 1 s ad:vanoe d ma tur1ty must not be :tgnol'f!d
by Miss I

1

Miss I. should approach Mabel SUlll on

a more mature level, and in turn should expect

more mature behavior from Mabel Sue.

Responsi·

bility and appearance would be the two pointa

stressed by f1iss 1.
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5.

Ma.bel sue •a temper tantrum did not occur again,
whioh may suggest that a fi:rm and consistent

approaoh to Mabel Sue my find. positive response.
The faot that neither the P or

V~P

resistance to their attempts to

experienoe aey

discipli~,

a

resistance which they expe:f.ienoed in various forms
earlier in the year, would also serve to sub•

stantiate this assumption,
6.

Miss I. must assume that Mabel Sue really wants
to conform and be a good pupil.

The:re is enough

evide:noe to suggest that this is true.

Miss 1.

must :not view every misbehavior of Mabel sue
as an expression of an attitude Qf deliberate
f

I

:non-conformity.

V.

HISTORY OF ANDY. PERKINS

Andy Perkins was born in Stockton on October 17, 1944,
He entered the Roosevelt School on September 11, 19.50, as a
first grade pupil,

Andy has remained at Roosevelt during

his entire school life,

He became a fifth grade pupil at

the start of the 19.54·.5.5 school year.
Roosevelt School during the
'i

19.53~54

Andy had been in

school year; and was

well known to both the P and the V•P.

During the 1953•.54

i
I

school year he had a first-year teacher from Arizona.

I.

the 19.54-55 school year he was assigned to l'l1•s, T., who was

!

also a first-year teachec,

For

At '!;he beginning of the school

year Andy was nine years and eleven months old.

His height

was four feet. four inches, and his weight was 67 pounds.
Both of these measurements were slightly under the normal
for a <lhild of that age.
good.

IUs general health condition was

In dress and appearance he was neat and well groomed.

·Andy ;,,as a nice-appearing boy with.•a winning smile.
Andy had <mtered the fifth grade with a history of
discipline ·t;rouble in tl'le fourth grade.

Andy had been

referred a numbet' of: times during previous school years,
although no referral was sufficiently serious to suspend
Andy from school.

Only once durir;g that year' was .1:& oon-

sidared necessary to contact the parent.

Thl.s, however; had

not been suoce.ssful as nobody was at home at the time.

As

a fourth grader he showed a real athletic aptitude>, and he
had. been the leading athlete ln hli> clas.s.

Sohol.astically,
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he was also among the top pu.pils in his room.

A Metropolitan

Achievement Test, Form Elemental:"y R, given May, 1954, showed
Arithmetic 4.9, Spelling ).9 1 and English 4.).

Another

Metropolitan Achievement Test, Form Intermediate Partial

s,

given in October, 1954 1 showed a score in Reading of' 4.0,
Arithmetic 4.5, Spelling 4,4, and English 4.4,

A California

Test of' r1ental l'laturi ty, Fol"m Priras\rY s-SJ, given October,
1953, showed Andy with an IQ of 96.

The only physical defect

noted on Andy's permanent record folder was a visio11 defect
of' 20/JO--right., and 20/40~·left, notated November, 1950,
A later test, given October, 19.54 1 showed a viSion of' 20/JQ ...
right, and 20/20--left.
I

t

l

I
I
~

Mrs. B. 1 Andy 1 s fourth grade teacher, nota ted in the
permanent record folder that Andy was a capable pupil, but
"pouty and sullen when he did not get his way,"
his record in the fourth grade, Mrs. B.

Because of

rt~comrnended

that

Andy be made a Safety Patrol officer daring the following
school year.

This recommendation was carried out by Mrs.

T., and Andy became a Safety Patrol sergeant at the beginning
of the 19.54-.5,5 year.

All of the

19$3~54

pupils at Roosevelt

School had been reassigned to new classes for the ensuing
year in order that pupils might be able to work with pupils
of' more similar ab1lity 1 with an additional consideration
·t;;hat troublesome combinations of pupils be assigned to di:t"ferent classes.

This reassignment placed And.y !n a class

group where there were a number of othel:' boy students wh()

worked on or abot\t the ability and. performance level of
Andy.

Andy iJtill

~;as

ln t!:le highe.Cl!t group· in h.is clasi3.

During the first. week of l'lohool MrG. T. organized

I

the £tudent government in the room, and Andy

~!!'is

elected

president of the class 1 almost una:nimouslyt ao.cord1ng to
Mrs. T.

At the 'beglnning of -the sohool year, Mrs, T. •s

l-----,o-ta:s·s,:romn.::rt€rd----of-r9-boys and r3gfrls •

From the very

start of the school year Jl.nrly attempted. to be the claEH:t
leader, not only 1.n the classroom,. but on the· school grounds
and during physical ed.ucat.lon activ.ities,

However, as a

result of the reassignment of pupils 1 another negro boy
named Raymond. :Morris, who

'~as

the equal if not better .than

Andy in most sports activities, was in the class •.

Raymond

was eight inches taller than And.y, which was of particul!'lr
advantage during the footbe.ll season.

Raymond atoo.d head.

and shoulders above all .other fifth graders,. and, accord.irJg
.to Mrs.• T., was chosen for :f'ootb<ill teams ahead
AndY•$!. trouble .1g the n.22n J.eap;uj.

or

Percy.

During the third

week of school Mrs. 'l', reported to the v-.P that Andy was
having t'lare•upa in the class and on the schoolyard at more
f'requent interva:J,s and of longer duration.

At first, she

said., they had. passed fairly quiokl.y, but the more recent
ones were last:l.:ng longer.

These flare-11ps would oause Andy

to sit and sulk, not do his work, a:ru;J. o:f'teiJ. refuse to pa.rtio ..
ipate in the physical education activit:l.es.
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When a ;noon football league was formed for the fifth
grades, And;Y was chosen to be captain of Mrs, T.•s ro0m team.
On Ootobe:r:- 12 the . team played 1ts f'lrst game I . and the
was the referee of . the game.

v... p

Thel:'e M.d been no score in the

game, but then a close decision by the V-P enabled the oppos•
ing team to score a touchdown.

At this 1 Andy went into a rage,

throwing dOl'ln his football flags and muttering loudly how his
team had been cheated.
On the ensuing kickoff Andy deliberately blocked an
opposing playervioiously from the back, knocking him to the
ground.

Andy then stood

ov~r

the boy with clenched fists,

The V-P had seen the entire incident, so consequently he
penalized Andy's team because of Andy's unnecessary
J

ness,

rough~

The v.,p called both sides together and told them that

i f there were a olo.se decision against them they_ were going

to have to be likl!l real football players and aoce.pt it.

The

V-l? continued by telling them not to lose their tempers; and
i f there was any "dirty playing" such playing would cost

their team a penalty.

All the boys agreed that this was the

right thing to <lo, .but Andy merely stood and glared.

As the

V•P walked away. Andy muttered an obscene name that could be
heard by all the players.

The V-l? turned and walked back to

Andy and told him to leave the game.

The V-P escorted Andy

to the fence and told hl-m to wait there until the game was
over.

On the way to the fence Andy muttered that he didn't

want to play anyway,
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Mrs, 'l', 1 s team went on to win the game on a last
minute touchdown,

After the game was over, the V-P told

Andy to go and wait in the

v~P•s

office.

It was fully

twenty minutes before the V-P was able to talk to Andy 1n
the office,

When the V-P came into the office, he stood

and looked for a long time at Andy

with~ut

saying a word..
~----

Shortly, Andy hung his head and smiled sheepishly.
The V•P inquired of Andy if he were still upset,
Andy replied in the negative, and again he smiled.
sheepishly.
The V·P inquired. if Andy were still unhappy at the
decision that had been tnade out on the football f1eld. 1
Andy replied again in the negative, and again he
responded with the same smile.
The v-P inquired. if he wanted to quit the team for
good, as he had threatened to do.
Andy again replied 1n the negative.
Then the V-P sa1d, "Well, Andy, l!!!! still upset, l!!!l
still unhappy; and I 1.m not so sure if you should play with
the team agaln.

And oan you guess why, Andy?"

'I'hJs time Andy replied in the affirmative,
"All right, then, And.y 1 why?"
Andy answered,

ij

Cause I ealled you a name,»

1

"That's part of it, Andy," the v-P said, "but what else
happened that wasn't the way a team captain aots."
"I got mad and pushed George," Andy replied.,

----------
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'1

Let 1 s say you knocked him Q.own with a dirty

A:ndy did not reply to this.

block.~

The V-P again just looked

at Andy for several moments.
Then the V•P spoke,'llJ:s that the kind of language you
use, and is that the way you act at home when you get mad?"

"No."
"Wall, then, what givee you the idea that you're going
to get away with it here at school?"
There was no reply.
After waiting a few moments without saying anything,
again, the v.;p discussed the purpose of a referee, and what
kinds of deeisions a referee had to make, and what should
happen when a player violates a rule as flagrantly as Andy
did.

---

Andy accepted. the V-P 1 s reprimands, and admitted he was

wrong.
Them the v.-p said 1 "Andy 1 ·do you know what the real
caus!.'l of all of this trouble was?"

"No."
"It was that temper of yours, Andy, u the V-P said,
really don't think you would have acted like thelt if you
hadn't gotten so mad,

At least I hope you wouldn't have."

'the V-P :purposely left·the room at this tlme to give
Andy opportunity to consider the things that had been
discussed.
When the V"p retu:rn.ed later, he said, "All right,
Andy, have we decided what's going to happen the next time

I
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Mr. N, , or one of tho s 1xth grade boys who 's refereeing 0 or
myself makes a decision you don't like?"
~Nothing,

Mr, B."

"I wonder, Andy.
abot,~t

that temper.

l hope you're right, but I just wonder

Unless you try hard, you're going to go

"boom" aga.1n, and "boom" again, you'll

w

right back in here,"
- -

The V-:-l? pointed out to Andy that Andy's example was
not what a captain 1 s Should have been,

The captain was to not

only tell the members of the team what plays to make, but he
was also to show the members of the team the right attitud4?
and good sportsmanship,

The V-!1 told Andy that for the next

two games Mrs. T. 1 s room would nave to choose another.oap•
tain, and then if Andy demonstrated that he was the kind of
a person a captain should be,. he would beoeme eligible to be
chosen again.

Captains for voom teams were chosen for ea.on

game., so Andy could. become eaptain at that time Without hard.
feelings among other boys who might have 'been chosen during
Andy's

~trial'

period.

During. the remainder of .the noon football league play
Andy was never reported as a problem, or did he display any
temper flares during the games,
this episoiie.• the

~tookton

During the week previous to

Metropolitan Recreation Department

supplied the Roosev'el·t. School g;roul:)ds with a d.ireq.tor, who
was on duty eaoh afternoon until .5t30 and on Saturdays.
day of the trouble with Andy in the noon league the new
director, Dave

w.,

approached the V•P on the formation of

The

-------

;1.10

some

f~ag

.foot"ball.teams to partloipate in,the city recJ?$a•

tion leagues.
school

The

v~P

adminlst~ation

expressed the cooperation of the
to the program,

Dave asked if there
nucl~us

were any boys from whom he might forma
the teams that would be entered in the
gave Andy's name to Dave 1
~----n-•rciro-<rteam

stro~ly

for each of
The V-P

leagues~

urging Dave to get Andy

so that:Andy might experience league play out-

side the school,
(The playgrou.nd director contacted Andy about ,being
on one Of the school's flag football teams.
enthusiastic in his response, and
team.

beoa~

Andy was most,

a memb.er of the

This team.went through the entire league and playoff

season undefeated,

Although Andy was not one of the principal

stars of the team, nevertheless, he played regularly.

Dave

reported that Ani!i.y never presented a problem, el ther .during
a game or d:uring a practice session.)

1n the elassrog!!l. On October 14 Mrs.
T, sent for the V•P. The V-P went to ~rs. T. 1 s room and
;!\nd.:tls trouble

found her outside in the hall with Andy.

~rs.

T. explained

that Andy had become defiant in the classroom, and was
absolutely disregarding anything she tried to say to him.
The V-l" asked, "What's the matter. Andy?"
"Nothing," Andy mumbled and turned away.
•want to come to the office. with me?"
Andy frowned and muttered, "No."

- -

lll
· "0, K., then, tt the V-P said,
and behave like the others.

11

Go back in that room

If he oan 1 t 1 Mrs. '1'., let me

know, and we'll let him do his work in the office for a

~Y

or so.••
Mrs, T. satd. 1 "l hated to call you, Mr. B., because
Andy is usually suoh a nice boy.

He helps me out.

He does

his work.

But when he gets like this I can't do a thing

with him,

Can

I~

v...p

said, "You don't have to do anything wlth

The

him, Mrs, T.

Andy?»

!ou don't have to put up with that sort of

thing for a second,

Andy knows. that thePe are 32 o·cher boys

and girls in there that need you, and he just can 1 t act like
that.

Hear, AnC!.y?9
"Yes," Andy said quietly.
During the next week Mrs. T. reported· that AnCJ.y seemed

muoh better, and that his work and attitude had improved. ·
On Monday October 20, the V-P passed Mrs. T. 's room
and saw that she had Andy in the hall outside the room.

The

V•P stopped, and Mrs. T. explained tba t she was afraid that

she was going to have more trouble with Andy, as he was beooming sullen anq refusing to do his work

~gain.

As the V-P

was in a hurry • he admonished Andy quickly t and . told Mrs. T.
to send Andy to the office if. it became a more serious
problem.
On Octob'llr 22 Mrs. T. b:bought Andy to the V·l1"s office,
leading Andy by the arm.

Andy appeared extremely angry ana
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defiant,

I1rs. T.

e~plained

that Andy had been difficult all

morning, and he ha.d just now lost his tel)lper,.and,threw down
hiS work.

]
f

He .had., with gesture, threatened .to· hit her, had

attempted to break away, and b.ad resisted being brought to the
office,

The V-P felt that .Andy ,was not in a :rational frame

of' mind to

d~scuss

the trouble 1 . so the V-P had An(l.y sit .down

't',---------...whfle the v ...p and r1rs, T, stepped oU1j$1de-.-to-form a clearer
I

picture as to

w~~t

had happened.

When the V'-P, returned, he still felt that Andy wal!!
not ready to talk about the trouble in his room.

Since the

trouble appeared to be a growing thing, .and. a mon :t'reqwmt.
happening, the V...p decided.

t;ha t

Ano.y' should be referred. to

the Guidance council, and, accordingly, filled. out a re:f'erral
sheet. · This aalled for routine questions that had no rela•
t1 on to the incident in the .room.
The 1!-I' asked Andy his birth date.
Andy replied, "Last Frlda.y.n
"Ohl

What did. you do :t'or it?u

"~Tent

over to. my mother •s place, • Andy answered.

This was the first time that the V.,P realized that
Andy was not living with his mother.
"Where does your .mother llve'l0 the. V•P inquired.

"By Fair Oaks School."
"Did your mother have a party for you?"
"Yeah--we had a big party," Andy replied quickly and
warmly.
party.

He then proceeded to :relate all the details ·Of' the
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. .(lfter Andy had finished telling about the party, the
V•P asked, "How long did you stay with your mother? 1'

"Until Sunday night.

Then I had to go hOme,"

"Who Hves e~t home, An.dy?" the V-P asked next,

."My father 1 my sister (age 16.), my brother (age 14),
and me,"
f-------'------,F~u;,;r"'t;t;h~e:;;;r~q~u~e~s~t•i-:;o·ns about the family revealed that the

Sister took care of' the house.

Mr. Perkins worked for the

Ralston Purina Company with a steady job.

There was an

older sister, age l9t who was married. and lived in t.os Angeles,
And1f's mother had remarried, a:nd her name now was Mrs. Small.
J'lrs. Small had a year-old girl, whom Andy called his stepslater, and towards whom he showed signs of affeo.tion.
When Andy appeared to be in a receptive mood to talk
about the trouble in the room, the v..p quickly asked,
do you dislike Mrs,

11

Wh1f

T. so much?"

Andy protested strongly, "I like her."
"You mean you like her, a:nd yet you acted. like this
towards some one you say you like?"

No answer.
The V-P continued,

11 What

you me.an ts that you lost

yout> temper again, huh, Andy?"
"!eah 1 11 Andy answered, smilingL!llheepishly.
"'l'his is getting to sound famil1ar 1. Andy."
uteah, I know , 11
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The V·P addressed Andy with a quiet, but intense,
voioe,

11

Andy l

You . just ean' t keep on do i:ng this.

it just as well as I do.

You know

Do you know what happened?

You

thought you had a bad deoision against you, just like that
football game where I was the referee.

Didn' you?

And. so.

you decided to get even with someone, just like you decided
to get even with me."
The V•P waited a few moments, then continl!ed,

11

0, K.,

Andy, I want you to tell me exactly what . happened~"
Andy related the incident, whioh involved another
Andy had been blamed fo:r it, but from the

girl in the room.

telling of the tale Andy felt that the girl should have
reoeived the punishment, but Andy, however, had received most
of it.
The
way,

v..p

reminded Andy about the de.y before in, the hall-

'I'he V-f went. on to try axld. show Andy that for several

days Andy had been causing trouble in the

cla~;~sroom.

Andy

admitted he had done so.
Then the V•P said, "Don't you think Mrs. T. was get•
tlng pretty fed up with your g1v1.ng her a bad time day in
and day out •. Mrs. 'l'. wants to be fair.
ably leans over backwards to do it.
well as anyone.

In fact, she prob•

You should know that

But, Andy, there is just so much one person

can take from an ornery ouss, isn't there?

And it

appear~;~

tl1at you've sort ot been an ornery cuss these past three
days, doesn't

as

it?~

11.5
Andy smiled. and answered, "Yeah,"
The

v~P

told Andy that his type of actions wasn't the

kind the school would. aeaept in the classrooms, the.refore,
he would have to work in the offloe by himself for the rest
;,

of the day and all the next.

show, or the

v~P

When Andy went· back, the V-P

would oonsider transferring him out of' his

class.
Angy.1 s

~

before tije Oa,;idange Cgu:nag.

On November

4 Andy's oase was disouased by the Guidance Council.

All

the members of' the .council had had. information sheets on
Andy several days before• and, eonsequently all of them had

i

I

1

been able to obs1!1rve Andy both in his classroom and on the
yard.

Puri.ng the discussion, and af'ter the relating of tb.e

event of the birthday party, Mrs.

s.,

fourth grade teaoher,

said that she felt that this incident was a good example to
show how a child of divorce was a "mad" child.

She further

pointed out that any incident that brought out the divorce
situation would make him "mad; 11 and in tn.is state of' an
angered mind, And;y- would lash out, qll!i'i;e often at another
adult w.oman if the situation so presented itself.
As a pa!'t of the conference on Andy • Mrs. T. pre sen ted
her own over-view of Andy's role in the classroom:
"Andy b.as to be kept busy at all tl,mes, therefore, 'I
give him extra work to do in the room. He is very
ef'fio1ent in moat of' his work • • • and I call· hls
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4,,

From what observation that was possible, Andy ha,d
been spolJed at ,home 1 and had not been held ln
very close check in school during the

p~st

years.

sho~d

Therefore, limits of' bt!lhavl.or

estl'l.blished and adhered to.

two
be

These limits, should

be eommensura,te ,ll!'ith his position in his e:).aga,
He should be held strictly to these limits on the
yard as well as in class,

5.

The father might be brought in to school if it
appeared that Andy was becoming a more serious
problem.

Since the father worked, and, therefore,

it would mean a hardship on him, th1s couid bEl
hE!ld ott for the present,

The possibility of it,
-------

l

I

Ij

however, might be pointed out to Andy.
6.

Since this was Mrs. T. 's first year as an elementary school

tea~her 1

and since it was her first

real expel:'ience with c.olored enl.ldren 1 it was

.aug~

gested that she consult other teachers with a

back~

-ground of' suooessful teaching experienoe in areas
similar to Roosevelt School.

From them she should

gain many helpful ideas that would assist her in
handling Andy and hiS problems,
In response to these suggestions Mrs. T. expressed her
appreciation.

She stated that sne knew that this was her

first year, and she knew she had made mistakes.

She felt,

however. that she had been able to detect most of them, and

I
I
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that each succeeding time she met a discipline situation she
could be more constro1otive in her handling of it,

She also

r-------~--

concurred with the suggestion about getting further help from
experienced ooll<eagues.

~!r.

1N. ·remarked tba t new teachers

i

oan sometimes be too sensitive when l:4<and.l:l,ng colored. pupils.

1

lt oould reach a poll1't, Mr< W. continued, thgt there might even

-

become ttvo sets of standards in the classroom when the t.eacher

'~--------~~~

~r

made an effol't to "bend over backwards" to be fair.

I'v

situation, Mr. hT. conolud.ed 1 could be just as unwise as being

This

'

prejudicial against the colored pupils.
Andy and ·the

~club.

'l'he V-P was forming a Yf1CA

Gray ''Y" Club for fifth g1•aders at Roosevelt School, and all
members of the Guidance Council felt that this type of activity was just the thing for Andy,

Therefore, on November 24

the V-P approached Andy about the posslb.!.li!;y of becoming a
member.

1
I

Andy responded enthusiastically to the idea.

How-

ever, Andy pointed out that the city recr•i.!ation loague games
in football and basketball were held on SaturdaJr
-the--ti-me-s-O-h!iJ<iu-le--t~olj!_the--mea-t~1-ng-s-of-t-he--o-l-u-b-.

lll<~rnings,

--nas-ke-tba-J:'!----------- ----

had ju:;t started, and Andy had made the first string "F" team
J

that was to represent the Roosevelt playground.

The V-P told

Andy that i f he wanted to join the club and at tend the Mond.ay
afternoon me.etings • and then wait until after' basketball
league play was over before coming on Saturday mornings, that
woul_d be all right,

Andy was very agreeable to this suggestion.
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The wru Club did not become aotive until January 8 1
r-'---

but Andy attended the regular Monday afternoon meetings.

On

r:---- --

January 22 the ]?asketblllll league fin1s.hed, and so on the
following Saturday Andf';iGiltl!lEI. t&;•t:he XMCA with the olub,
appeared. to l:l.a.ve a wonderful t1me, and

JJe

at the followillg Jon.,.

d.a.y 1s meeting Andy was ohosen to be captain of one of the
intra..olub teams.

Sino.e that Saturday Andy did not miss a

single trip to the YMCA.
When the olub took a trip to the top of Mt. Diablo,
Andy attended with the group.

He appeared at the meeting

plaoe wi tl:l.out a lunoh, sinoe he said he was not sure 1f the

group were going.

The day before had been stormy, and there

had been some doubt as to whether the trip wou:)..d go on a$
lilehed.uled.

l{owever, the other boys in the group offered to

share their lunches if Andy would. go, which offer Andy
accepted.

On the trip up the mountain Andy became car sick,

but once the top was reached the sickness left.

Andy told

the V-P while the group was eating lunch that this was the
farthest trip he had ever

taken~-so

miles.

On the way back

to Stockton Andy led the rest of the club in

planni~

the

next trip for the group.
Appraisal st.

AmU

y

st.

March

l· Andy had. not been

referred to the office since the end of November, and. so the
y ..p asked Mrs. T. to have a conference to appraise Andy's

behavior and. adjustments as

or

March l.

Mrs. T. brought thEII

following wr1 tten statement to the conference:

L_ ____ _
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"Andyhas 1wprov(11d. consid.erably since the beginning
He seems to know when he is at fault, and
is now wilH~ to take the blame. I know that I under'stand him better than I did last fall, thanks to the
suggestions and help of' other teachers and the P and the
V.;.p. When he gets in a sulky mood• wh1 ell is lielcom now 1
I ean manage him so tha·t he snaps out of it quickly.

ot school.

!

I""
c,

~

r
\,
'.

1

11

•

Me has a habit of wanting to be the leader all the ·
time. I have explained to the olass that it was better
for othe!'s to nave a ohaa.oe at beillg leaders, as it would

~·:-------r~!~!~e;!~e:~~=~~:a~:l'~!:a:~~~~;e~~~!~n.Tn~~U:~~;i!::·-a - ~
~

frow this a great deal as he realized that others must
have a ohanoe also. IUs attitude towards me has ohat~ged,
He seems to have more respect for me.

His main difficulty now iS learning to show how to be
a good sport in baseball; He :needs to be reminded ot this
often. Me should be .able to make Little League this year,
and this should be a good experience for him."
'f
I

1

'l'he

v..p

and Mrs, 'I'. discussed at some length if there

were some other course of aotion that :needed to be taken with
Andy, but both agreed that in view of Andy's marked

improve~

ment over the past three months, that the present method of
handling of.' Andy was proving suffi4ient.

----
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Vl.

H!STORY OF JUi BROWN

~---~-

,- - - - - - - - - -

Jim Brown was born in Berkeley, California, on
December 24, 1944.

He entered Roosevelt School as a first

grader after having spent his Kindergarten year at Fair Oaks

n

School.

~

1 Qt:;U-J:;( ~Rhno,

~

both the third and. the four.th grade$"

!i·

19.54•.55 year there

i

He entered the fifth grade at the beginning of the

• .

_ltR!r.-i'l!'

'

'

'--~1'_1: m_M"J::t:e:t __'r'\1 a,-.l:'IA __., 'V\ ___u,.. ._f ..

'

_I

c:L~A-1 t:~em· ____ -i-n""·--------~~

i-----:~:- ~:;:~ ~:::~: ~::~. ~~m·::-o~:::~:a~-~:~ ~~g:t:::-:u: :~
wa:;~

HQW$ver, with the

an attempt to place children with a

similar academic group, and consequently, the class was
divided. up and placed with various

~fifth

grad.e teachers.

Placement of Jim in Ml'. I.. 1 s class was based on the May, 19.54
Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primary II

~orm,

-------

with scores

of Reading 2.7, Arithmetic 4.2, Spelling ).6, and English
J,l.

Actually• Jim had been scheduled to enter another fifth

grade teacner•s room..

However, as the result of the reoom ..

mendation of Jim's fourth grade teacher, Mrs. B.,

Jilu."c~ti'as"

:

separa.ted from his two closest friends, Chester C. and James

'r., with whom Jim had been in frequent trouble for general
classroom miSbehavior.

Mr. L. 's class contained the fastest;

group aoad.em1oally, although there was also a group of Jim'$
academic achievement level in the room.

Mrs, B., Jim's foux>th

grade teaeher, also felt that Jim would do much better work
with a man teacher, which was concurred by the P, the V-P and
other :former teachers of Jim at the close of the 19.53•.54 school

J,.22

Jim was 4 fee.t 2 inches and weighed.. 60 pounds at the
beginning of the sohool year 1 definitely under the

re<~ogni:Z:ed

av$rage height and weight of his age at tl'\at time;. Which waS

9 years, 9 months.

Prev10us sohool phydoal examinations

disclosed no noteworthy deviations.

A California Wental

t
I
I

Maturity Test, Form Primary

~

resultant score of

1

ordinarily administered during the fifth grade 1 Mr. L.,

~

requested that .Jim be retested as a result of the .J,.;5..point

.so-s.

given 4.9.. 51, showed an IQ

------

[~!-------'-o~f~9~9-.- The same Test was administered on-io:i ..53 ,-;i_t_h th(t

84.

Although Intelligence Tests are not

spread between the two tests,

Jim was absent the first time

retests were given, but was eventually retested on 2·1·55
with the California Mental Maturity Test, Form Primary 53-S,

1I
I

and the resultant IQ of 101.
Jim was the

olde~>t

of three children.

A twin brother

and sister were born 1n 1946, and both were in fourth grade
during the 19,54•5.5 school year.

The boy twin was named

Arthur, and although Arthur was over a year younger, he was
still two inches taller thal'l Jim at the start of the year.
Jim 1 s mother had divorced t-tr. Brown several years before and
had remarried..

Her name was now. Mrs. Davidson,

Her husband

was employed as a night janitor at Stockton College at the
start of the school year.
Jim's third• and fourth-grade teachers had reported
t.h.at J1m had a

11 v1c1ldlus

at somebody."

Puring the 19.53-54 sohool year he had been

temper", and usually "appeared mad

reteJ>red to the .offioe severll!.l times tor unwal"l'anted attacks
on other pupils on the playground.

Mrs, B.; the :fourth-grade

teaoher, had reported that Jim's classroom attitude during the
school year had not been goo.d; trJ.at he would idle away a great
portion of his sohool ;;iay,

Over a .year and

a half periQd

between the two achievement Tests of 1953 and 1954 Jim had
shown a gain of .6 in Reading, .6 in Arithmet1o,
Spelling.

teaoher,

.5 in

~d

In aheokitlg with Jim's first- and second-grade
•~no

was the same person, she reported that ne had

progressed very well, although there

~:ere

difficult

when he would aohieve little or noth.ing at all.
Jimfs third...grade teacher repo:;.'ted ·t:nat these
occurred quite frequently in her room.

11

0

Mrs.

per1ods 11

H.,

perioda'' also

':!:'he Achievement Te.sta

---

given at l0·$4 snowed a loss in achievement over the 5 ...54
results,. but as was pointed put by the P, su,ch losses are
frequent over the summer holidays.

Jim'm referral. for d!!f'i§noe.

Mr. L., at several times

discussed Jim with the y .. p, pointing out his. aggressive
behavior o.n the school grounds, and in particular his defiance
and. sullenness when reprimanded or d.isciplined.,

His work hl;l.l."'.

been fair. but as yet Jim had not yet entered. one. of the
"periods" about wh.loh the V-P had talked tQ Mrlil L.

October 29 Mr. L. broaght Jim to the V-P.
angry mood, and had. to be led. by Mr.
st~ted

pe~riod..

L.

On

Jim was in an
The trouble had.

with a fight on the sohoolya:rod duri:og the reoess
Mr. t. had. reprimanded Jim for it,

On returning to

'-
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the olassroom 1 Jim refused to do any work, became sullen;
and refused to follow Mr. L.

•s

:lnst:ruot1ons,

Even though

tli.is was Jim's first referral to the office the V-l? felt
that the situation was serious enough to fill'out a referral
for the Guidance OounoilJ which

h&~d

been formed during the

1954..55 school year. Since Jim appeared
1- ------------~---','1,

•

too angry to dis•
- -

_,_,

____________

,_

cuss the trouble, rationally, the V-P told Jim to sit and
wait in the office while the V-P went about other duties•
After· about 1.5 minutes the V•P carne back to the offioEh
When it appeared

lie asked Jim some routine data questions.

that Jim was willing to talk about his troubles, the V-P

I

1
l

attempted to ascertain Jim's version of what had happened.
To all the questions a.s to whether he were in the wrong 1
whether he had been treated :f'a:l.rly, and whether Mr •.

.t. •s

report o:f' the incident was eorreot, he answered in the
atflrma.tive,

He appeared oompletely willing to admit he was

wrong, nor did he blame anyone else for any of his trouble.

The V-l? said, "Y<m just got mad.?"
Jim answered in a half voiee,. nyes."
"And you just stayed mad for no good. reason?"
"Yes," Jim said. turning his head and looking out the
window,
"Do you lose your
at home?'' the

v-1>

te!llper-~that

is,

~t

mad••Uke this

inquired next.

"Yes, 11 Jim said, still looking away, and in a halt''
voice.

~----
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"What does youJ:> mother do &bOut it?"
Turning baok·and liangi.ng·his head, "She wh:l.Ps me
sonJetimes."
The
I

~

v...p

said., "Jim, Mr. L. says that when you don't

get mad and go aro\md. hitting people, you're a pretty ·nice

Mr. I.. likes you 0 Jim, and he doel;ln 1 t
~-----w-·an-.t-t-·o_s_e_e_y_o_u-in_t_r_o_u_b_l_e-.-·.-1:-l._i_k_e_you, Jim; and I hate to

i
~~
•..

·

boy to nave around.

--·--·

see· you sent in here for sometl<ing bad.

'l'hat temper

------· - -

of

yours

makes you a. different person."
Jim did not reply, a.ril tears came into his eyes.
The V•P then spoke very confidentially anCJ. quietly to

I
I

1
1

Jim regarding how muon nicer it was for everyone when he did
not lose his temper. how everyone at school wanted to be his
friends, and how the V-P did not like to ·think that the only
way he would behave for the sohool,was to be
time.

~\whipped"

every

Jim pt>omiaed he would try and not hit baok or lose

his temper.

He remained in the office tor the .remainder of

the day and did nis,work 1 and worked very well.
ljl.m 1 lll reftn:a:r. for leayitJ& the sehOo;l. a;rounds.
November 8 Jim was !il.IJ)&in referred to the office,

O:n

This time

it was :tor l¢aving tM school ground at lunch without having
written permission to do so.

Ordinarily this is not an

offense that is refet>red to the office en the first time,
but it had been agreed that a Qlose:r :rein should. be kept on
Jim.

The first time Jim appeared to be "slipping" from good

school behavior he would. be sent to the office to give an
explanation.

----
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'I'he

v..p

asked Jim- why he went across the street to

eat when he knew it· was agatns.t t11e seihool rules.
Jim replied. that he did.n 1 t have a

lunch~

and his

mother dictn 1 t g;l.ve t,tim any money. to eat in the cafeteria •.
The V-J? asked. him tJhe:re he got the money to eat at

the lunch coUXJ_ter, since he didntt have it ·to eat in the
-----

c.afeteria.
Jim replied thet James 'l'. and C)1ester

c.,

h:l.e fourth

grade friends, had given him some of their food.,
The V-P sent fer James and Chester, and they verified
the fact that.

thE;~y

each gave Jim some of th<::l1r lunches.

said he had even bought Jim a hamburger.
boys how often this ,hall happened,
often as twice a week.

The

v~P

James

asked the

They. said. sometimes as

When. as_ked now long it had been going

on,. tl;tey replied that 1 t had been only about two t>teeks.
The

v..p

~eturned to

Jim and Sai<lt "Why don't you ,Qom$

to the off'i.ce and. as!{ permission to call and ask your mother

if you can come· home when this happens?"

No answer.
"What does your mothe:r- say when you don • t oome' home folt'
lunch when this happens?''
"Nothing."
"Does she tell you to come home or to stay here at
sohool? 11
11

She tells me to come home with my siste:r- and. brother."
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'l'he y ..p then asked, "But you get more to eat acrose
the stl'eet 1 :ts tmat it?"

"Does your d.ad, Mr. Davidson, work# Jim?"

"No."

"Is he out looklr..g for work?''

"No,,"
11

\~here

is he 1 Jim?

you understand.

I 1 m tallti:ng about Mr. Dlli:IJ'idson,

I know your first dad is in Oakland.",

'l'his was the first tt1nt either l1r. L. or the
known this information.

v-P

had

The V-P then asked, "How long has

he· been there?"
Jim replied.,

11

About a month."

"How long will he be there'l'1
"I think he's going to get out around Thanksgiving
Christmas.

He got in trouble with Weltare,"

0'1:'

(Jim. was making

refll!renoe to the fact that Mr. :Oavidson drew welfare checks
illegallif 1. and had been convicted for it. , These facts were
brought to l1ghtafter investigating Jim's last statement.)
At no timf.l did Jiru show any reluctance to talk about
his father in

prison~

The v ..p then questioned Jim as to what

source of income there was since the t'amily was ineligible tor
Welt'are.

He said his mother worked oooasionally-..about two

:Lil8
days

a

weaki...~dc>ing

not seem to

housekeeping,

F:t>om appearances there d.id

.·

be an adequate :\.:i:1,come.

The· V-P asked., ''Do you get enough to eat at home?"

"Do you get p:retty hung:ry du:ring the day, sometimes,
though?"
··-------·---

Jim answel"iiiid., "Sometimes, but more at night."

The V-P told Jim tl)Pt they poth knew that Jim was
doing Wl•ong by going across the street to eat, and that he

would t>.a.ve to abide by the rules • to which he agreed;

'l'he

v-.p sent Jim b!?.ck to his class, but told. him to come in and.
see him after school.

t
l

I

j
I

J

The V-P then talked to Mr. L, about giving free lunches
to Jim,. after explaJ.ning the lYackground of );he s.ltuation,

L. definitely tel t that it vras a good. idea.,

i

------

Mx>.

He had sus pee ted

Jim of taking food. fvom lunches during t.'le past two w&eks.
but could not prove it.

He also pointed out that if Jim were

hungry .l.t would. ce:r>tainly e.xplain Jim's restlessness in the.
classroom and. hie short temper.
The V ~F cleared the approval for free lLmc he s with Mr,
H. of the Welfare and Attendance Office of the School District.
After school• Jim came in to the office and the

V~P

to.ld hi.m

that he would be given free lunohes until Chr1stmas 1 and

it

his father were not released by that time, the school would
oonsid&r extending the free lunches.

Jim was told he now had

!-'

no r'eason to leave the school ground, and that he could.. help
the school by being a good. citizen.
The
had done,

v..p

.sent

/ll.

letter home with Jim explaining what he

The next day Mrs. Davidson called on the phone,

She first asked if the tickets had been paid for by Mt>.

1

Brown. her first husband.

The V•P explained tiw. t the sahool

,------~-------------1

provided them, and would d.o so until Mr. :Davidson came home.

~

Mrs. Davidson was very appreo1at1ve. then, and said.that she

t

was at'ra1d that the childr-en weren't getting enough to eat.

~

She had been afraid to even approach the school abo"t help
I

sinee she thought tne.t sne woulcl not be able to get it.

I

I

J

Mr. L. reported a definite improvement in Jim's

entire behavior during tile next few weeks.

Jim was still

having trouble contro;tling his temper on the schOol grounds,
but nothlng serious had developed.. . :Pur1ng the noon hours he.
spent hiS time betwee.n playing football and parrying with tM
opposing players.

He

w~ld

often break the school rules and

wrestle, but it was not out of meanness 1 so he .was only
w&rned,

§ahool-parent csmferenoe Witill

Jim's mother.

lliovember 28 Mr. J;., brought Jlm into the office,
t'ightlng wi tl'i. a third,..grader on the grounds 1
other child,

am

On

He had been
had hurt the

When approached by the yard teacher, he had

been defiant, and would come i.n.to the office only after Mr.

L. went out and got him,

When appraised of the. situation

and the background by the V-P, the

1'

~~X\ed Mrs. Davidson

1:30
and asked her .to come to the school.

Mrs. bavidson arrived

Mrs, Davidson was friendly, and she appeared to want

to ClooPerate.

She also appeared anxious to help, l:Ju"l:; shEL

admitted that she had difficulty with Jim at ho111!11,

Mrs, Davidson !laid, "I've whipped him until he fell
asl~ep

but

some times, and then sometimes I

1 v<!!

orJ.ed over him,

it don't seem to do no good,"
In response to the P's questions, Mrs. Davidson said

she wasn't always home when Jim came home.

She said that

Jim had certain chores to d.o each day, but some. days he did
them and some days he would.n' t do a th:tng.
brought in.
l

Jim was then

The P told Jim that his mother was going to.

cooperate with the school in seeing that he, Jim, acted the
way young boys >orere supposed to around school) that if he
persisted in fighting boys and girls on the. gro1mds and in
sohool, and ln d:l.sol:Jeying teaohex•s • he would have .to be
suspended from school,

P 1 s statements,

Mrs. Davidson affirmed .eaoh of the

It was further agreed that any ·time Jim was

in trouble Mrs. Davidson Nould. be notified.,
Mrs. David.son then turned to Jim and. said• "Now, near.

I'm giving them permission to whip you any time you gets into
trouble, and then I '11 whips you good when yo11 get home.
Flear? !"

She then turned to the P and V•P and said, "You

just whip him good and. as hard. as you wants to.. ~just so you

don'.t kill him, and I have to bury him.

That's the only way

1)1

Jim oan

be made to act good,

good."

There was no tone of cruelty or vir&toueness in Mrs,

You whip him, and he 1ll be

Davidson's advice, but it was the only method that had
"worked" for her,

,.

Mrs, Davidson left as did the P,

The V•P called Jim

over and put .his arms about Jim's shoulder and said 1 "You
mean to tell me, Jim that the only way you're going to be
good nere at school is for ws to whip the daylights out ot
you.

You mean that the only way you're

goi~

to be. nice is

to get whipped?u
Jim started to cl:'y.
!)J1m~-don 1 t

you think l'tr. t.•s way is better?

havEI your ohoioe, Jim.

1

he?

"No,•1 he said.
You

Mr. L. hasn't ever touched you, has

Can't you behave that way?

It's right up to you, boy."

The V•F elpoke further about how the school liked. to treat
boys "if' they would give us a chance,»

Then the V-F asked

if Jim would like to try it again with Mr. L.
"Yes,n he replied, still

oryi~.

The V-F placed h:l.m in his of'f'1ce untH he oalmed. down,
ana then returned to Mr. L.•s room with him.

The

V·~

told

Mr. L., with Jim there, tbs.t Jl'lrs. Davidson had been in to
see the P and y ...p, and that Jim had decided he wanted to come
back and try again to be a better citiZen.
There was no further trouble.from Jim from then until
Christmas vaoation.

In f'aot 1 Jl'l:r.. L. reported Jim's 'behavior

. and work in class as the 'best it had been al.l year,

Mx-. L.

-

~eported

pa~t

further that the defiance that had always seemed a

of Jim's behavior had disappeared, and Jim actually .had

shown a friendly attitude towards Mr. L. am the V-P.

During the Christmas vacation Mr. Davidson was released.
from ja).l,

up again on January J,

T

I~

He had not gone to work, however 1 when school took
The

v~P

inquired of Jim if his father

----h&d-be-en~re-lea:-sed~.--·--1¥'-hen--J-im-a-f-:C:-irme d.--th-1-s-;=-the---~v -P--a;s-ke d--if

,'c-,

l'lr• Davidson had. gone to. work.

Jim replied that his

fat\'l~r

had not yet started working, but he expected to .get his job
back with the school district,
iimis trouble following the Ctw:is.tma§ yaoatio;n.
i

5 Mr. L. brought Jim to the

v~P's

On

t

January

~

L. 1 s referral slip on Jim stated, "Jim is acting up again.

I

I

He won't do his work in class.

He keeps

the time instead of doing his work.
you tell him something."

office again.

bothe~ing

Mr.

people all

Doubles up his fist when

Mr. t. further informed the V·P

that Jim had come baok to school from vacation "on

a. tear,•

and it had just gone too far.
When Mr. L. left the office, the V"'P walked. over to
Jim and grabbed him by his sweater and shirt and yanked him
right up to the Va.P,

The V-P stooped. down and looked Jim

right in the eye.
After several seconds the v ..Ji' said, "So you want us to
follow your mom's ad.v1oe after all.

You want to get batted.

around instead of being treated lik$ a htunan bei:ng.'i

Jim started to ory,

''Aw, knook it ott. will you? 11
"You aren •t ·one bit sorry.

The V-P countered,

You rtlll ,ar9und the school likl!l .

you owned it 1 and , do just as you darJ;Wd, well please 1 , and then
all of a sudden you're sorry.
Buster,

It's just not going to work,

It just ian't going to work,n. With, the last sliln-

tence, ·the

v..p

pushed Jim away (wHh a good shoveH. Jim

staggered baclt against the wall.

v.•p l!laited a. second.,

The

Jim was still crying quietly •. The v.,.p cross.ed the room a:t:ld
took hold of both of Jim's shoulders in a firm grip.
Again looking Jim straight in the eyes, the V•P continued sternly, •stop your orying, Jim.

It's not doing you

one bit of good.

j

asked for it.

Ycm 1 re being treated just the way you've
'
Hear?~t
(And with that the v..p gave Jim .a

quick, hard shake.)
Jlm sobbed, "Yes. n

I

"Well, you had just better, 11 ''the v.-p answered still

l

firmly holding Jim by the shoulders.

Then in an even

sterner voi<UI, the V•P said. 1

i.f you don't want to

11 Beaause

shape up right now, and for good, just get ready for a good
dose of whl:lt your mother suggested.

Hear?"

Again the V-P

gave Jim a firm shake.
Jim replied 1 n-xes, 11 '-:still half-orying.
The V•P marched Jim over to a chair
The
d.ay.

v..p

am

sat hi,m in it,

then sent for some work for Jim to do the rest ot the

Jim stayed. in the V-P's office unt:l.l nearly an hour

after school.

----
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..

Jim'again appeared to settle down in his class.
L, ~d the ·v...p conferred the next day.
~

Mr.

It was decided that

very strict rein should be kept on Jim.

For the next week 1

it was decided, Jim should be taken off all duty and not be
allowed. to go out of' the classroom, ~xoept to the lavatory,
Jim should be told that he was on probation

f'~r

· thi13__perio(i_,_ ___ _

and if' he could maintain a good record for this time he would
be allowed to go on such d.uties that might be assigned to him,
Jim had been a. milk monitor every other week, and blid been
used by Mr. L. as one of the duty monitors.
Again Jim resumed his friendly and cooperative attitude.

j
1

Occasionally, Jim would get into some minor trouble on the
yard or in the classroom, but the difficulty was never of' a
serious nature, and. he took what reprimand. was given without
signs of' defiance or anger.

Mr. L. reported that although

Jim's work was sti.ll far from what was desired, .11m still
showed periods of effort.

What was more important was that

Jim was not d.isturbing others in the class.
About the first week of tne Spring semester Mr. L.
reported that Jim again was shG>Wi:ng signs of his former poor
attitude ·and behavior;

On February 7 the yard duty teacher

reported trouble with Jim on the PUl'lOhi:ng bags and had to
ord.er him off that play area.

That noon one of the -teachers·

in the upper hall reported that he had to escort Jim and
other boys out of the upper halls.
a game

CJf

tw~

The three had initiated

tag 1n the corridors, and they were nois-ily

----

13.5
enjoying themselves wnen the teacher came out of his room. to
so~roe

investigate the

of the levity.

Jim still, had not b$en referred to the office, but the
V•P felt that it wal!! Only a matter of time.
i

r

V•P went to Mr. L. 's room on the

prete~se

Therefore, the

of discussing some

f

school bus ineas.
As he was about to leave, the V-P called back to Mr.

L., "By the way, Mr. t., how iS Jim doing these days?"
V-P looked at Jim a:nd smUed.

The

Jim half•amiled. back,

l'lr. _L., replied, very seriously, "I don't know, Mr.
B., I'm afraid things aren't doing so well tij,th Jim.
already been in trouble twice today.

He's

I'm afraid he may be

coming in to see you,"
l

The V•P dropped his smile, and, narrowing his eyes,
walked straight to Jim's desk, all the while looking directly

I
l

at Jim.

Jim hung his hee.d.
The V-P stood directly over Jim,

and said softly, but very firmly, "Oh?

looki~

down at him,

I hardly thlnk that

that is a very wise way 1>o be behaving, do you, Jim?"
Jim mumbled, "No."
The V-P leaned over and spoke insistently,

isn't going to

continue~

Jim again mumbled,

~And

it

is it, Jim?"
11

No.•

The V•P stood up and. spoke aloud. to Mr. L., "I want
to know, Mr. L., the very next time Jim steps. out Qf line.
He's done real well the past few weeks, and we're going to
make su.re it continues.

0. K., Mr. t, ? 11

"Fine; Mr.· B.)'* Mr. L. replied.
As the V-P left the room. he heard Mr. L. saying to
Jim, "You heard that, didn't you, Jim?"
As Mr. L. felt that this episotie had a positive effect
on bringing Jim baC:k to a more aooeptable classroom behavior,.
the

v~P

employed similar methods during the next few weeks,

On the yard the

v...p

would very obviously watch Jim for sev-

eral minutes at ,a time •. In the hallway, as Mr. L. 's class
would enter and leave the buHding, ·the

v-P

watch Jim <:lll the .way to or from his room.
went by, the

v~P

would. . stand and
As the weeks

would. smile .or winl< or nod duril'lg these

times, and would often go over and .pat Jim on the baok or
head when the V-P left,
EvaluatiAA of Jim

u

.2t March lst.

By March 1 Mr. L.

felt that Jim's behavior and attitude had. reached the point
that it was more positive than negative; that Jim's basie
attitude was the desire to conform rather than rebel towards
the school authority,
l.

Mr. t. summed up Jim as follows:

Jim is still the most difficult student in the
room.

However, the ma.liotousness and rebellion

that seemed to underlie his previous actions is
:no longer pr•eva1ent.
2.

Jim still does net wish to conform to the classroom
rules in many instances, but whereas this attitude
seemed. to be a continuous thing several months
ago. now it is only sporadic,

1J7
J,

Jim's. worst problem now is in actual schoolwork
achievement.

Jim still spends too great a portion

of the school day wasting bis time.

He 11'! not

i:C

bothering ·the other children, howevr:Jr 1 'co the
extent that he l'll'lcs done •
4,

Jim is intelligent and sensitive enough to
recognize the inequa11 ties he faces in life.

Jim 1 s

home s 1 tua ti on is poor., not only economically • but
socially as well •
father.

.Tim probably resents .his·step-

His real !'ather still sends him things,

although secretively, while his

step~f'ather

now

has a jail record, and has had a diff'i.ouJ.t time
providing for Jim and the other members of' the
family.

Mr. Davidson, however·, is now finally

'l'rorking regularly, so the home situation may be
alleviated a little.

5.

Jim prefers the school dlscipUne to that he
receives at home,

Nevertheless, he l'll'lc!i to be

firmly reminded of this regularly.

Jim responds

to defined and closely adhered to limits or
behavior,

~
I

'VI!,

!USTC>:aY OF MINNIE H.Al'E$

Minnie Hayes was the oldest child. of Mack

a~d

Pansy

Reyes, and was born on Deoember 25, 1943 at Browley 1 Cali•
fornia.
f

'

At the beginning of the 1954-.55 school year Minnie

had one sister, Betty Sue • who was born in .1951.
assigned to the

.,,'--------"'
[,

sixth·g:t>ad~_o_las~_e>t'Hrs.Eli.

School for the 1954•55 school year.

Minnie was

§.tEooseyelt_ ______ _

At this time Mr. Reyes

was unemployed. and was on county welfare relief.
home was less than a block from Roosevelt School,

'l'he Hayes 1
lt was a

three-room white house that had been one of about twenty
.similarly constructed houses built in 1952 in that area,
During the 1953-54 school year f'Iinnie had been in Mr. L, 's
class.

1

In this class she had. but one referral to the office

as the result of

disciplin3~Y

measures,

Her disciplinary .

history had been comparatively good during this year, and
her achievement had ·been remarkably high, aoeording to J.l'lr, L.
On November 1, 1954 Minnie Nlll.S 4 feet, 9 i:mlhes in

height, and weighed 127 pounds.
and 39 pounds 1n one year.

This was a gain of 4 incheS

Her size made her one of the

la:rg.est pupils in Roosevelt School,

Minnie's permanent

record folder reveale.d several suggestions for referrals to
the local health clinic.

These were for eye testing, pedi-

atrics, a recommended tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy, and
for drainage of the ear,

None of these appointments or sug•

gested referrals were carried out by the parents,

The latest

vision and hearing test data, recorded March, 19.5.5 1 revealed
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no loss of hearing or sight whatsoever.

As the result of a

home visit py the public health nurse. in Oetober, 1954, a
referral to the local clinic for a

d~et

check-up was strongly

recommended, but to date had not been complied with by t>he
parents.

The health record stated, " • • • mother

will go as soon as she ha:;; fare."

she

stat~>s

In October, 19.54, the
'
.

puono health nurse also reported that

Mr~-Hayes

was-

---------------

preg-

nant again, and should d,eliver in the middle of Febrw:try,

1955.
Minnie a.t.tended all of her elementary school grades
at the Roosevelt School, and four of her five previous
teachers were still at the school during the 19.54-55 school
;year, so it was possible to gather a rather detailed behavior

1'

background of' Minnie beginning with the first grade.

Through

confere.nces with these teachers, the followj.ng general
app:raisa.lti! of Minnie were t'oundt
1.

1"!1nn1e 11as a very apt pupil, and when she made a
real effort she was able to acl1ieve' ahead of most
of the other pupils in the class.

She took pride

in being the best student, especlally among the
colored children of the class •
2.

1

Minnie was never a serious

tr~<ble

maker, although

she would. be the source of a number of small
initations in the cll.).ss.

She was never malicious

1,:ilnher misbehaving, and lls1.1S.llY firm handling by
the teacher was sufficient to handle the situation.

,---1
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3.

~~nnie

was a leader in her room.

In the fourth

and fifth grades she emerged as .the leader of all

,-'-----

the colored girls in the school.

,-'-

She did not take

this leadership as a signal to defy authority,
however. and up until the sixth grade there had
been little or no history of attempting to make
~-----------------------------

a "gang" out of the girls that followed her.
Minnie

~:as

:f'ail•ly well liked by all the pupils in

the room,
4;

Minnie was always large for her a,ge.

She was also

socially and physically more mature than the other
children.

Minnie 1 s interest range was consistently

ahead of or beyond that of. the other chj,ld.ren in
the class,
A California Mental Maturity Test,

admi~stered

October, 19$2 1 showed .Minnie wUhan IQ of 111.
Testt. Form Intermediate

s,

in

Another CMM

g1 ven in January, 19.$5, d.iselosed

an IQ. of 113, with a Mental Age of lJ-8,

The last full battery

of the Netropolitan Achievement Test, Form Elementary R1 was
given in October, 19.53.
Heading,
English.
19.5~,

~1.8

On this test Minnie scored .;>.8 in

in Arithmetic, 4 • .5 in Spelling, and !),2 in

A. partial battery of the MAT, given in October;

showed a soore of 6.6 in Reading and. 5.6 in. Arithmetit::i,
!Unnie in th§ olass.room.

Early in the school year,

Mrs. N. reported that she was concerned about fllinn1e 1 s
behavior in olass.

She stated that Minnie was physically

l4l
much more mature than any pupil in the olass.

Mrs. N. felt

that this faotor .oombined with her mental maturity oould
oause Minnie to beoome

a serious

problem.

Mrs. N, ;further

reported that Minnie was beoom1ng an agitl!-tor in the ola.sE/ 1
and had become a disturbing influenoe due to her uninhibited
talking and. singing.

By this time Minnie had beoome pretty
- - -

much the recognized leader of all of the colored. children in
school,

Physically she was very strong, and because she was

larger than any of the· others, and more intelligent 1 1 t was
a natural tendency for the others to aooept her leadership,
In the disoussion of the problem between the V·P and
Mrs. N., it was decided that the wisest course of action was
for the sohool to aooept Minnie's leadership and attempt to

l

ohannel it into oonstructive areas,

" that if
It \faa thought

Minnie could be made to feel responsible fol!i' the development
of good attitudes among the.oolored children• her position
among the pupils eould be used very advantageously.

It was

further felt that Minnie should be given a great deal of
responsibility in the elassx-oom itself"•responsibility with
a certain amount of authority.

Since previous history of

Minnie showed that up to th1s.point she was approachable and
not malicious in her attitude, the wisest approach to Minnie
would be through her potential help to the school.
In aooordanee with these suggestions, Mrs. N. made
Minnie her personal assistant in the room.

When Mrs. N. had

to leave the room Minn.ie was put in charge of the class until
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she returned..

Mrs. N. used l1innie on the playground to help

ot'ganize and conduct some of the games,

Mrs. N. put. Minnie

in charge of some of the spelling • reading, and social stull•
iss groups and aot:ivities.

Minnie responded in most instances

very well to this respo:ruHbility,

f_____s_t_i_l_l_c_o_n_t_inued

Mrs. N. reported that she

her. coarse aotions

and._ta~!{;_ but__s~e__h_a_d

_________ _

:oooome a more diligent student and had. been cooperative in
every way w1th Mrs. N.
The only person in the classtooom who would not accept
her leadership was Jasper Martin,

He continued to agitate

Minnie 1 and. on more than one occasion Minnie would let a
:f 1:s t or foot fly in Jasper 1 s direction,
:

J

several other

There were also

girls and one or tvro colored girls

non~colored

in the sixth grade who resented Minnie .and her leadership,
On October 27 the V-P went onto the yard. after school and.
discovered .a large group of eoloreo. g;l:rls milling around the
bottom of the steps,
11

Wai ting for somebody 1 girls?" the V-P casually l?tsked.,

The other girls looked. at Minnie.
giggled a bit then said•

I

11

Naw. 11

After a moment she

Then the others giggled. a

bit, too.
nwellt 11 the V•P went on,

0

all the good-looking men

teachers are in a meeting, and there's just me left.
might as well go

so you

home~"

The girls started laughing.
Mr. B. , you aren • t so bad loold.:ng."

Then Minnie said• "Aw 1
At this the rest of the

girls broke into gales of laughter, and Minnie smiled broadly.

~----I

ThEil

v..J?

aaid, · '1WEilU, thanks, Minnie ......evEiln though I 1111

just, uh-.•shall we sayi a little heavy,"
This time tl;J.e girls and Minnie botl:l. brol;.e into·
screeches ·Of laughter.

Then Minnie answered,

think you 1re heavy 1

B~,

whooo!"

~ir,

11

Boy, if you

you should see my dad.

Ooo•

This was too muoh for the rest of the girls.

They
---

howled with delight, pushed. each other, broke up their group
and headed away from the build.ing.

'fhe V·P watched them for. a wh.ile, then seeing that
they were definit.ely heading nome, he went back into the
building and upstairs to the
way he found one of the

~>ixth

grade rooms.

In the hall•

who had definitely not accepted

girl~>

IUnnie ....a large Mexica:p. girl•-and several of her friends.
1'hliil V·P asked her what she was dotng tliere.
~'They're

going to get

me,"

"I don't think so, Maria.

she replied.
They 1 ve gone home, :now.

What was the trouble, anyway?"
11

Aw, sh<!l's always trying to

bos~>

people around.

And.

U' you don't d.o what she says, she says thcct.she's going to

get you," was Maria's. reply.
"I understand., Maria,

to d,o,

Minnie likes to tell people what

But you have a temper yourself', Maria,. and you .might

have said something

tho:~.t

made. her mad.

This is the first time

she 1 s actually wa1 ted for anyone, you know.

thing to

her?~

Did you say some ..
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Maria said, "I told her to mind her own bus inEH!IS.
That • s all."
The V•P said, "! see,

Well, you go along now, Maria,

and all of you girls just .stay away from Minnie for the next
day or so.
I,

I'll talk with her tomorrow.

Minnie really isn't

mean, and. I think we oan straighten it out,"

~~:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The next day the V-P approached. Minnie casually and
privately on the yard.,

11

Maria make you mad yesterday,

Minnh? 11 he asked.
•teah, but we weren't going to d.o anything to her.
Honest, Mr. s,u Minnie stated.
11

1 know you weren't, 1Unn1e, but she thought you were.

Suppose you just stay away from her for the next few days, 0
"Okay, Mr. B.," Minnie replied..
When the V•l? related the incident to Mrs. N. 1 she
stated. that Minnie was becoming ino:reasi:ngly "hi tty", and
when she hit somebody, even though it was in fun, she often
hurt them.

It was suggested that the P, V•l? and Mrs. N. get

together and talk about what the next steps should be,

Mrs.

N. stated that she had. kept the J? informed as to what steps
~1ere

being taken, and that he was vecy interestl!ld in any

serioua deviation of attitudes or actionrs.
The P called Minnie in the next Monday and talked to
her about not hitting the boys and. girls, as she often quite
unintentionally hurt them.

He praised. Minnie .for the way sM

had helped both Mrs. N. and the school out by being a good

leader,

Me warned, ·however, that leaders had to be more.

careful a'b()ut what they did, since so many people or children
would follow them, and. in this way,an innocent puneh.of some
ehild.might have serious results.

Minnie was cooperative and

under13tan(l.ing and promised the,<P that 13\:l.e would det'initely

try to improve at this point,

l
II

On November 15 Mrs. N. 'brought Minnie to the office.
Minnie had lost her temper and hat hit Jasper Martin very
hard• and had definitely hurt the boy,

Mrs. N,

sa"d.

the third time this week that Minnie had hit someone.

it was

She

further stated that this was the only time that Minnie had
done it ln anger, and that Jasper l1ad probably brrught it on.

j

himself.

J

strongly only three. weeks before about; hitting pup Us 1 the l?

Nevertheless, since the P had wa.l"ned Minnte so , ·

decided to ask f/ll"s. lliayes to oome in, and. talk over.Minnie 1 s

J

situation,

It was the next; d.ay before Mrs. aayell! CO\l.ld. come,

!

so M.innie wait.ed. in the office during the time.
Mrs. Hayes was a large woman, friendly and cooperative.
She promised the l? she would do her best to make Minnie behave
in school,

It was agreed that at any time Minnie caused

trouble .Mrs. Hayes would 'be notified..

Mrs. Hayes then went·

upsta.irs to visit Mrs. N. and to observe Minnie in the Glams.
Mrs. N. :reported thatM:rs. Hayes appea:red interested ana.
fullY' cooperative.·

M.rs. N. reported over the next few weeks that although
there had been slight aotual improvement. in Minnie's a@gl:'essiv~mess,

"l believe the eh:ll.d is

trying.~

Being aggressive

~~~-----
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11ap:pears to be second :nature to Minnie.»

The room was

more quiet than previous to mother's v1sit 1

• • • ( 1t is still) not good."

•••

tt

much

however,

After Mrs, !{ayes' visit to

the school the P had asked Mrs. N. to l<eep an anecdotal
rsoor'd of !Unnie 1 s behavior.

The quotes above were excerpts

from that record,
froblEuns of Minnie's aggressivenau.
again on Friday, December 10.

Minnie "blew"

This time i t was again Jasper

\

Martin, plus Jasper's friend Chester,

Earlier in the same

day Minnie had punched a,nother colored girl who was normally
her friend.

Both cases were out of anger on Minnie 1 s pa:l;'t 1

but Mrs, N. had not reported the first incident since the two

1

girls were close friends; and Mrs. N. felt that it could be
handled effectively in the :room.
Since Mrs. Hayes was now fairly well along 1n her
pregnancy, the l? deoided to take Minnie home rather thlll.n have
Mrs. Hayes come to sehoul.

Both the P and

V~P

walked over to

the Hayes' house with Minnie, but neither Mr. nor Mrs. Hayes
were there.

They had gone to the San Joaquin General Hospital

for a physical

cheok~up

for Mrs. Hayes.

JIU.nn.ie was brought

back to the school, and she remained in the office the rest
of the day.
The next Monday Minnie again reported to the offioe and
did Mr work there.

That afternoon the P and V...P' ·w-ent again

to the Hll!yes 1 hOme, this time, however 1 w1 thout Minnie.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes were home.

Both

However, durir!i the entire time
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of the visit Mr. Hayes merely eame in to say hello and good.'"
bye.· The. remainder of the time he sat eatillg in the kitchen.
The P aske¢1. Mrs, Hayes . if. she could give any reason why l1J.1nnie
was so belliget'e'nt and aggressive.
Mrs, Hayes replied, "Well, you know she gets it around.
here, I guess.

We

~1ghts

all the time around here, just in

~-----=------:-c----------------------

fun.

- - - -----------------

Her uncles have always teased her, and every now and

then they hauls. off and belts her a good one.
learneQ. to hit. J:?aok.

So she just

Sometimes she comes in after school and

lineaks up behinds me or her daddy and gives us a good one.
Whoo<:~•ee$,

! be black and blue for days • but she don 1 t mean

nothing bf it,

She probably does the same thing at school.

She don It m<!lan to hurt the children, but she 1 s got

$0

strong

protecting herself around here that she hurts them without
meaning to.

She's not a mean girl, Nr,

N.

'Course she don't

hit me now, with me qarr;rin 1 the baby 1 but she and. her uncles
fights

an

the time."

Again she promised to do something about Minnie's
behavior.

"When I could. get around I'd slap he.r around good

when she didn't m:l.nd you folks. but now she just runs outside
when I starts after her.

The other day she took off and

didn 1 t come back for two days.
cousins' place,

•eourse I knew she was at her

Finally she comes wander1n 1 in.

But I tells

her she's got to be good or she won't get nothing to eat,
That's the only way ! &San handle her now, me be1x;g like this,D

i-

,-

All during the visit Mrs. Ha;tes was t'riendl;r. and when
the P and. v..p lett, she invit\\ld. both of them l::ack anytime.

TM :next day the v .. p checked to see if Mi:nnie. was staying at
hlilme, but IU:nn.ie told the il-l? she was staying nat my cousin 1 s
plaee until Pansy (thli: mother) starts :t'eeling a little better."
The following· d.ay the l?, V-1? and. l!l:rs. N. had a oon-

At this point
it was decided. the following factors seemed. evident:

1.

Mi:nnie 1 s problem was probably tile most potentially

explosive one in the school.

It had racial

as~well

as social aspects that could be extremely serious.
2.

Minnie was still approachable, and "on the side of

the school."

There w&s still good. working rela•

tions between Minnie and. Mrs. N.

J,

At that time there could. be little help

e:xpe~ted

from the home, even though the parents might be
willing enough.

The home; however, should still

be the moving f'oroe in any course of action i:f' at

all
4.

possible.~

.

Minnie· appeared to be really wanting to do better;

if approached right she would probably :respond
favorably.
!),

There was a growing :resentment of Minnie among all
the pupils because of her belligerence.

An actual plan of action could not be decided upon at

that time.

The P felt that all three should be on the alert

to possibilities of'. approacht ·and, specifically t al:'eas in
whl~h

Wlinnie ooula develop t.hat did not require aggressive

action or authority.

j

l

Minn1rl! •s problE!m of Jq&rf.!OAAl aJ:mearaue.

ll'liooie

appeared the first day after Christmas vacation withe. brand

I;

1:
',LI_ _ _ _n..,e,._w.._.h._.a=ir-d~

1~:ttd ma.ke ...up.__H_er

_MJ~f!M_~--'b~~wn_tinge_w'1j;:h_Ji______ _

red streak on the top in front.

She was over ..dl:'essed.,. though

her elothes were still nGit as clean as they should be.
Although shtll was wearing make-up. it was not in excess.

The

school had. a general policy against girls W!llar1ng make-up,
although the matter had. been placed on an individual teacher•
pupil basis.

l

Mrs. N. called the V-P up to the room to quietly

show him Minnie 1 and earlier had reported. it to the P.

N. felt that

th1~

Mrs.

could definitely be a turning point with

Ninnie » and that actually here was an area of approach which
had not been fully tried with the girl.

lt was decided

thel:'etore that:

l.

No issue be made of the change in appearance in
terms o:f' its being against the school rules.

2.

No

adver~e

comment should be. made concerning the

dyeing of' Minnie's hair.

J.

Mrs. N. would use this change in Minnie 1 s appear-

ance &a a subtle suggestion to hell:' that it would
be also a good time to make a change in her

aotions.

Since

~l1nnie 1 s

efforts were to make

herself' more or a laC.y ·in appearance, it' wouid
'·---

na.turally follow· that she would be a lady in her

I

actions as well.
4.

Future approach to Minnie by all concerned. would
be that "it was really ladyHke,»

]

:

Mrs. N. would

make helpful sugge:;~tions to Mim:>.ie on how .sh$
! ' - - - - - - - - - - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ ------------ --

!

might improve her appearance without causing

~

l:'esentment.

I'.I

suggestion. might be used tO help I'·U.nnii\11 help

~

'I

~

I
I

[
1:

A

compliment • followed by an ad.ded

herself'•

5.

Minnie could still be used as a leader in most

a:rea.s • and her,e there might be employed a more
mature approach to leadership,

l'·1rs. N. should

attempt to expl&:in to l11nnie the behavior of other
ehildren whom she had d.iffioulty with• and in this

way Minnie could feel she was still the leader yet
b&

more

~derstanding

and less b$lligerent against

attempts to defy or question her author•ity.

According to Mrs. N•• Minnie responded in a positive

manner to this method of treatment.

Over a period of time

her clothes became --nea!Jex> and cleaner,

Soon she startelil.

ooming to sehool with or without make-up.

She

11

decided"

that make-up was for the more special occasions 1 and not
necessarily a matter of prineiple.

She made a real effort

to eurb her a.ggressiveneehst and during the month of January

she was not !B$t'erred to the office for any purpose,

There

1.51
had been days that .Xinnie appeared to be "slipping" 1 but
they had all passed. without serious incident.
With the day of Mrs. Hayes' delivery always coming
nearer, Mrs. N. began stressing to Minnie the ·important

~

responsibility that she would increasingly play at home, and

woul~~-av_e_t_<>__he__o:_ h_e_l~ rat~e_r_ _i'ha'l)._a _________

the fact that she
~----~h-=-':l.ndranoe i:n the home,
!

One day Mrs. N. kept several pupils,

including Minnie, after school for disturbing the class and
not completing thei:r> assignments.

The next morni.ng Mrs, N.

reported that she found a piece of lined paper> on her desk
with the sentenc<9,. "I will do my lessons." wr>itten ind.ouble
eolw:nns, filling both sides of the paper,
page was written, "Mother made me do

l

m;r work at school.

{assigl'.llllent)."

thi~

At the top of the
because. I didn't do

Pleaae send me home with today's aingment

(Signed.) Minnie.

On February 1, Mr. Wh., the science teacher, brought

l
I

Minnie and Jaspe)l' to the office,

The;r had just engage.d

fisticuffs in the room and Minnie really attacked

~n

Jas~er.

After the two had an opportunity to quiet down, the P took
both of th.wm 1n-bo his o:f'fic.<h

Since both of them had sho;m

effo:r>ts to behave during the previous weeks, the P decided
that severe punishment was not in order,
that they were _figh til:lg »in fun, 11

They both insisted

There fore, the P had each

of them enter' into an agreement with the school,

"The first

one b<;lthered b;r the other will report to Mrs, N. or to mE!

~Jt1"1k1ns£ blll.~k ov causing further

at onee without

(the Ji>)

trouble.•

on

~oth J;;u;~pet>

i'el:l:rWJ~rY

anil

M1~1e

agreed. to thts.

1. Jal!>pel" h1t llt1l'mie 11 w1th eond<'i.e:rabl.e

foree, 1t aeco!"diug. to Mrs. N. •s anec4otal reeo:rd.
T'

nCit b.it blll.ek but showed

11

selt-:rsst:rli1.1nt anil :t'$pWt1!1d tl!,iit

1ncidet1t to ner taaehe:r. tt

Whl!ln M:rts. N. qttest1omd her"

what happened., she· vol~mta:rUy adttl1t1Hltd tl'l.&t she

ea.u111ed the t;roul&le, thoush not

1ntent1omJ~.lly.

admitted thi.s l!llle lllegen to er.v.
ti~

waa the :!."1t-st

sine••n·•

re~et

f

I

i
I

Ii

have

she

According to M:r111. N. thitJ

t'ol' what had happened.

made it a point to

m1~ht

Wh~Ul

eo~

M.d aoted, l.lut the P

lll$.llM!'

Both the P and the V-Ji>
N. conoern1ng M1nni!h

sh~

Jot only did. Mrs.

alS~

ude

1n whioh lilhe had

~naved.

periOdic oneoks ldth Mrs.

Mrs.• N. felt 'tM\ Minnie. w&s makil.'lS

de:f'in:ltet al.belt "l'il&w and sllll!let1mea Pf41nful" progress.
was not referred tQ the oftiee for the
'l'M lilil!'e&t4Utt 1mpl!'ov•ment

deo.U.nlil 1n he:!!'

w.

to Minnie and tell her bow pleased

he was t>tith the "la4fl.1ke"

month.

to

Alii!

tMt Minnie htad ever flhOW$d tea:ra or

ett>mplim.ent Minnie for the war
_[

rnnn1e d.id

belligEI~noe.

~main~er

durl~

She

ot the

l!'ebl:'uacy was a

Snl]) did. not get invob'ed in

101ny 1no1<'1.ent& witl:l t>ther pupil& either on too ;vari or in the
oli!l.lillll'Qom duriifli the111e wf.lek:s.

Ari!l¥6&1! st.

il!lnn~!

U ,tJ..

lt!~jj,rstt

J..il•

In a eonterenet

between Mrlil. N. and. the v..p on Mareh l, the f'oUowing:
apprahlllol

ot

M!l.nn1e was an-i ved at;t

1.53
l,

Minnie's

ad~anced

physical

~turity

would continue
'

to

be

a ma.jor source of adjustment, not only for

hel:' but f'Qr Mrs.• N. and· the school personnel.
2,

Minnie had made

~rked

improvement in terms of

behavior in class and on the school grounds,

l"

She had lost.a noticeable portion of' her aggres•

I

sive attitude.

However, Minnie still had to be

the leader or the important person in the class.
'l'his might prove more serious than expected, tor
it was becoming more apparent that Minnie was not
the accepted leader of the girls that she was
four months before,

3.

»Being ladylike," appealed to Minnie, and this
"goal" should be the basis of any approach tgwards
her,

She continued to be intereilted in her

appearance and her manners, which was a positive
gain by the school dul:'ing the year,

1!)4

VIII.

HISTORY OF CHESTER HALL·

Chester Hall was the second child of Roberta and Peter
Hall, and was born at the san Joaquin General Hospital on
March 20 1 1943 •. He entered Roosevelt School as a kindergarten pupil 1 and remained at the school during his entire
;------·elemen·tary--sohool-eduea-t-1on-., -A-t---the:----bsg-i-nn-1r~----of:_ -the-1-914== ---------

55 sehool year he entered the sixth•grade class of Mrs. N,
At this time Chester was tne oldest of six children.

His

oldev bvother Ulysses had died in 1953 fx-om sickle cell
anemia.

Of these six remaining children, four of them were

in attendance at Roosevelt School at the start of the 1954-55
school year.

Peter, born in 1945, was in Mr. L. 's fifth

grade class.

Marshall and Emma l?eax-1, twins 1 were in the

third grade olassu of Mrs. M•. and Mrs. F. respectively,
Since Chester had been in Roosevelt School continuously,
t'a1rly ttp-to..<~,ate re<Jords wer$1 available on him.

In May,

1951 Chester scored 91 on the California Mental Maturity
Test Form, Primary

s.

On the same test in October, 1952,

Chester scored an I. Q. of 66.

In February, 1955 1 Chester

soared an I. Q., of 93 on the Callfornia Mental Maturity Test
Form, Intermediate s.

On

Intermediate Partial, Form

the Metropolltan Achievement Teat,

s,

given in September, 1954 1

Chester soor,,d 5.2 in Reading, ,5.1 in Arithmetic.
At the start of the sohoo1 year, Chester was 4 feet,
8 inches in height and weighed 74 pounds.

As was mentioned

1.5.5
earlier, Chester's brother Ulysses had. died the year before
of anemia.

As early as November, 1950, there appeareCl in

Chester's permanent record the notation for referral to the
OUt-patient Clinic of San Joaquin General Hospital for the
same organic disorder,

As early as January, 1949, there

appeared another referral for vision testing, the cause of

f-------'----

~---~ -~-- --~------

which was eross•eyedness.

-- ~~ - - -

Eaoh year there appeared referral

notations for the eyes 1 and when Chester was in the third
grade he began wearing glasses,

According to his teacher at

that time, Chester wore his glasses only occasionally, and
near the end of the school year he broke them,

During the

fourth grade Chester did not wear glasses at all, and it was
not until after the st;art of' the fifth grade that Chester
was g1 ven a new pair of glasses.

They were providE!d by the

County Welfare Department, and, according to Chester's fifth
grade teacher, were not attrlilcti ve •. Therefore, it was with
great difficulty that the teacher kept Chester wearing hiS
glasses.

Again n0ar the end of the school year Chester

broke his glasses, anq.·at the start of the sixth grade hi\J
was not wearing them.

Howaver, tb!'0'>f!ih )ilra;;;s\.\re .i:"rom the

school and the Health Department, Mr. Hall bought Chester a
new pair of glasses.

They were attractive, and Mrs. N,

reported that the calibre of Chester's work and his class
attitude improved considerably after he started wearing
them.

All of Chester's teachers reported that he was a muon

improved pupil in all areas when he was wearing glasses,

even though he seemed to resent having to wear them.

In

June, 19$2, a nearing test revealed a high tone loss in both
ears 1 and the same test administered in February, 19!15 1 <'U.s•
closed a similar loss, although it was not considered serious
by the tester.
Since Chester and his brothers and sister had all been
at Roosevelt SchOol during the 1953-54 sohool year 1 both the.
P and the V-P bad had previous knowledge of the family and.
the economic background. of the children,

Mr. Hall was a

part-time carpenter, and he also owned a number of small
cabins in the area where he lived,

Mrs, Hall was a ehronio

p;atient .at the CaH:f'ornia State Mental Hospital since 1947.
According to the school public health nurse 1 Mrs, ijall had
to be committed to the Hospita:t,,,.during pregnaneies,

Even

after the birth of the children, when she was allowed to
return home, she showed absolutely no a:f'feation for any t;tJt
the ahildren, bo.luding the

newbo~

ehild.

She would con-

sistently leave the house ana be gone most of the day, and.
then

r<~turn

in th<" evening.

Mr, Hall hired. a. Mrs, Davls to

take oare of the ohildren during the day while Mrs. Hall
would be gone.

When the other

Mrs. Davis would go home.

child~n

returned. from sohool

After the death of Ulysses,

Chester assumed.. the responsibility of looking after the
ohildren.

Not only did the younger brothers and. sisters,

but the other boys and girls in the neighborhood ealled
Chester "Pops,"

Chestjll;r'§ attit)ild! towards flr@t referral.

Cheater

had not been a serious disoipl1ne problem in the.:t'it'th
grade,, although both Peter and Emma Pearl had been referred.
several times. to the o.ffioe during the p:revious year.

AbOut

the end of the first month in school Mrs. N. reported to th$
l' and

v..p

that she was afraid of the result of the friendship

between Jasper Martin and. Chester.

Jasper was already get-

ting into trouble, and Mrs. N. feared. that Chester would
follow right along.

On October JO Chester vtai!J sent to the

office by Mrs. N. for general misbehavior in-class and on
the school grounds.

'rhe V-P took Ches.ter into his office.

Chester did not appear to be the least bit upset beoause

M

had been sent to the office.
Fl'om the outset of the in-terview with Chester, the
V•JI' discovered a complete caaue.lnesl!l abrut Chester's behavior
in class.

When asked if 'he felt . if. he Md done aomethi ng

wrong, Chester's :t'j3);>ly was, "Mrs. l!l. says I did, so l guess
I did. II
"But you don't think you .have done anything wrong?u
"Not worse than anybody else does in the room,"
The V-l?. rea41. trom the referral slip that enumerated
counts of Cheater 1 s !'e:f'erral, the last of which was playing
punehing bag after the bell· had. rung. ·
Chuter said, "All l did was just tap the bag as I
was getting i:n line."
"Mrs. N1 says you were playing,"

..
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"Well. if that's playing,..I. just don't knii)W•

All the

other children hit it af'ter the bell rings, but I. ge·t sent ·
'
,-::

to the office. ••
The V•P said 1 "That's only one among a numl::>e:r·o:f'
things that you were sent here for.

f

And Mrs. N. doesn 1 t

T

1:-----:-:-:-:-kp::::s m:::::r::::n::r:tn::::r t:;Y

!~
I

I

l

{

I

"When?". asked Chester •.

'I!

t

t::-e:-~~~s.

"Well, I don't know when.
•

I'm merely saying that no

one is sent to the offlce for first o:f':f'enses unless they're
pretty serious,"
The V-P continued to talk to Chester about the

prob~

lem 1 but Chester repeatedly aountered with the fact that he
had been singled out for punishment.

During the conversa-

tion Chester stated or implied that he believed the following:
L

He shouldn't have togo to school if he didn't

want to; that school could no longer be Of any
assistance to him,

2.

The school had it in tor colored pupils; he didn 1;
have to prove it 1 since it was fairly obvious;
and that the school had discriminated against his

father in firing him off a schOol job.
),

The school should pay for free lunches for all of
his family, since his dad paid taxes, and pupils
whose pa:r.ents didn't pay ta.x:ea were given free
ltln$hes,

Cj'lester was ta.lc1ng les,sons on the. V'iolin through th•
..

school,

He was Pit'Qud. of' the fact that tna. V'io:u.n belonged

to him, anC!. w;aa not one that belonged to the sohool department.

tvlten he ;Lert the of'f'1ee tp go home at the end of the:

school day he left his V'iolin at sehool,

Since, it was Fri-·

day th.e V-P d'\lOid.ed to take the violi:n to Chester at his
home,

The V-P ha¢1. some difficulty in f'i:OO.ing Chester, since

at the address listec:t were several cabins, all belonging to
Mr. Hall.

Aft,er going around on the. opposite side of the .

bloo.k from the address the V•P

.fount~.

,C)leste)," out .in the

Yard helping hi.s sister put up clothes on the line.

I

-t

also had an ironing boa:r-d outsid.e and
/ltS

well as helping. Cheste11. hang

clothe~~J.

doing .some ironing
The V-J!' p;rought

the viol1n over t<;> whl'l!re Chester wa,e working.
"Ha!'e 1 !1 your violin, Chaste!'.

l

Wii\S

Emma

I thought you might.

~

able t-o use it and wactioe over the week•e.nd," the v..,p
said.
"Thanks a lot, Mr. B •• " replied Chester, with a
smile.

I'll practice on it."
As the

v-~

was leaving Mr. Hall oame to. the .door.

He

had obviously been drinking, and. was. onl·y half-clothed.

The next Monday. the V•P talked to ,l'!rs. N. about some

of the statements Chester: had made.
in that he had never

expt~essed.

Mrs. N. was surprised

any such sentiment$ in .the

olass, or sh<:>wed it in hi.s attitude towavds her.

In con..

trast to Chester's friend, Jasper, Mrs. N. stated that since

.
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Cheater had his glasses he was a diligent worker, and always
completed assigmnents.

His trouble in the olass, ·she felt,

had. stemmed from periods outside the elassroom..-on'the

play~

ground and across the street--with his &li!sociation with
Jasper.

Troubl~. with Ches-ter- -e-_-brothe-r ---§!ll~-- si-s·t·er-.- ---Shortlr----------------'~.·r_-----:--~~
1

ther·eatter 1 both Peter, in the fifth grade, and Emma Pearl,
in the third grade, began to be li!erious problems in their
olasses.
The P,

leter•s behavior, especially, took a bad turn.

v...p,

and. Mr. Hall had to be brought in before Peter'IJ

behavior allowed him to return to the classroom,

l1

He had been

dE!Ifiant, sullen, angr7 1. abusive to other ohild:ren, and blsoi/.
lent to the school statf.
a

oonte~enoe

behavior.

After a threat of suspension anQ.
no~l

with Mr. Hall, Peter returned to a

During this problem Mr. Hall was
. ooqperative,
' '

'

'

'

imd.erstanding, and. viewed the problem with intelligent
reasoning.

It was during thit; trouble also that Mr. H••.

the Atten<'lanoe and Welfare Officer had disclosed that Mr.
Hall had. been fired by the school department for b\Hng .drunk
on the job, . The V-P felt that this explained the Gause for.
Chester's statement during his first intervlew with the

V~P.

Emma Pearl also had to be sent to the office for
classroom misbehavior.

In talking to the V-P she, too•

appeared to take her misbehaving lightly.

However, an

ultlmatum of good 'behavior or more serious discipline,
together with a daily visit to Emma's room to get a report

1.61·
on' her behavi<>r, px•oved. an adequate measure of returning
Emma to more acceptable classroom actions,
'l'l:'ouble resulta,ng trqm Chester's
frtendship
'
.
.
.'
.
'

,,

!

]"

Ja!!!l)it Maryl:Q.

~
'

During the three weeks that followed. Chester's

first referral to the office, he was sent again four or five

,}_----t-1-me-s-.-.-~!one--of--the-re ferrs.ls--~:ere--for-ee riou:»---misbe l"'Ja-V-i or- -------- ---

in the classroom.
permission,
hour·.

One was for crossing the street without

Another was for roaming the halls during lunch

A third was for crossing over onto the Primary play

yard, and not returning to his side when asked by the teacher
on'yard duty,
the courts.

Twice he had been sent in

tor misbehaving in

E;ach time the V-P or the P talked with Ch$ster,

In every case Chester agreed that he shouldn't hlil.ve done lt,
For each Offense he remained after sohool,

None of the · .

offenses. were serious in themselves* but on the second
referral f.or trouble in the eourts the P called. Mr. Hall
into the school,

He explained to Mr. Hall the various.

offenses for whloh Chester had been sent to the office,.

The

P explained that none of tMm we.re of a serious nature, but
that it indicated a general disregard for the rules of the
school.

Mr. Jtall agreed wh<:llle-heartedly with the P• and

asked to be .notlfied when Chester brol(e any further rules,
Mr. Hall further agreed to talk to Chester about the matter.
During the first weeks of soh13ol Chester had developed
a close friendshtp with Jasper Martin,

Jasper's home back•

ground was similar to that of Chester's, and they seemed to
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enjoy each other's companionship.

Both Chester and Jasper

had been given work in the cafeteria as their home situation

.'•.
.
1
T
j

appeared to wa:rrant it, Mrs. N. had observed. early in the
school year that although their friendship oould. serve a
good purpose, it might also develop into something u:nfavorable.

About the sixth week of sohool both boys 1 work in the

,·-------

T

l

·------

cafeteria became lax and undependable,

-- -------·------- ·-----------·

It was discovered

that when one left work early the other soon followed 1 and
when one did not report to work at all the other soon left
work,

Chester's case appeared to have the greater need, con•

sequently he was allowed to remain working after Jasper had

I
I

l

been relieved of his duty.

However, within a short tilile

Chester's work beoame so irresponsible that he too had to be
taken off duty.

On November 22 both boys were sent to the offioe for
starting a fight with two girls in their room,

'!'hlilf had 1

however, apparently reoeived the worse of: the encounter,
having ohosen two aggressive colored girls with whom to
fight.

In talking with the V•P, Chester insisted that he

was only an innocent bystander in the affair;. that Jasper
had l!l.eliberate:l;y antagonized the girls; and that the girls
had hit hSim beeause he waa with Jasper.

'l'he V-P suggested

that, sinoe Jasper seemed to get him in trouble, it would be
wiser to find someone else to
place.

8

pal around with" in Jasper's

Chester replied. ttwt Jasper was the only boy that

wanted to be his friemd.

The V-P said, "You mean none of the other boys are
friendly to you, Chester?"
Chester replied. •yeah, they're friendly, but'they
just don't seem to want to be real friends,«
"Have. you tried to be a real friend to some of them?"
n:No.

Wouldn't do any good., anyway," was Chester's
- - ------------------------- . -===

reply.
The v ...p disoussed. Chester's statements with Mrs. N.
the :following day,
the

physio~~>.l

She stated. that Chester took no part in

ed.uoF.ltion activities, and. was tending to be an

isolate in the olassroom.

She also state.d 1 however, that.

Chester was still well liked by the. others in the room.

It

was decided that Chester should be · plaeed. on Safety Pa t:t>Gl ·

i

I

II

'j

duty as soon as a vaoancy arose, s!noe h!s school work. was
still at a high standard., and. l'lrs. 1\T, fel-t that he was working
to aapaoity.
On Deeember l Mrs. N. referred Chester to the office,

It- was the third day in a row that Chester had been more than
l$ minutes late to school.

Mrs. N. reported that Chester had

said that the, x-eas0%1 he was late was that he. had to take care
of the other children, and. then had to feed himself, and

therefore s-ould. not get to school on time.
the story either verified or corrected,
Mall concerning Chester's story.

Mrs. N• wanted

The I' called Mr,

Mr. Hall insisted that

Chester' should nave been at school on tirne 1 and that he
would talk to Chester about it when he came home.

On Deoembe:i" 8 Chester was sent to the office again.
This time it was with. his friend Jasper.
disappea;r>E~d

Seventy eents had.

from one · of the girl's desks in Mrs. N. ·' s room.

The· desk was next to Jaaper•s, and during that noon period
both Jasper• and Chester had gone down to the nearby

~Stores•

·

and. when found, th&y had 1.5 cents ·in money and two candy
oars •. Chester immediately aocused Jaaper of taking the
money, but Jasper insisted that he had found it.
talked to both boys separately and together.

The V-P

Chester

inaisted that he nad.•gone to the stores because Jasper sa.ld.
he had the money, or else he wouldn't have,gone.

Chester

later changed his story to protect Jasper, and said thJ>. t
Jasper had only said he ha<i some money, and. "all owed as if"
Jasper :never did say where hill had actually obtained it.
After questioning by the :P-as well, the V-P and P
agreed that aocording to the stories of both bOys Chester
appear>ed to be the more innocent of the two.

However, the P

felt that the frequency of Chester's referrals warranted a
oonferenoe with Mr. Hall, and therefore the P contacted him
to come to school.

Mr. Hall responded the next day.

As he

came into the of'f ice, . Mr. Hall took out l'li:!l wallet, and from
1 t took several large bills, including one 11100. bill,

He

said he wanted to pay the children's lunches up until
Christmas vacation.

He offered. the $100 bill, but when he

was told that it could not be changed lle paid. for the
lunches with a bill of a:smaller denomination.

In the

ee:riferen<:le with the J?, Mr. Hall appeared extremely eoopera•
ti ve, .showed understanding of the, sonool 1 s problem ·and

of:t"ered his complete assistance 1n helping tq work.qut a
solution.
For Christmas Chester received anew English racing
bikl!l.

Also during Christmas vacation Chestel:' broke his

glasses whUe playing ball in the street,

During the vaoa"'

tion it was diEfoovered that Mrs. Hall was pregnant again.

lilhen Chest;er returned from vliteation he was the oente1• of·
attraction beoause of his new bioyole.
f

I

having his glassesl Chester

m~dE!I

In spite of not

a real effort to complete

his school work, according to f1r<!. N.

Sh!ll stated th&t' she

r

j

would even have to get Chester to stop working at times when
his e;rea would start to water from doing his lessons.

L

During

this time Jasper's behaviol' had also been reported as improved.•
There had been a sl:l,ght bit of trouble one morning bl;)tween
Jasper e.nd Chester when Jasper Md taken Chester's :new bike
at'ter Chester had arrived at school, and had ridden it around
the block several times arriving at school several minutes
late,

Chester accused .Jasper of

~stealing"

it 1 but .Jasper

insiated he had gi'Ven Chester some marbles f'or the use of it.

Chest!!!!; !'tnt to the hgspital.

During the last week

of January chester's behavior appeared to be taking another
setMbaek.

Mrs. N. reported that he was no longer joining in
.

the activities• and that he was get til)$ "hi tty" in line.

On

J'anuaey 21th and 28th Chester was sent to the office to lie

-

....
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down, as he was not feeling well. · On Janoo:cy 31, Chester
was sen-t to the San Joaquin General Hospital• ·According to
the public health nurse,. Chesi;er had been sent because of a
reeu:r'l"enoe of' the illness which had been reported. several
years before, and which had also caused. the death of Ulysses.
Chest~;tr

was absent over Valentine's a.ay • and the entire class

~-------

sent him a class valentine.

He returned to school on Monday

February 21.
It was d.isctussed as to whether or not Chester should.
be returned to Mrs• N. 1 s room.

It was felt that if Jasper

and Chestex- had a disturbing eff<,ct upon each other, this
would be the appropriate time to separate them.
general discussion of the problem between Mrs.
and the
room.

v~P 1

After a

w.,

the P,

:1. t was decided to return Chester to the, same

Mrs. N. stated that ther1!l had bee:n no appreciable dif ..

j

t'ere:nce in Jasper 1 s beha1i'ior dur :l.ng ()hester 1 s absence;

-1

Chester had ah1ays worked well i:n the room, and Chester was

I.

a:nxious to return to the same room.

Upon hiS return to school

Chester was wearing a new pair of glasses which his .father ha.d
bought him.
't£9Ublf! oytr l(hestf!r's 'broken vioUn.

On Wednesday,

March ;a, Chester reported that hie violin had been broken.
Mr. Hall t\&:Ued Mrs., N. that evening and told her that
Chester sa..id that .it had been broken at school and that he
wanted Mrs. N. to find out about it.

The next day both the

P and Mrs. N. attempted to get the correct story of what

/

happened. · •Mrs, N. reported that Wedi'Wsd.ay at 1100 was the
time fol:'

Ch~ster 1 s

lessons.

:
:

Chester, however,.did not go to

his violin lessons and d.id :not appear at school until 1:35
with hi:;; vlolin in his hand,

Chester said he did not dis-

Qover it was broken until :.HJO, out on the school;rat-d,

When

asked why he d,.d. not repo:r>t it illl!liediately, Chester could
~--------~----

not give an answEu?.

While Chester was in the l"'s office,

Jasper told Mrs. N, ·that Chester had come to him and.: asked
him

~~hat

.he could tell his tat:her about

TM l? felt that Chest;er should be

·~he

violin.

tak~m

home to·.Mr,

Hall so that the story could be st:r>aig;htened ou·t.
'

On the

way home Chester told the P that hemight have shoved it
otf the bench while he was Showing 1t t;o another. boy,

1
I
I

I

After

they a:rri ved home 1 both M:r. Hall and the P questioned. Chester
as to the correct story, but Cheater kept changing the ver-.
sions Of

n.

ThElrt Mr. Hal1 started beating Chester until he
•

admitted brealti:ng the violil,l h:l.mself'.
The next mol'ning Chester came to the p.•s offiQe and
asked to see the boy to whom he had shewn the vi olin.·

When

asked why • Chester said that he had been forced to say what
he said;

l'!rlh

N. had gonEl ar<:iUnCI. gettir,g the boys and girls

in the room to make up storbt!il about the violin, arid that his
father felt now that the vioUn had. been b:roken at school.
The P eal.lea. Mr. Ha.ll, who said that he felt that the boy to
whom Chester

sho~~ed

and had broken it.

the Violin had gone into Mrs. N. 1 s l'oom
Both the V-P and the P checked all the

-

-

-

-

pcssi'bil1-ti~Hl

of i;;he story, plus other possibilities as to

!b?•

~all

I

what might have happened t9 thlOl violin.

'·

had been hrolten at school •. ,Nothitlg could be found.. to prove

~

either of Ch!'lster 1 s storiiHit and. Chester thereafter held

lntimated.

that he :t'elt that the school should. repair the. violin lf it

f_i_r_ml_r_to his ·latest vers1on•

r _ •_ _ _ _

Mr.

t

c.,

the. violin teacher at Root;;evelt School, felt

that Chester· had defin1·ce ability, a,nd liked his attitude
and endeavor,

He therefore arranged to have a school viol:l.n

loaned to Chester while Chester's violin was be:h<:tg :repalred.
T]pon heal'ing this, Mr. Hall agreed to get Chester's vioHn
fixed..

1
I

On r1aroh 10 the public health nurse reported that

~lrs.

Hall had been. returned. to the California State Mental Hos ..

[

p1tal.l as he;ro pregnancy htid developed to the point that she
t>Iould have to be confined. to prevent any pos.s1ble violence,

.&,ppraisa:J, .2(. Chester •s behav~o:r.

Mrs. N., the P and

the V-P l'$V1ewed Chester's situation shortly after the
violin 1no1dent had been resolved.
j

l.

It was. felt that;

Mr. Hall was antagon1still towards the sohool

administration on rao1al grounds 1 and. was imbuing
'

the children with sim:Uar ideas and attitudes.
The soheol eould combat this only through the
present polioy it followed.

Although the father

felt this way 1 the school could not place the

!

Hall children. outstd.e the limits of 'behavior
establish.ed for all of the ohlld.:ren.
2.

Chester was not a disoipline problem unless being
encouraged. in it.

Therefore~

a poliey of '1solat ..

i:ng,Chester from those situations that provided
opporto,nity f'.or him to become involved .in trouble
snould be observed..

.1\t first, i t would appear

tMt this would mean the separation of Chester
-!tnd l1is friend ,:Tal;lper Martin, his confederate in
so much of his trouble, :into different oJ.asses,
.But it was felt that this might only further

l

i

serve to areate a greater problem as the two
would then seek companionship during the school
hours away from the school.
Chester :J:'espond.ed to praise. · Therefore, as many

situations as possible should be provided where
Chester

~quld

excel.

Beoa.use of his physical

incapacities, these opportunitieswouldhave to
come in the classroo.m.

His experience td th music

should. be encouraged and broMerJed.
1

4.. Chester basically wants to· conform and be good.
Only when pushed into the situation woul.d Chester
rebel against the school authority.

The primary

"push1ng 11 oames from the ideas his father has
inculcated, but the school. itself had been guUty
of Pl&;oing Chester in a position where he finds

~7Q

1t neoesaary f.or. him to

brea~ astablishe~

rules,•.

. ..

lf. the school could give Ue to Mr.• Hall's ..
·.. statement;s, Ch<1ster could g:row u:p, yet, .able to

1:::

oonfor.m and to adjust to his future community.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.
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HISTORY OF MAX BAKER

Max Baker was born in Oakland,· Cal1ternia en May 18,
194,5.

He was the second of three children and the only boy

in the family.

Max's older sister was born in 1941, and his

younger sister was born in 1949.

Max did not enter Roosevelt

{'-:----:Sohool-th"'lt-1-l--6--0c-tobsr-l-914 1---arJi----a-t----tnat----tirne -was-- assfig:ned---- -----------

to Miss I.'s fourth grade class.

Max hlild finished his first

three years of elementary school at the McKinley Elementary
School in Stockton, and had spent a month in the fourth
grade before transferring to Roosevelt.

Since Max had. spent

his previous elementary years in another school, there was no
discipline history available to the aQ!ninistrators at Roosevelt School.

Upon entering Roosevelt School Max was 4 feet,

6 inches,. and weighed 69 pounds.
his class.

He was the largest boy in

A California r-Jental )l1aturi ty Test administered

in October, 1952 showed Max with an I.

I

Q.

of 7.5,

A Metro-

polite.n Achievement Test, Form Primary II T, given .May, 1954
showed Max with a Reading score of 2.) 1 an Arithmetic score

j

of 2,8, and a Spelling score of 2,1. ·As a result of later
and serious discipline problems in the olttssroom, Miss I.
requested an individual I.

Q.

test for Max.

A Weohslell' Intd-

lige:noe Test was administered to Max by the Stookt()n School
District Psychological Services on January 12, 19.54 1 and the
resultant total I. Q, was 88.

In the 1nter)ilretation of the

test, the psyohometrist noted, "• •• his vocabulary, visual
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di.serimination and maturity of thinking are
There is sutfioient

inte~-test

borde~·line.

variation in the test pattern
'

I
Q

r,!
r

to indicate that the problem may be emotional. ••• He is
well above average in analytical abi11ty and social
intelli~enoe,

••. •"

Max's mother divoroed Mr. Baker in 19S3 and remax>ried.
shortly afterwards to Mr. Arthur Lee.
local scavenger company,

Mr. Lee worked for a

On a visit the

Lee home. was a small, three-room house.

v~P

found that the

The house was only

partially painted, and the surrounding yard was oluttered
with jtmk and parts of automobiles,

There were no sidewalks

nor lawn, and in the rainy season it was diffi&ult to get to
the house as the front part of the lot was a quagmire with
only a single wooden board to oross it.
television but little other furniture.

The house itself had
The rooms were not

well kept; they were dirty and cluttered with a variety of
junk.

Mrs, Lee herself was unkempt and poorly clothed.
!

Even when she visited the school in regard to Max 1 s behavior,
she was still U.."lt1dy in he.r ap9earance,

In fact, it appeared

as if she came to school just as she was dressed at home when
j

the sohool oalled for her.
·Max's first tantrw.

On October 15, 16, and 17 Miss

I. reported that Max had been in tights with different members
of the class. both in the classroom and out on the yard.

She

also reported that he was difflcult to control in the class•
room.

She was told to send Max to the office the very next

I
""'·"
. ;'·'

occasion that he was disorderly,

It was felt that,

bei~

new to the school, he was attempting to test how far the

I

school would allow him to misbehave.

On the cll)OP;il~dt:t'.the

,

18th Miss I. sent a note down to the office with another

H

pupil saying. tl').a'!( r<Jax was misbehaving in the classroom, but

ii

"!:

that she was unable to b!:'irJg hi Ill to the office, as he was

r~----------------------------------~
absolutely defiant.

l

The V•P went up to the room.

'~

and oa:tled to Max to .oome out;
the

s~me

He sto.od at the door

!llax call)e to the door • and

closed. the door behind him.

V~P

the ramp, and at the

j

-----

The

v..p

started d:o1!ql

time told !llax to follow him.

"No!" muttered. Max,

The V•P returned to Max and said quietly, troome ·on,
Max, let•s go downstairs,

Nothing is going to happen to you,'1

I

~-

Max sat down on the hallway flC?or and said, "No!"

1

t

The v ..p said firmly but quietly, "Come on 1 Max.

'

i

Right now! ! "
"No!" sa1d Max and started to slide away towards the
ramp.
11

.1\.l.l right, Max.

Either wall( down to the off1ce on

your own, or I 111 have to carry you down there • 11
"No! 11 Max shouted, "l'ou get away from me. 11

Max

leaped up and started sareaming and grasped the ramp railing.
The V-P took Max by the arm.

Max s(lreamed louder and

sat baok on the floor, still grasping the ramp railing.

v..p

The

then grabbed Max around the wa1st, pulled him free from
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the railing and. oarried. him down the ramp to the offioe.
All this time Max, sereami:ng at the top of hi$ voice • calling

out obseene names, threatening the V·P and. the· ·school •. · Max·
attempted .to hit the V-P as he was being carried through the
halls, but the V•P had his arms pinned to his side,
they arrived at the V-P's office the
chair.

v...p

When

put Max onto a

Max immediately threw himself onto the floor and

continued his tantrum.

The V•P went outside and olosed the

door, watching Max from the corridor, ·when he saw that Max
was content to confine his tantrum to screaming and calling
epithets, the V•P worked next door in the P 1 s office, keeping
close check on Max's activity, yet at the same time letting

l

i

I

I

him tire of' h1s tantrum.
After about fifteen minutes Max quieted d.own, and the
v-.p returned to his ot'fiee.

Max was still very obviously

sullen, and so the V-P merely told nim to sit in the outer
office.

\N> this requellt Max complied without any resistance,

Af.ter another nalf an hour the V·P again attempted to
talk to Max, but Max refused to speak anything at all by this
time.

The V-P waaed another half an hour, and again tried

to talk to Max; 'but again Max would turn his head and refuse
to talk.

11ax :remained in the office the rest of the day with-

out saying anything.

By the time school was dismissed, how-.

ever, he appeared willing to talk,. since he had talked to
several other pupils who had come into the office during the
day,

,----

17:5
The V•P took Max into hie office and asked Max if he
thought he could go back to the room and behave himself.
Then the v..p told

Max merely shrugged his shoulders,

M:a:~t

that he wasn•t going back into the class until he could
become a part of it, and. aa.oept the authority of Miss L;
· that he would. be (}arried out of the room and into the office
any time that he would n0t come on his own1 .that if. he wanted
to act like an animal he could. be treated like an animal;
that every child was expected to oome to the office when
sent, and that he had no special priv:l.leges about it; that,
above all, he was going to obey the rules of the school as

e;;'erY

..(

·:·,::,:-;_•,~

oth.er chna was expected to ao, and that he would be

treated fairly to the extent he could. act fairlY! that the
school could get just as

~tough"

as he could.· Max listened

to everything the V-I' said without any sign of emotion!

I

The V·P sat him back in the outer office to stay
after schc•C•l.

After about forty minutes, the V-P came

through the office, stopped and. asked Max it he thought he
coulCJ. talk now.

Max said, "yes."

The V-P asked whether he

planned to act like the other .children in the room. to which.
Max replied in the affirmative.

The V-P asked whether or not

he intendeCJ. to throw· a tantrum the next time he was sent to
the office, to wl1.1oh Max replied in the negatl.ve.

Although

unoonvineed. by either answer, the v ..p kept Max for about ten
minutes more and then dismissed him.
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During the mxt few days the V.-P attempted. to get
batter acquainted. with Max on the playground.. · Re tried. to
get Malt into some of the·group games, but the only sport
that Max was very muon int.ere·sted. in was tetherball, so the

v-r

would stand by and. watch him play, eommend.itJg him .on. hiS

good play whenever possible.

Max responded partially, and

soon would say •nello•t to the V-P t<henever: he passed him
either in the hall or on the playground.
At ·the same time the
.I. regarding Max.

v..p

had e. conference with Miss

She raised the question of mental: retarda..

tion since Max had difficulty doing the simplest work, and
usually re.fused to do anything that was given him,
decided to refer Max for spea.ial testing.

It was

It wa111 also sug•

gested by the V-l? that Mflx be treated. very firmlY! that he

1
'

oo allowed no leniency; and. that the sligntest d.eviatlPn in
behavior should. be reported to the office.
Suooeeding tf!ntrwns
again sent for the V-P.

,a Met;.

On October 27 Miss I.

Again Max caused trouble in the

room, deliberately hitting one of' the girls in the stomach.
Again the
go.

V~P

called Max to the door.

Again Max refused to

The V•P quietly told Max that he could have his choice,

Max could either walk down to the office like other pupils,
or he could be earried down in the manner he had been brought
berore.

Max chose the latter, again screaming, swearing,

threatening, fighting all the way to the of'fic.e.
finished his tantrum on the offioe floor.

Again he

However. after
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about half an hour, PJax respond.ed to the questions of the
V-P.

The

'V""P

used this opportunity to get information about

Max's background. rather than talk about the incident in the

j

l
f
r

room.

Since the V-P himself had at one time been at McKinley

Sohool 1 they talked. abo'lltt it for some time.

Max said that he

]_,_,_ _ _ _n_e_v__e_r_h_a_d been in trouble over thel'_~_·_A_lt;l1~1l~~ t~~ a_nsw_ers_______ _
were usually one word, it was the first tima that Max had

t

u

"~

been willing to talk at all.

Max remained in the office

. during that day 1 and the next day as well.

By the midd.le of

the following day, Max asked if he could. return to his classroom.

I

1

The

v-P

told Max that he knew he was in the wrong, and

that it wouldn't do much good to talk e:bout it, but thar. if
he felt that he was now ready to behave he could ret•\rn to
class the next day.
On November 4 Max ag<.lin had to .be brought into the

J

oft'.io$ l;)y the'lf... p to the accompaniment of a tantrum.

This time

Max had to be taken in f:to:>m the yard where he had again hit
several girls.
durs.tion.

The ta.ntrUl'll this time was of much shorter

Within ten minuctes Max was able to talk and give

a version as to what had happened on the yard.

Max insisted

he .was being picked on; averyone was picking on him.
"Everyone, Max?" the V-P .asked.
"All the k1d.s,n
11

Then you think you were brought to the ot'fioe unfairly?"

"l!'eah 1 " Max replied,
"Even though you were screaming a.nd. yelling, 11

Max made no reply.
"Max," the V"P continued, •tell me all about what
happened on the yard, and what happens. in the room .that get.s
you sent to the o:f'fioe,•
Ma.x 1 s reply was
, not very logicaL
l

14

was that the girls

The basis of it

his room were out to "get him in

- - - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------------

-----------

trouble," and they would. start trouble, and he would. get the
blame for it,.
The. V-P t;ried to point out that no girl in the room
would del1beJ:>ately "tangle" with him• since he was so b:l..g
and rough.

The

said, however, that if wax thought that

v~P

this were really true the v..p would try to help him,

v..p
1

told Max that the minute he felt that the giJ:>llll were

trying t.o get hl.m _in trou·ble he was to come to the office and

I'

let the V"'P know.

I

office and try to get to t.he bottom. of the trouble,

r

The·

The v ...p would then get tM girls int«;J the
Max t'elt

·that this was an agreeable solution.
After seve:ral days, tbe V-P questioned Miss I .• on
Ma.x•s behavior in the classroom.· She felt that there had
been very little improvement. although he was not as defiant
as he used to be.
that she was

Upon further discussion Miss I.• d-isclosed

lelbti~

Max. largely. determine the amount and

the level of work he. would do.

She said that she was not

pressing him to do anything that he did not want to .do.

She

said that any time she did. Max would just start to misbehave
in the class,
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Max's troJ;!bl!J!

:liU.ll M!bel

~!lOne!.

On November 1.5

Miss I. oame to the office and told. the V-P that Max had run.

out of the room.

:r.

it'was, :i'tiSs

i-Jhen asked what she thought the reason for
said. that all she had done was to go over and

see what a commotion was about which involved Max and the

],'-.

girls, and. that Max had suddenly dashed across the room and

-----:::occu"t----:o:t,;ch~e~·"d~o~o=r-.---:-c'I';;;;he V-P went back to the room with Miss

:t.

When they arl"l.ved. at the room, they found Max standing out•
side the door.

When the V-.P asked P.1ax where he had been,

Matx replied that he had gone after the

V~P

because the g;j,rls

were bothering him.
After Miss ! . trent into the r<oom the v ..p said ,

11

Max.

'

when I told you to come to me, that didn 1 t mean to take off
and dash out of the room any time you thought you wanted to
se~

me.

1 1 m sure Miss I. would. let you come and see me.

In

fact, we have an agreement that you can come when you ask,"·
·The V-P got the other girls out of the room.

The chief

protagonist was Mabel Sue Jones, who immed.i.ately started tell-

!:tlg., the V•P the complete list ot: mj.sdeeds that Max had com..
mitted during the past weaken
r·e!l)~r,'.led het' tha. t. it w~;;s

dlseul\lsed.,

tne

The

v~P

stopped. Mabel S1.'1e and.

present diff:l.cul ty tl:l.lll t was being

After several c<>l(!pletely conflicting stories as

to what happened in the room. stories that involved incidents
that occurred at least a week before • the
storytelling.

V~P

s.topped. all the

He told the\.;gi,rlill:and,::.Max that it appeared

that the trou'ple wets sometn1r•g bhat had been going on for a

,!
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lol:lg time, but that it was go il:lg to come "to a so:reeohing
halt, right now."

The V•P said that he held both

or

them

equally guilty, and that both parties were going to be sent
home to get their parents if there was any sign of' trouble.
Both the girls and Max agreed that if either started any
trouble, the other was to come to either the l? or the'
and report it.

v..:p

The

v...p

-------------------------------------

strongly suggested ths.t they stay

away from eaoh other in the classroom, on the play ground 1
and after school.

The other two girls with Mabel sue had not

been sent to the offl.oe nor had ever been in trouble before,
so the

v~P

gave special warning to Mabel Sue that she would

be especially held responsible 1t' the girls. were involved in
any future trouble.

Parent•sohool cgnferenoe .!!11ill Me.x' s motheq;.

During

all this period of time the V-P had kept the P informed as
to what events were taking place, and what action was being
taken.

The P felt that at the first opportunity Mrs. Lee

should be brought in about the matter.

After further dis-

cussion it-was felt that it would be wise to ask Mrs. tee to
come in anyway and discuss Max, since there had been more
than sufficient history of trouble..

f.ljliJ:-.;.>tee was willing to .

come. and did eo on November 18.
The P and the

v~P

held a conference with Mrs. Lee

concerning Ma.x•s behavior.

Both the P and

v...p

felt that

Mrs. Lee showed little real concern for the behavior or
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welfare of the boy.

She told 'the two that the only way to

handle Ma;x: was to beat him.

'l'hat was the method she used.

She sa!Ct that he had. always been a bad boy,

am

caused a great deal of. trouble at McKinley as

that he had.

well~

''You •ve Just got to beat him to make him behave," she
insisted,
Mrs, Lee said she would be willing to cooperate with
the school, but both administrators felt that she was no•t sin..
oere in this statement, and that there would be little help
coming from the home.

By her own admission, Mrs, Lee had

said that he was impossible to manage at home, even by
beating him,

[

1

Meanwh1le Max 1 s behavior on the yard appeared to
improve..

He was not as belligerent as he was formerly.

One

day during the noon hour he sought out the V•P and reported

that two oth®!' boys were bothering 111m and oausing 111m to

1

I

I

make trouble.

The V•? took special car'S to check the sto:r-y,

talk to the boys, and see that, if Max's grievance was
legitimate, the boys would be reprimanded.

The two boys

admitted that they had begun to start trouble) therefore,
they wer® told to go elsewhere and play.

The V•P told Msili:

he had done the right thing, and that as long as he had a
real grievance, and not one that was made up to get somepod.y
else in trouble, the V•P would stand. behind him all the way,
Max appeared to be quite satisfied with the handling or the
trouble,

i1
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Max 1 s further trouple .!illJl Mabel .iJ!i•

Miss I.

reported that Mex still had maM little if' any progress in
the room,

On December

time Max was with her•

6 Miss I. came te the 6ff'ice •. This
It was the first time that Max had.

1

been sent to the off1oe, and nad come on his own volition,

-~.

even though he was ae.oompan1ed by the teacher.

Again the

,'-------

trouble. centered around Mabel Sue and another two girls.·
For this incident Mabel Sue 'a mother was called in for a
conference..

This time, Max admitted he had started the

trouble, but only because the other girls would not let h:!.m

l

help them in the Christmas decorations and. t'label Sue had.
called. him a "dirty nigger,"

He then had started hitting

I

out at not only Mabel Sue but also the other two girls .who

1

were helping her.

!
~

Mabel Sue denied that sne had said this.

When the other two girls were asked if Mabel Sue had. said.
this. they neither. eonf':trmed nol" denied 1t, but claimed ·
ignorance <:>t what had actually happened..

!

The V-P talked with Max and to }label Sue separately.
He told Max that he was ve'f.'y pleased. at tM tact that Max
had been willing to come to the office with Miss I. without
causing any trouble.

The V-P pointed out that unless Max

wanted to get into more trouble he was going to have work at
keeping his hands to himself.

It was pointed out to Max

that Mabel Sue was just egging him on. and!.that he had fallen
for 1 t.

The V-'fil urged Max to try harder next time when

trouble started to appear.

The V•P felt that Max's actions

,- - - -- -- '----

ooul.d

~ot

go unohallenged. 1 however, and.

wa~ed

Max .that .he

w_ould lose l'lis. privilege to Christml),s aotiv1ties if any
furthe.r disturbaxl.oea o.oeurred,

l
l

The V•P f'elt that both Max and .Mabel Sue should be
referre.d to the Guidanof!l Council,

The V-P wanted. to. await

the .result of the We.ohsler Test on Max, howe'!i'er, before

f'---------r-e"'re-rr1ng .his ¢lase to the counan.

-:rt-,-asaresuu; or-

thE! ____ --

Test, Max would be re.oommended for the Special Education
classes, _there would be a d.ifferent approach to. Max 1s problem,
The re'lults of' the Test, .given on January 12, were not
able until. the last .week in January.

a~ail•

In the meantime• Max

had. not been ref' erred to. the office for nearly a month, and.
there h@,d been.a d.ef'inite growth reported. by Miss I.
j

1
I
'

·Miss I. ·

had used Max in the Christmas pageant in tne singing onorJ.l!il.
She had. also used. him in a small chorus tnat recorded for
broadcasting during the Christmas holidays,

!Us hitting had

dropped considerably,. although his sometimes irrational
actions in tne classroom and on the play ground still con•
tinued.

One morning he came to school, then

then returned about an hour later.

disa~peared,

H.e had decided to go

home with one of the oth.er bOys in the class. Who had been
sent home by Mills·I, to bring baok an important paper,
M§te 1 s tr.ouble dJ.ltin,g February.

During the first week

of the second term Miss I, reported that Max was appear:l.:ng
to be reverting to his old self' again.

The

v~P

had. Mal(;

Qalled out of the room to help him with earryi:ng supplies,
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As the two worked, the V-P asked. Max how he was getting
L _ _ __

alo.u~h

Max said that everything was all right. ·The V-P

talked with Max about Max's interests and what he did in his
spare time,

The V•P had Max get his friend to help him

finish the work, and when he went baok to his olass, the V-1
oomplimented Max on his work,

However, during the month of

February Max was referred the following times:
February

8 - hitting a girl who interfered with his
tetherball game on the yard.

February 15 - hii;ti:ng a. boy in the ()181.ss as a. result
of an argument over some marbles on the
yard.
February 24 - hitting a girl with a belt after girl
had taken his orayons by mistake,
February 28 - running out of the olassroom after Miss
:r;. had taken a belt away from nim.
.
Claimed he thougnt. "Miss :r;, was going
to hit me with it,•l

1

l

t

On the first two referrals the V-P att<Smpted to

counsel with Max.

1
I

:l;n both oases·Max insisted that he was

provoked into the action he took.

The V-P talked.to Max

about controlling hiS temper, not taking offense a.t anyone
whO by accident or intent had disturbed him; and of coming

v..p

to the

whe.n he,

J~ax,

felt he had be(!ln wronged,

He showed.

more willingness to talk and less res.istance to authority on
thea~&

occasions.

'l'he V-P actually felt that Max really

intended to try to improve each time Max lett the V-P's

-.

-

o:f'tioe.

--

-

--

-
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When Max was referred on the 24th, the

v..p

turned th$

rnatter over to the P • presenting the facts of t,he two previous
referrals,

The V"P told the P that it appeared that regard-

l..

le.ss of hot-t Max really wished to aot after being counseled,

f

there were stro11ger forces working on Max that soon broke

1

th:l.s intent down.

f_____b_r_i_n_g
'

Either

Ma~

1

s inte lligenoe was unable to

about c.my long period of good behavio~•. o;the_r_e ;;~,-"e ----

suoh constant sources of irritation working on Max that hE!
would

~<oon

succumb and reaot adversely to these frustrations.

1'he P counseled for some time wit;h Max, and then assigned him
I

seveX'al days of

d.etent:l.on~
'

Asa result of the February 28 referral Mrs. Lee again

I

iI

was called to the sc.hool.
Lee.

'l'he P and the V-P talked with t1rs.

!t was apparent that l1rs. Lee ~.as .incapable of lW.ndling

Max at home, and ths:t; she had lost much interest in Max in
comparison to the previous visit,

The P informed Mrs. Lee

that something definite would have to be done, for Max's

I

behavior was rsaahing the point whe\ e he could not be
allowed t;c stay in· school and still continue his aggre10sive
acts.

J

!'Irs, Lee pre-mised to do something a'bout the problem.

'l'he P strongly suggested to Mrs. tee the possibility of
securing help from tb,e school district psychologist. but
Mrs. tee showed little interest in this avenue of approach.
On March 1, Max was brought to the office by Miss I.
Max had viciously attacked one of the girls in his room.

lt

had caused the girl to weep and to be brought to the office
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to lie down.

Witnout fuxother attempt at. oounsel.ing oxo

pun;Lshment by the sonool. authorities, the P suspend,ed. Max
from .s.ohool fox- a. period. of thxoee days,
three days Max woulQ.

hav~

At the end. of those.

to go to .. the school. district

attendance. and. welfare .o:f'.f'ice .to gain readmittance int.o the
school.
ij,ppraisal

<?f

Max's prol?l:a'ms,

action with the V-P,

russ

In a discussion of the

I. I the p, and two members of the

Guidance Council attempted to gain an over-all picture of
the year's guidance Of Max,

The following was decided to be

generally truet
l.

1'he one positive result that had been achieved was
Max's willingness to come to the office when
referred,

Max was no longer defiant or insolent

or sullen towards either the P or v;..p,

In con-

trast to earlier in tne year 1 Max would follow
the instructions o.f the;·p or V•P even though
these instructions were in the form of some
j;runish!lient.
2.

Max's adjustment in the classroom had shown no
improvement at all during the year.

In fact,

there had been a deterioration in the past month
towards the respect of M:l.ss I. as the classroom·
authoritf.

It had reached the point where he had

replied to PUss
w\th• •Make me."

:r. Is

orders in the last referral

As a result of this • i t was

.11.--
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felt that perhaps a.ohange of room assignments
advisabl~.

might be

:h

For some reason Max appeat-ed i:noa.pable or

sustain~

i:ng an aooeptable behavior pattern for· any length

of' time,

]

causing

"~------------------------

Fo-r()EH'l both in school and out might be
th~s,

behavior.

Mai was easily goaded into violent

In !llax•s room, Mabel Sue took delight

in getting MiaK into

t~oubl~.

Again a change of

:room anip;:nme:nts appeat-ed as a poss 1ble }lelpful
move.

This, of course • weuld. remove Mabel Sue as

a source of irritation, but would not guarantee
that another person might :not assume this role ill.
. the new room,
J

This possibility was not improbable,

in view of Max's

ve~;

quick and violent. temper.
'

L1 ttle • if any, help 6ould be expected from the
home,

From oonver$ation!'l with the_ principal ot

Max's former sohoolt Mrs. Lee demonstrated the
same pat.tern of interest in Max 1 s behavior,

At

first she appeare>d cooperative and willing to
help, but the more l'lax w<as .in trouble, the lesa
Mrs. Lee appeared cooperative,
.'),

It was fe-lt that on Max's return both he and Mrs,
Lee should be informed that upon the first seriou$
'behavior deviation Max would again be suspended.
Mrs. Lee could no longer claim ~nabil1ty to handle
Max as an excuse for doing nothing further about
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disciplining him or :t'eiquiring him to oont:orm to
school;. au.thoH ty, . ~rs. Lee and Max should be
made aware of the full aequentiles of prooed:ure s
that followed up to .and· ineludilUl; referral to.
juvenile~

6,

court.

The school administration must admit that

basi~

eany it. had--fai:Led-to -tiiifi- so1-utfoiito -i\!a.£1_8 ______ _
difficulties. but it· shouH not at any· time giVe
up· in its efforts to provide tor Max a situation

most oonduoive_ to good·bebavior.

l

-

-

CHAPTER VI
[__

REACTIONS OF THE 'rEACHERS TO THE TECHNIQUES AND METHODS USED

Since a:U of the teachers of the intermediate grades

r_-------

ot the Roosevelt School were involved. in some manner with the
~

case studies as they ;1ere being recorded, they were fully

J,~'- - - - - - - - : -

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------- - ---- --

-

----------

- -- -

------

f>J.m1liar with the techniques and methods used for the record•
ing of data and the counseling of pupils,

J;i'our questions

were asked each of t'<e teachers involved.

These questions,

toge·t;her with a general concensus of answers, are as follows 1
1.

Did methods and techniques used in this project
actually give you a better understanding of the
colored children whom you are now handling in your

i

j

own classroom?

:f;f

'I

yes", litr11r?

If ll:rto", why not?

There was an u.n.animous affirmative answer to this
question.

The reasons given were in two general categories.

The first was the deepening of· the understanding gai:n.ed con•
oern,tng colored children.

The second

~~as

the place that the

It

race of a child had in the total behavior of that child,
"~>ras

J

felt that these behavior patterns were the result of

social prejud1MS rathel' than any physiological difference.
'{,!~1der

the first reason given above w&s the unanimous

"discovery" by the teachers that the behavior pattern of a
colored child is, to quote one Of the teachers, "that of
child--with no descriptive ad.jeot1ve.n

.§.

Another teacher stated.

it in a different way when si1e commented after reading the

---

-

--
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c

histories that, with but one exception, she had forgotten
that these case histories were of colored children.

l
[

I

lt was

the unanimo.us conclusion of the teachers, as a result of

'
I -~

this :f'irst discoveryt that each of the!!! l:l.ad an easier rela ..
tionship with the colored children in the class; that there

T

}-______w_as a confidence on the part of tl1e teacher that ~=~-~ot_~~-n______ _
there previously.
It was generally stated that the

seco~lil

reason,

although sirn11al? to <·.he f_irst, nevertheless gave direction
to the teachers in the Ul1dersta.nd1.ng of parents of colored
children as well,

Several teacher•s stated very positively

that fut1u•e parent-teacher conferences wer•e much more fruitful because of the real1zation that bOth teacher and parents
desired the same results

f:~>om

the classroom experience; the

home and school could work for positive results from basioally
the same approach.
2.

What techniques a.nd methods did. you think had
value?

Aga:tn-there was unanimous opinion on one of the
answers to this Q.t\estion.

All of the teachers felt th&.t the

Guidance Council had practical and immediate benefit.

The

practical benefit, as stated by the teachers, oame from the
faet that they were dealing with specific cases, and those
on the Council who were. dealing with the problem were those
t'llhO understood it and were prepared t,o rrJake some definite and
pertinent <mggest ions.

'.L'he teachers stated th6..t immediate

i
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bene:f'lta arose from the fact that they were able to go
directly to their cl!iH>srooms and put into use I!!O!lle of the
su.ggeationtl! that were offered dul:'ing the Guidance Council
meeting,

One teacher stated that for the first time that

she had had one of the problem oases she was able to face
him 1n class with some degree of oontid.ence.
-----------:-

-

Another

---

teacher commented that she had been atra1d to use certain
techniques until rn$mbers of the Guidance Counoil had pro..
posed and discussed their use or this technique at a council
meeting.

The two new teachers in the intermediate grades of

the sohool who had little or no practical experience with
colored children found the Guidance Oounc i l to be bene:f'icial
beoause it had given them confidence by providing not only a
J'

better understanding of the colored pupil but also a chance
to discuss disoipline teohniques with more experienced
teachers.
Two or the teachers questioned told of another value
:received. :f'rom the techniques and methods used in the ease
studies.

Both of them adapted similar methods of recording

data on problem children.. They made their own adaptations

of gathering background d&.ta, but took almost identical
:f'orms used in the ease histories to record their own aneodotal histories of incidents and. conferences involving
children in their individual classes.
In fact, as a result of this study, all but one of the
teaohers devel'oped a case history type of method in handling

'~
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discipline problems.

'l'h,e 1;wo teac.h,ers rnent ioned above had

done so quite extensively.

:,
1

One of the other teachers had

started a card file system in recording pertinent data.
Another had !;ltarted keeping anecdotal records on incidents
involving the more serious problem children.

All of .the

-----=teachers felt that they had increased the ameunt of

I_'

1

r:::v:::e:r::st:; : : : : : : : : ·

3,

t

,,

i

atten~

o;a:~:~~ :::::::-:::-1:::~

----· - - - -

What techniques and methods did you think .had
little valu.e?

No specific techniques were pointed ou.t as having
little value.

However, there were some oritiolsms gi'Ven

that were of a general nature.
Mentioned most frequently was the fac.t that the stud•
ies could have. been more effective it they could have been
made over a period of' greater length than done in the study.
The general results of the counseling

technique~;~

used. could:

not be fully evaluated in the amount of time given to the
study.
Not using outside. agenoieiil to their fullest was also
expressed.

These would have. included. the community church

ministers, the local Family Service Agency, the local Health
District facilities, and others.
Another orit1c1sm was that the
enoe might have been more useful.

school~parent confer~

They were often rushed.,

frequently interrupted, and; of 11eoessHy 1 had to be
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ternd.nated sotnetimes without a. satisfactory oontinuir~g point
reached. ·How this could be remedied was not suggested.
Several teaohers suggested that the place :f'or this

f

I1
f

I

study might have been in the p:rimll.ry grades·, because patte:rns

ot behavior are not as (!let as they are in the intermediate
Fut'thermore, there would be more time to do follow~

grades,

t~--------------
t

up study and counseling in the intermediate grades once a

li

!

study of' a child had suggested certain methods of workir>.g

li

with that child,

~

i:
i:

4.

[

What other general observations would you make?

A general observation made was the role the adults

I

played in attempting to create discipline problems from the

1

racial standpoi.nt.

I

had ot'ten created social attitudes ot' discrimination and

l

I

'~>Jere

fear that

ot

'those parents of non-colored children

harmful to class;room discipline.

The· parents

colored children had created social attitudes of resent•

ment &nd. distrust that also proved detrimental to classroom
discipllne.

The teacher herself • in

faUir~g

to obtain a ·

more complete understanding and appreciation of the colored
child, had often created.

~an

atmosphere of either over.,.le:nieno;y

or ever-strictness that would. assist in undermining good
classroom discipline.
There was also a general feeling that the p:Pesence of
Mrs.

s. ~

a colored teacher, on the Guidance Council and. on

the 1ntermedia.te grades staff of the school was helpful and
important.

The ease and naturalness in which she served in

both capacities were of extreme value.

Co:neer:ning the a.otual: reoord.ing of the· ease hiatories,
one comment was made by aeveral teachers.

'l'h1a was the

d.ea1re to have seen even more conversation reeorded., beoause,
as ·one

G~tated.,

''lt showed. me a new but very necessary approach

to the counseling technique." rA faithful recording of these

~;-_____c_o_nc-v-:-e_r_s_a_t_i_on_s

_T~e- _use-~_a_~~P_e____ _

_w_o_u_ll!_·_b_e ex_t_r_e_m_e_l_y_h_e_lP_f_u_l_.
maehine was suggested only if. 1t did not iritel'fere in aey

way with the counselor•pupil relationship. · :tn this way, it

was pointed out, aetual emotional reactions and vocal
inflections could be obtained.
r
1.

I

l

l
I

CHAPTER VII
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PUPIL HISTORIES
c------

AND AN EVALUATION OF COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

I.

1

ANALYSIS OF' THE PUPIL HISTORIES

This summary was arrived at by the vice-principal of
____ ]1c!l()Seye:J..t §ol1.oi!_l_1n collJuncj;J<m _w_li;'tl_()()n_!'~;r_ell.o_e~, review,
and reactions and eon11nents by the principal of the school.
An analysis of the pupil histories presented in the preceding chapters

reve~ls

certain general principles regard•

ing the behavior of the colored pupils in the intermediate
grades and the factors affecting such behavior.

They are as

follows!
l.

The behavior of the colored child in the inter•

mediate grades appears to vary little, if any, from the
behavior pattern of the children of other races.
turbed eolored. child, P,owever 1 will

~.the

logical problem of race

~

emotional pattern.

~

compound

k

.I'U.!,-

a.dd,ed soc.19"'

already complex

The additional problems of poverty and

:'

broken homes, which also occur among the colored. children of
this community, can result in even more serious ram.l.l'loations,
2.

Parental attitude towards the school authority _is

reflected in the attitude of the colored children tot,1<U'ds the
!-

school authority,

The school will encounter a certain amount

of bitterness and resentment on the part of the parents.
There is sometimes a prevelant attitude that the child is
being discriminated against because of his racial background.

This is most generally a genuine attitude based on a history
of unpleasant racial events in the parent's life.

However,

it is also sometimes feigned in order to gain the uppeJ:' hand..

I
]"
II

with the school administration.

The school administrators

must expect this situation to arise, and they should be pre ..
pared. to handle it in a professional manne!'.

H

J~---F:

----

:;.

The basic

teach~Sr•pupil

-

-

--

-

-------

_______ ,_____

------------

relationship established

by the classroom teacher is the most important, single facto!:'

!

which atfects the behavior of the colored pupil 1n the ·inter-

f

mediate grad.es,

"

I

Since the classroom teacher 1s the individual

who, in the elementary school, has the most personal contact
with the colored child, the teacher's attitude of tolerance
and understanding, appreciation of the dJ,:f'flcul,t home and
±

J

economic background, and fairness 1n the handling of the
individual pupil, determines,, to a very great extent 1 the
pupil's attitude

tewa~ds

school autho:ri ty 1 his bellmvibr in

tl:l.e classroom and on tl:l.e yard, and his development as a
helpful school citizen.

it.

The attitudes of prejudice and indecision on the

part of the classroom teacher become evident to the colored
pupil even though the particular teacher. demonstrates no
overt actions to indicate these feelings.

5. As with any other child 1 the stability, or lack
of it, in the home background of the colored child plays an
extremely important part in the adjustmt'ilnt of the child 1n.
the classroom.

Situations or divorce, of economic poverty,
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and. of' lax parental discipline. are some of the unstable home
situations that appear in the bacl{ground of the colo:r-ed pupil
l'.fho become d.iscipl ina problems in the schoo:t:room•

6,

As in other children there iti usually an indica-

tion of an approachi.ng serious deviation in bE!h!ilVior on the
part of a colored pupil.
warning signal,

This indication could be called a

This signal should also l:>e an indication

to school personnel to approach the prooblems at thEtt stage
of development, and. the school guidance progl:'am should. be·
prepared to h..k<ndle s.nd counsel the pupil at this . early. ·
point.

?•

The guidance program of' the school is too often

one that attacks discipline problems after they nave devel•
oped to the serious! stage.

fl ppogram ..2!. nreventlon, which

was not in evidence to aey major degree in this study 1 would
1.

~

t;o

discover.~

assist in tne preyention of !. )!lt;mber

2f.

dit'ficult beOO:vior problems •. A number of colored pupils who
later became serious discipline problems showed the begin•
nings of· such beh?rvior as early as the first grade.

A pre-

gram of prevention that utilized the entire school personnel
might have successfully prevented these. problem cases from
ever developing..
a,.

Such a program could include;

A Guidanoe Counoil f.or prillk"l.ry grades in

at!ldition to the one for the intermed.iate
gradee.
b.: Development of case histories of children
in the primary grade.s as soon as they begin
to emerge as discipline problems •

9.;. A~ early 1nvol vement of the parents and other
,,, , community agenoies that could be of assist ...
ance in a part:l.oule:r case t<> develop a pro- .
gram of guidance for the ohild. that would
include all areas of his ·Ufe ,.. The earlier
in the school life of the child that this
oould oocur, the more successful would be .
the probable results,
8,

There is no set pattern of counseling that ean be

handled.

.
.
Eaoh referral ease must be handled differently in

the light

or

the over•all background of the child:

family,

economic• health 1 mental and school ..pupil relationships,
Indeed• the pattern of handling an individual discipline
ease oan ohange and vary at different stages of the problem,

9•
r
l

In the counseling of the referred colored children

certain points seem to be evident.

They were 1

a.

The counselor should not attempt a~ serious
discussion of the incident while the child. is
emotionally upset, This could even mean not
ta,lking at all to the child to1• a period o£
time until child has become more calm.

b.

Any counseling with the child might well
start.ol:l a remote and unemotional subject.

c,

The counselor assumes that the teaoner or the
individual who referred the child was right,
and that the child must see the cause for his
referral. Attempt~ng to counsel a pupil who
has nxed in his mind that he is being treated
unfairly is a waste of time for both the pupil
and the counselor,

d.

The more background available to the counselor,
the more effective will be the approach toward
the solution of the child's problem.

e •. Maey so•called serious and. emotional situa~
tions can be made to disappear by "kidding"
the pupil out of his belligerent a:nd defiant
attitude.

-

-I
!
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Attention again should be drawn to the fact that these

r

points in counseling appear to be pertinent in all other

I

children as well as colored children.

i

I
i

II.

EVALUATION Oll' COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

After e:Jtami:r;i:ng the counseling techn1.ques s1,1ggested in
~--------- -~--~-----

J,-----

~

~-~

~ -- --

~ -~-~- ~---

- -----~---~

1

the in·t;roductory chapters as they were employed in the case

'

histories that were presented, the following evaluation is

,,

made together With certain reoo!lllllendationsl

L

Counseling - In those oases where poe:!. tive r'tlsults

seemed ·bo have been attained• counseling !appeared to have
been one. of the. techniques that effected this 1mprovem.ent,

[

l
Il

Even in the cases where little, if any, improvement was noted,
those positive results were obte.ined, in part, thro1,1gh the
counseling technique,

In many of the cases the discovery of

the causes of the pupll 's behavior were o.btained during the
counseHng pariod with the child,
2,

Conference •
a,

Parent • In the eases discuesed, conferences
with parents proved to have only temporary
effectiveness• and in at least two instances,
the conference had no efteot whatsoevt!tr.
Because of tne accepted value of parent•
school eonferenees 1 it would appear that a
more careful study of methods to improve
this techniqU$ might be of definite value.

b,

Teacher • This teohnique appeared, to be
rather effective, especially for cbt;aining
background information for analyzing situa ...
tions and for developing recommendations for
the future handling of a discipline ease.

I'
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c.

Ir
)•
J_.- - - -

T

Administrative .. 'rh:l.s appeared to be highly
essential in the eooperative apprpaoh to the
handling of a referred pupil. 'l'he establish•
ment between the principal and the v1Qe•
principal of' a quick :l.ntercha11ge of infer.,.
mation and. suggestions appears imperative in
the effective approach to pup:l.ls 1 parents,
and teachers.

Punishment .. It is difficult to measure the

titfect1-vene s s--of--one--:rorm. --of--puni-shment__ as_ compare_d__wi :t~--

1<

~

i
i'
r

I

j
!

I

l

1
l

another.

Indeed 1 it is difficult to measure the effective ...

ness of' PU111shment itself.

.The withd):'awal

ot privileges or

special duties• or the withdrawal of the pupil from his
sooi!i<l or classroom group seemed to 'be the most effective
method of punishment.
4.

Guidance CounoU .. Its use wae not gen&ral enough

in the cases reported to mal<e any definite statE;lments.

The

general value of . the Guidance Council appeared to be in t.he
help it provided for the classroom teacher in understand.i.ng
the particular child and in the opportunity it provided. the
vice~principal

employed.,

to evaluate his own techniques that he had

To be mor'e effective# it would a:ppear that the

Guidance Counoil might be enlarged and made more independent
of the school administration.
vioe~prinoipal.

The council was ohaired. by the

who also prepared the material and was secre•

tary for the meet:l.ngs.

'l'his meant that the operations of the

Council were almost entirely dependent on

5.

the,vice~principal.

School and Community Agencies .. The most .effective

agency in these histories was the public health nurse who
provided valuable background information, and who attempted
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the

follow-~p

tr.at1.cm.

program when. ;re.quested by the school adm1n1s•

The other agencies were :not utilized to the extent

that any definite. conclusions could be drawn concerning them.
Generally speaking, a greater use of these agencies should
be made by the school in handling disaipline oases.

Since

many of the oases presented involved problems handled specitically by

comm~nity a:nd_s_ob.oolageii:cieis~-the-sci.iool-would-

have.more effectively and more efficiently handled the problem
oases by including these agencies.

6.

Forrns.;....,t~,('lf'Et2!'ral~

Guidance Cot.moil t Guidance File ..

'l:hese forms provad to be most effective in the handling of

1:

I

J

the referral cases,

Not only did they contain important

background information on

tr;e:~

indiv.iduals concarned 1 but

they provid.ed. in addition, chronological and historical
evidence that could be used in conterl'3nces w1 th parents and
outside agencies,

The only criticism that might be given was

that they were not used enough.

In some instances the fact

that an accurate account of these forms had not been kept,
or that the forms themselves had not been completed in suf•
f'ic.ient detail, prevented. the efficient handling of particular
r.eferral cases .•
Finally, the evaluation of any technique is considered
only in terms of its effectiveness to improve the guid.smce
program for the pupil for whom it is established,

The fact

that a technique does not prove effective in a given number
of referral cases does not necessarily invalidate that

i

--
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....

technique, 'Proper attention must be given at all times to

the correct use of a techni<J,ue so the,h it may accoroplish the:
purpose f'o:r which it has been designed.

-

I_ __

!

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was developed on account of a need
by

exp~essed

elementary teachers, and therefore the problem had a prae-

tieal basis,

Beoause the nature of the stu4y made the selee,.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------- --- -

tion very limited• any statistical evaluation of the case
studies would not be valid.

There was at no time, therefore,

an attempt to prove or disprove the value of any of the techniques used,
There was ample material in the available literature
concerning the general nature of guidance and counseling in
the elementary school child.

An extensive research failed,

however, to reveal any specific literature dealing with the
guidance and counseling teohn:I.(J.ues involving m:l.no:rity groups,
and in particular, the oolored children,

'l'o pro'\l'id.e a bette:r

background for the ease stud.ies. ';;hemselves, a general picture

ot the school community in which the children lived was
given.

This, of course, would be necessary to any study ot

any child, since certainly the various aspects of an environ•
ment in which a child lives are prime factors in the attitudes
and actions of that child.

Those aspects that would have the

greatest influence on a child were the ones presented :tn the
thesis.

!

'~

The case studies involved a six months 1 period.

Those

chosen. for the study were Clh:l.ldren who had previous records

ot referrals for disM.pline to the .school office. 'l'he selec•
tion of' eases was limited to colored children, again as a
rel!lult of requests from teachers who were interested in pro•
viding the
this raoe.

be~t

classroom climate possible tor children of

No special. racial characteristics of discipline·

were im,plied or e\Ten e:l!:..Peeted to emerge from this atudy,
Each of the case studies was divided. into two main
sections 1

the pupil's background, and the anecdotal record

of the six-months period of study,

The principal sources of

information for the background were from school accumulative
records, health records and other pertinent information provided by the public health nurse, the local county welfare
department, previous teachers, and the child and his parents.
All background information was valid data, and .heresay infer•
mation was not included,
the following areas:

The background. information included

academia and. .mental, family and home,

physical, and sociaL
The souroes of information for the anecdotal portions
of the case studie.s eame largely from records kept by the
olassroom. teacher and the vice-principal.

Both of their

records included observations of the pupil, a history of
discipline referrals,. and .anecdotal accounts of counseling
interviews.

This last method was used almost exclusively by

the viae-principal,

Other sources for the anecdotal section

came from the data of the Guidance Council of the school as
it eonsidered these children. the parent...school conferences
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that included either teacher or administrator or both, and
the conferences with the public health nurse, the attendance
and welfare officer, and other school and collll!lunity agencies,
At no time did the pupils themselves know that they were
under special study,
Again it should be pointed out that no definite eon•
------------

----- -----------------------

elusions could be reaahed after the

studies-had~-been

reoorded-.----

Therefore, the evaluation of the studies was primarily the
reactions of .those involved in the study,
Teacher reactions wel:'e based upon four questions that
dealt with possible value received from the studies and with
criticism of the techniques used.

Regarding the value received

from the study, the teachers unanimously agreed they had ge,ined I
l

a better understanding of the colored child, especially con•
oerning the role the racial aspect played in classroom behav•
1or..

They felt that tllere had been much evidence given to

allow that the discipline problems presented could have been
those of children of any other race; the raoial aspect was
one that was social in nature, not hereditary.

Concerning

criticism of the techniques used, there was general agree•
men:t again.

All of them felt that there had been useful

informat1on gained about possible counseling techniques 1 and
that they themselves had an increased realization of the value
of keeping accurate and complete data on problem pupils as a
way to better understandi.ng a child, whether he is colored.
or not.

There was a great deal of satisfaction expressed for

the work and results achieved by the Guidance Council.

,-------
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There were no general oritioisms given, but various
individual comments might be noted.

These included!

a

longer period of stuay :f'or more effective evaluation, the·
study to l:'l.ave been placed at a primary grade level for
more effective follow-up, and a more extensive use of outside agencies, especially those agencies that existed in the
B.oosevel t School community.
The final evaluation of the studies was ths,t done by
the vice-principal in conjunction with the principal,

In

i-

general, their reactions coincided with those of the teachers.
They also felt, though, that these studies also pointed. up
the basic importance of the classroom teacher in terms of
t;he discipline of' colored children; their attitudes, alert•
ness to situations, teacher-pupil relationships established,
and the recording of classroom anecdotal records l!Iere the
prime factors in the adjustment of colored children to the
school experience.

They felt that none of the techniques

used had a large enough sampling to prove or disprove their
et'f1e1ency,

Thl!ly expressed positive reactions, however,

regarding the use of the Guidance Council, the counseling
interview, and the aneodotal record methods.

Their negativllil

feelings were about the conference technique, both ·beaoher
conferences and parent conferences.
Both teachers and principal expressed interest in the

,.
I
'

1--------_ --!

development of the interview technique after reading the
studies.

'--

~--

All of them felt that the accurate recording l!>f

I.
!
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these interviews gave a greater ins:tght into the problems of'
the pupils referred, and the.t this. technique held a :number
of' positive possibilities•
As a result of these case studies there appeared a:
number of other possible , studies that might be done r especially
in the wider field of guidance and counseling in the elemen•
-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- '

tary school arid· on a broal'J.Ei!I' level to include tm entire
sohool distr•iot.

'
'
'

!.

BECOMMENDAT!ONS

As a result of' this study and its evaluations and
analyses, certain areas for further stuo.y and development
I

become apparent.
l.

They are ;

A study that would develop a more effective use
of the Guidance Council.

This study should

include such points as:

2.

a.

An efficient pattern of organization.

b,

The development of adequate r•efel'ral, in:l'ot•mat1on and f'ollowNup fo:rms.

c.

The proper role of' the school administration
in the Council.

d.

E:f'f'eetive meeting procedures.

e.

Effioient use of' school and. community agencies
as effective resources.

!

I

The development of an over-all school district
program for guidance and counseling in the elementary schools.

This should be a district-wide

_ _ __

,

i_
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.effort thtat might follow one of tM following
patterns'
a.

A program developed through colll!llittees that
would include teachers and administrators.

b.

A pilot-study program carried on in selected,
representative schools in which the school
staff would work cooperatively with school
district conaul tants.

c.

The employment of an outside person or
persons to develop a program after study
and consultation with school distr•ict
personnel,

d.

A oombination of any or all of the three

above.

J,

A study thlllt would show the effects of various

faotors on the schoc,l behavior of colored pupils
in the intermedia.te grades.
bel

Such factors might

home background, economic status, length of

residence in the community, attitudes and. );)rae•
tices of school staff a,nd administrators, intelligence, health background, and others.

This

study would. be eV'en more effective if it. were
part of a larger survey that included children
of all races.

'

'~

II
'
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